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EDITORIAL FOREWORD
The past year has seen the organizing of an international programme for the explora¬
tion of ancient sites in Egyptian and Sudanese Nubia that are threatened with permanent
flooding by the waters of the High Dam scheme. In answer of the general appeal by
U.N.E.S.C.O. the Society has prepared plans for work on a number of sites in Eg\'pt
and Nubia. In Egypt Professor Emery will excavate at Qasr IbrTm and Professor R. A.
Caminos will copy the texts and scenes in the Eighteenth Dynast)' shrines at the same
place; it is also hoped to carry out a general archaeological survey of Egyptian Nubia
under the supervision of Mr. II. S. Smith. In the Sudan, Professor Emery will continue
the Society’s work at Buhen and Professor Caminos will copy the scenes in the South
Temple there.
During the season 1959-60 work at Buhen ivas again directed by Professor Emery,
assisted by Mrs. Emery, Mr. H. S. Smith, Mr. E. Uphill, and Mr. B. G. Haycock.
A brief account of the season’s work appears in the Annual Report of the Society for
1959. Here we may note some of the principal results achieved. A large gatehouse of
New Kingdom date on the west side of the town was cleared and planned. Two arterial
roads crossing the toivn within the fortress walls from west to cast were discovered;
these roads were stone-paved and a drain ran along the centre of each. The northern
road, which was completely cleared, proceeds to the river, terminating in a well-pre¬
served water-gate. .About three-fifths of the town area has now been cleared, and in
the southern district many large dwellings, originally built for senior officials and
officers, were uncovered. Kurther sections of the wall of the fortress on the north side
were excavated, revealing more well-prcscr\'ed Middle Kingdom fortifications beneatli
the New Kingdom u'all.
In accordance with a general rule of the Sudanese Antiquities Scrv'ice the preliminary
reports of the work at Buhen arc published in Kushf the journal of that organization.
An account of the season 1957-S can be found in Ki4s/i 7; the report for 1958-9 will
appear shortly in Kush 8, and a further report for 1959-60 is ready for publication in
Kush 9.
Earlier this year we heard with sorrow of the death of a great and generous friend,
Mr. John D, Rockefeller. Sir Alan Gardiner writes;
By the death nf John D. Rockefeller Jr. at a ripe old age Near Eastern Archaeology has lost by
far its greatest benefactor. That his almost boundless wealth should have found so far-sighted and
idealistic an adviser as James Heniy Breasted is a piece of good fortune for which we Cannot be too
thankful. It was as a result of Breasted’s personal application that the Oriental Institute of the
University of Chicago was founded in 1919, but it was not until after his trip u ith Mr. Rockefeller
up the Nile in 1929 that the latter's accumulated gifts made possible the Institute’s full programme
of expeditions and other enterprises. Meanwhile however, Mr. Kockcfeller, again at Breasted's
instigation, had planned two great benefactions of which one, the building of a much-needed new
Museum for Cairo, came to nothing through the refusal of the Egyptian Government to accept it,
U ««T
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while the other, the gift of a Museum to Jerusalem, was gratefully welcomed and has proved an
inestimable benefit. Shortly after the conclusion of the First World War Breasted and I embarked
upon a joint publication of the Egyptian Coffin Tesets, an extensive task which, subsequently
carried on under the aegis of the Oriental Institute, found its completion only shortly before the
regretted death last year of A. de Buck, Its final editor. It was whilst I was engaged on this work
in the Cairo Museum that my ever closer co-operation with Breasted brought me into direct contact
with Mr. Rockefeller, At Abydos he had greatly admired the talent of the late Miss Calverley, then
already engaged on behalf of the Egypt Exploration Society in reproducing the splendid reliefs in
the temple of Sethos I, and It needed but little advocacy on our part to induce him to grant the
funds which have resulted in the four stately folios which are the pride of our Society. Another
large subsidy accorded to me personally rendered possible the lavish publication of Mrs. Nina M.
Davies’ unsurpassed facsimiles of the wall-paintings in the private tombs at Thebes, What else I
have to tell about Mr. Rockefeller from my own knowledge ts of too personal a kind to be recounted
here, but I conclude this inadequate tribute by saying that 1 shall abvays clierish his memory as
that of a man of great kindness and true nobility of character.

It is with sadness that we also record here the death of Dr. Ursula Schweitzer, the
distinguished Swiss Egyptologist, and of Professor FrantiSek Lexa, the doyen of Czech
Egy ptologists whose monumental Grammaire Dijmtiqite was the crown of a long and
fruitful career.
Since 1947 this Jbwrna/ has enjoyed the editorship of Dr. R. O. Faulkner, and it is
with regret that we announce his retirement from the office. For thirteen volumes his
care and scrupulous attention to all aspects of production have achieved a consistency
it would be hard to better. In some w'ays an editor has to be a dictator and, like dic¬
tators with trains, Faulkner (except when foiled by a printers’ strike) made yh^Jouma!
run to time. The present volume is transitional inasmuch as many of its articles were
prepared for publication by the fonner editor. He, too, instructed the new editor in
the secrets of the trade. The latter sincerely hopes that he may be as fortunate as his
predecessor in obtaining interesting articles for the future; he cannot hope to be as
successful in other waj*s. Contributions should now be sent to T. G. H, James, Depart¬
ment of Egyptian Antiquities, British Museum, London, W.C. i.
The news that the preparation of a second edition of the Cambridge Ancient History
is w ell advanced is very encouraging. The first two volumes, which are those of greatest
interest to students of the .Ancient Near East, will be published piecemeal, as chapters
are ready. Progress therefore will not be that of the slowest contributor. Here may we
wish good luck to the editor of the Egyptological chapters, Mr. I. E. S. Edwards,
Hon. Treasurer of the Society and Keeper of Egyptian .Antiquities in the British
Museum*
The spellings of p]$ce-names

For the sake of consistency may we recommend future contributors to the Jmtmal
to follow the practice advocated by the editors of the new Cambridge Ancient History
to use the spellings employed on the maps of the Survey of Egypt (i: 100,000 series),
These spellings can conveniently be found in Porter and Moss,' Topographical BihliL

graphy.
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THE PHILADELPHIA-CAIRO STATUE OF OSORKON II
(MEMBRA DISPERSA' III)
By BERNARD V. BOTHMER
In December 1926 the University Museum of the University of Pennsylvania at
Philadelphia acquired from a well-known dealer the granite head of an Egjptian king
of approximately life-size dimension (pis.
At the time of the purchase no
information was obtained regarding the earlier historj^ of the sculpture; the dealer is
long deceased. The head was first published in 1934^ and then again illustrated in the
guidebook of 1950.* In both instances it was attributed with hesitation to Tuthmosis 111
or Queen Hatshepsut.
When, nearly a decade ago, this writer began canvassing American collections for
Late Egyptian pieces to he included eventually in the Corpus of Late Egj'ptian Sculp¬
ture,* the royal head in Philadelphia again aroused his interest. It had been clear for
some time that it could not represent a Tuthmoside and hardly dated from the Nine¬
teenth Dynasty either. But at that time we knew little about the iconography of the
kings of the Twenty-sixth Dynasty, for instance, and therefore the head had to be
considered seriously, if only in order to eliminate it for sound reasons.® That the
sculpture came from a statue in which the owner was leaning foi^ard had already been
recognized by a number of observers who had seen the original or had studied the
excellent views taken by the Museum’s photographer; the angle between chin and
neck (ph II) as well as the expression of the face left no doubt about that.* As has
happened in so many cases since, the first task was to identify the period in which the
head had been made and then to attempt to attribute It to a definite king. Before under¬
taking a detailed stylistic analysis, however, it appeared to me advisable to exhaust the
archaeological source materi^ at my disposal and to search for a headless, approxi¬
mately life-size statue in the available collections, in my notebooks, and in the literature.
As luck would have it, one of the first publications scrutinized for this purpose, the
' For the first note on the subject of dtsperaed parte of one and the ^e statue, w BMP A *7
hUq PP
(a head of the Chief Steward Atnenb"iT» in Boston belongirtK to his statue to Orford).

no.

The sLnd snkle, it.

BMFA

5* (i954). "«>■

PP- *«-«-

and his atatiietlc in ihe Louvrt.
* B. Gunn, 'A Head ftvto an E^tian Royal Stttue'.
pis. 10-11. The accesaloti number is E. 16199.
» Hermann Ranke. Thr ffe-pfi-to Colkciioits

qf the

with the head of Amenophte N in Boston
r

**

n

Th^ Umv. Mui. Bull.

_
.
Gnttwnfy

Mufeum

^
5. no.

m
3

(May .934). PP- 87-88.

,
rr ‘
d 1.
,
<= L^ntf. AfiM. BitlL ij, nos. s-j.

Nov. 1950), title-page and p. 37.
,
, ^
+ yAOS 74 (1934), 70.
XXttId Int, Congr. of Or. (195*).
„
,
same ronsidemtlon led to the identifitneion of a royal head m Boston as .Ametioph.S ll and

.

eventual discovery of the inscribed body in Paris. The heed had been regarded as Ptolemy Ill for half a

century beRine this attribotlon was critically eaaniined; ace abwe. n. t,
„
f
•
*
* The first to state this in print was B. Guim, op. dt., p. 88, followed by H. W. MOller m h.s Kvietv of
Rejikc'a guidcbo<34C| in Bi. Or+ to
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Catalogue General, seemed to contain the missing statue under number 1040' (pi, VI, i).
Dimensions, material, and attitude appeared to be correct; the inadequate illustration,
however, made it impossible to be certain. It was not until the fall of 1954 that the
opportunity arose to examine the original in the Cairo Museum, and two helpful
factors immediately became noticeable: namely, the slant of the break at the neck and
the unusually large number of sizeable white quartz cn'stals W'ith which the granite is
speckled. Since both head and statue shmved ‘clean’ breaks, i.c. breaks that had not
b^n tampered with, a cast was made of the break of the Philadelphia fragment and
tned on the neck of the Cairo statue. It slipped into place with perfect ease, and thus
It became certain that the head indeed had once belonged to the statue although it is
impossible to state when it was severed since at the time of its discovery the torso was
already headless.^ Then the entire Philadelphia head was reproduced in plaster and the
cast sbjyed to Egypt where it was briefly shown in position on the statue^ and on
behalf of the Lmversity Museum, presented to the Cairo Museum in October iq^e
(pi. VT, 2). A fetv months later the then Director of the Cairo Museum, Dr. Abbas
Bayoumi. had the cast of the Philadelphia head mounted in a special case on the wall
directly above the sculpture, and since then a facsimile of the king’s likeness can be
seen in close proximity’ to the statue of Osorkon 11/
Before going into details of modelling and style, let us first consider the statue as a
w-hole. It represents a king, by the inscription identified as Osorkon fl (860-8-12 B C )
of the i wenty-second Dynasty, in the act of proffering an inscribed slab, a stela, in a
* B(>relwrdt, Statum, iv, 34-36, p]. 161. In the tesu Borehii-dt descHbes the fraKmentarv forepart onlv .
.« heght a. 65^cm. He illi«tn.re,, however, the headless stauie too, as it i^xhibhed

1

T^niM

V

the king's body, was diseovered by Petrie at Tanis in 1884; see

[k
^ ‘
Mcond plan in the appendix wher^ht location nf
the
is inurkcd 75 . The I^^amlplatJi thus lies approximately in the middle between Pylons II and 111
nnrth of the centre aisle of the Mmn Temple- see K^mi it ni R
P-b -u
j

.. which
find, the main portion, ww brought to the Cairo

Museum, joined

to

the

foiUi.rt

oril.

failed, however, to indicate prccucly where it was found within the Main Temote nnd

j

n

.

lacking in the I|s, drawn up by Vossalli of obiec.a discovered a.T^s upS tleTJ^offhe
33.36). On the other hand, die inscription was copied byE de

/t::;

‘

riSn r

^ Petrie, Tflitit, t, pi. 14,

3.

^ niustreted in L./e maft^ine of Kov. .4. 1955. „d numerous newtipaper aceounB of that tfroe

„ri,t

the University of Petmaylvsnla excavation at MU RahS^.h
s.c.b„ „r ,h.^i,„„„„,
various easts. Dr. Anthes also very kindly permined oiihlteari,,™ Jf ,x ^ ^
Mr. and Mre. Diroick have, furtL.
c^^wTtl
1 ^
proper manner, and a special expression of gruliJide is due to theiST^

■"

Field Director of
protiduig and fbrwiarding ihe
Phitadelphi. bead,
tWusl^ting this article in a

I*LATE II

HEAD OF OSORKOX II,

RIGHT PROFILE

Phifndtlpfiia., Pa.,

I

Plate

HI

HFAD OF OSORKON 11.

RIGHT FRONT, THREE-QCARTER V[E\V

THE PHIEADELPHIA-CAIRO STATUE OF OSORKON II

$

kneeling position. The body, from the hips up, leans forward at an angle of approxi¬
mately 55 degrees. The right knee rests on the ground; the left leg is stretched back¬
ward. It was bent at the kneei which, however, is lost together with the lower leg and
rear portion of the base. In his fundamental study of the royat quartzite torso in
Florence, H. W. Miillcr included a thorough discussion of this pose in royal representa¬
tions,^ and the same subject was more briefly dealt with by Cyril Aid red at about the
same time.^ They conclude that, beyond the mere act of proffering,
posture of
obeisance identities the king as directing his movement explicitly to his god or gods,
which is indeed borne out by the text on the stela. Conforming with this movement of
the body the head is stretched forward and slightly raised, which accounts for the live
expression of the face, so unlike the merely sutic aspect of most official royal ‘portraits'.
In comparison with the body the head in Philadelphia is well preserved (pis. I—\).
The head-cloth has the usual broad stripes in low relief, whereas the lappets, of which
the Philadelphia head shows a small part on the right side, the main parts being seen
on the Cairo torso, have narrower grooves. Both wings of the
are damaged, on the
left more than on the right side. The lower border of the hcadcloth is rather broad;
from the upper edge of this border springs the uraeus, but only the approximately
rectangular groove remains where hood and head of the cobra were once embedded.
Considering the size of this groove it has to be assumed that the inlay was of stone, and
not metal. The eyes, too, were inlaid and arc now empty. The body of the uraeiK
(pi. V, i) stretches in ten undulations well beyond the crest of the head.< In the rear
(pb v’ z) the stripes, or creases, of the nemes converge as if coming to a point, but
cod in the semicircle formed by the upper end of the royal queue.*
Seen in profile (pi. II) the front plane of the bead-cloth’s lateral wings falls
t

the illuatTatioft of the left side of the atfttuc as found, ciled in n. a on p, 4.

* Studi . . .
II (iQ35>. "86 fT. fn his
footnote on p. lOa the author l.atsjdso the
towo
under discussion, followed by the Philadelphia head (<Xo eincr I-iRur ahnhoher Art
^er Kan.^kopf
im University Museum Phikdelphla-Pennsylvania . .thus cominp ver>' close to establ.shmB that the

See also Hcmy G. Fischer's two artieles on pmsttaw royal figures in Umv. Mm. BuiL
(Philadelphia), 20. no. 1 (Mar. 195^). PPno. 2 aunf. ««7). PP- 3s-+o,
^ This is by far the largest number of S-bends kno«m to me m uraei on atone sculpture, h ftflocts a M.K,
piototvpe of Sesosiris I; kc Hi*sinE. Denkm, 73 (no* Haiwvct no. 1935* a*- 5®*) and Evers, Stoat, ti. p. 97,
par. 97, who corteeted Bisaing’s attribution. Cf. also Eneelbach. m Ana. 5m,-. 58. p. « and pi. 4, no. \6
SlLes II. too, in Cairo 4*14^ (Ifomemarn. Typ^. il, 544) sports a uraeus
lacks the long straight tail of itie Philadelphia cobia. In rehrf it occurs already with
Mentuljotpe 111.
see Tempfrs of Armani, pi. 94- if Lo**'- E. 10299 (finally published, half a century s^r its acquisition, in
Vandiet^foauW. III. P- 37, pl- 8. fig- 6) represents Mentuhoq^ IN (as 1 am now induied to think) we could
trace the tenfold uiaeus back to D>t.. XI; if Vandier is nght in attnbunnii the I^iuvre head to Pepi 1 it
would be the earliest example of this uraeus since Bn«kl>-n 39- ti9 fon wfoch it also u«u.,) represents Pep. II
(V'andier, op. cit.. pp. 3S-39, pl- 8, fig. 4)- Notwithstanding the O K. ongin, S believe that it
the M.K.
prototype which served aa model for the Osortran II uraeus.
, ,
f
1
i O^inarily this denotes that a head belonged to a statue without hack pillar (us^ly a ap^nx) or to a st^lpturn the back pillar of which end* well b«low shoulder level. On statues with a high back pillar shoulder level
or above) the pigml is often sbosi-n mtee. half in «hc round, on either side of the back pilhir. D^ne Evers,
op. cit. It, p, t K^r. S t, this osenrs ftom Dyn- XVI11 (Alexandria no, 23«4* i Brecci^ U Aftt«c Gr.-R,/9^ J31, p. »7. iw. 6; pl. 8. no. 491 Amcnophis UI) to well into the Ptolemaic Penod (.\leajindna no. N.G. 37»:
Am Sen\ Sap^. la (10+8)1 PP- 43-44- fiff- 8* I*‘nletny VI).
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somev\'hat back of the vertical.* Tlie eai^ are voluminous, well formed, and deeply
carved ; since the lower parts are missing we shall never know whether the ear-lobes
were nicked.^ The plastic eyebrows in low relief are widely separated at the root of the
nose; on the other hand, they are remarkably long and extend far back on the temples
where they are paralleled by the cosmetic lines in relief. Only the cosmetic lines show
toward the end the slight increase in width (pi. IV) which was fashionable in the
Eighteenth Dynasty for eyebrows and cosmetic lines alike. The eye-sockets, now
empty, are surmounted by thick upper lids which are bordered by an incised line
where they meet the brow. The left eye appears to have been larger than the right
though the damage to the upper lid somewhat exaggerates this impression. Its low'er
contour slants upward more than the right.
The nose, for the most part, is destroyed; there is a depression at the root, and on
the whole it seems to have been narrow and straight. The phlltrum is short and shallow •
the distance between the nostrils, which have been drilled, and the upper lip is quite’
short. The mouth, though fairly straight, has the sickle-shaped lower lip which is in
keeping with most idealizing royal heads. The lips themselves are beautifuUv modelled
and are outhned by a sharp ridge. There is a depression below the lower lip and a hardly
noticeable furrow descends from the drilled comers of the mouth to the sides of the
chin (pi. IV). The under side of the chin is absolutely horizontal (pi. II)- the sinews
on both sides of the throat form a depression which runs up straight to the end of each
jawbone.
The face as a whole is small; the smooth checks fall back rapidly from an imaginary
line which connects the comers of eyes and mouth. The head cannot be considered a
tme ponratt-the youthful idealization excludes this^although it is not impossible that
the sculptor captured at least something of the features of his royal model. The receding
forehead and the delicacy of the face, surprising in a life-size head, could well contain a
few personal traits. And if this statue was made at the time of Osorkon’s accession to the
throne, the charming immaturity- of the face-so unlike the strength expressed in the
tody-may indeed reflect a certain aspect of the person of the young king. There is no
doubt, howler, that m the sculpture standards of idealization as established in the
Eighteenth Dynasty served as model,*
The pr^nt height of the Philadelphia head amounts to 33-5 cm.-* At the neck it is
broken off at a slant, but the join is perfect from the sternal notch in the front to the
back of the wig, in the rear. As a matter of fact, the top of the queue (pi. VI, r),
' Cf. H. W. .Vloller*« (op, eft., pp. 19^1) obsertatioM on ihc tubject
Cairo
(Wwi. Staturt, m, p]. 5), * limn tone ,taturtto wptwentinit Oaodknn f 1 nr HI fth,
tifln dort net identify the king clearly and I am iitolined to atiributo it to O^rkon llll io
^ ^
foration of the ear-lobe. On tbe other hood, the often illustrated
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which is the highest point of the Cairo statue, dovetails neatly into the semicircular
hole at the rear of the netnes on the Philadelphia head (pi. V, 2). Thus reunited head
and statue measure 123 cm. in total height of which 13 to 13-5 cm. form the height of
the rather uneven base. Therefore in ancient times the body alone was about i to cm.
high.’
The upper portion of w'hat is left of the statue in Cairo, devoid of both arms and left
shoulder, is badly mutilated (pK VI, 1.2). Yet enough remains today to see under the
damage that the torso w'as of pow'crful build: sternal notch and collarbones w'ere
rendered w ith much attention to detail, and the large nipples were indicated by raised
discs, just above the iill-in (the ‘bridge*) which constitutes the block between body and
stela. The top surface of this bridge is fiat and cun es upward toward the line where
formerly it met the back of the stela’s upper ponion.
Three deep grooves appear on the preser\'ed portion of the left shoulder, an age-old
formula for denoting the physical strength of the king’s body in his statuary.^ The
quality of the sculptural form of the front of the torso, now mostly destroyed, can only
be sumiised by considering the king’s back which, since there is no back pillar, w-as
fully worked out and shows superb modelling, especially in the area of the shoulder
blades. The same plastic quality can be obsened in the lower portion of the right
leg. The rest of the body is covered by the skendyU the tab of which is visible on the
left side below the highly ornamental outline of the spread kilt.* This garment is held
round the waist by a belt with zigzag pattern.^ In the rear the belt is closed by an oval
buckle decorated with a short protective formula (see below, p. 12).
The arms, bent at the elbow, must have followed the edge of the bridge between
body and stela and were probably modelled three quarters in the round. The elbow
would have been just over the
inscription on the right side (fig. [). It is
curious to note that the right knee, half in the round, appears on the right side of the
bridge and again, several knee-widths over, also on the left where it is modelled even
more fully in the round. The stela which the king proffers with an undetermined
position of the hands is not perpendicular to the base, but tilts forward. Its front now
bears
lines of text; two or three lines were lost at the top, and both edges of the slab
are broken off from top to bottom.
The surface of head and body has a smooth polish, but is still far from glossy, I his
standard finish, which includes the low relief inscription of the belt buckle in the rear
(p. 12) is, however, absent on the inscribed portions of the bridge in front of the main
' Cairo 1040 now
ico‘4 vro, in hdRhi; width of btw U S ^ i
f »houldj:rs oiiRirally
52-SS cm.: depth of ita,me now i tS «n. {from perpindicvlor projection of top of stela lo breal; at kft!««):
height of inscribed portion of stela now 62 3 cm,; thickncB of slclo 5^7 cm.; intmimear width of mscnpt.oi.

on base S a cm*: the intraJinear widths of the Atela inscription visiry between 2 9 and yi ctn,
^ Cyril A3dred (op, di., p. 7i n. 4) was the first to draw attenlion m pnnt to this femture. His

^

mark, however, i* in my opinion merely a kind of shorthand symbol of the same, possibly a scult^ural mference
to the hinR's being nif-f
n. 315. z2)- But 'hese groove* occur also in a private relief of the M.K.:
the stela of
dated to jw 17 of Swostris 1. in the Metropolitan Museom of .Art, as illustrated
in Hoyningen-Huene and Steindorff,

(i943 edition), jS (fiR,),

* Petrie, op. eit., pi. 14:1
3♦ The same pattern is found on the belt of Ramewes II

in

,
,,
,
,
Cairo 41144 (Homemann. op. eit., p, 544)-
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break, which nins between the body and the bridge, and on the steia. As a matter of
fact, these parts show' a somewhat different texture and are of a much rougher surface.
Here the smooth finish of the torso can be found only on the left side of the bridge
fpl. VI, 2), just in front of the right knee, and on the upper right of the bridge (fig. i)
directly behind the area marred by the break of the missing edge of the stela. That
the statue was broken apart intentionally is apparent from the drill holes on the right

Fia,

I. Statue

of Osorlcon TI (Cairo 1040),

[n^cription on right side of bridf^e bctu'cen body and stela.

side, just below the edge of the kilt on the knee (pi. VI), The break eventually did,
however, deviate from the intended line of cleavage and excluded the right side of the
right knee although it caught its left side.'
The position of the right knee, incidentally, is to me an unexplained feature. With
the left leg stretched backward the right leg is in the fonvard position tvkich reverses the
attitude of most other knovm sculptures of this type. It is as incongruous as a standing male
statue would be with the right leg advanced.^^ Vandier, in his Manuel, lii, 351, 376 and
422. mentions several instances of kneeling kings whose left leg is thrown back;’ one
*

Called

by [tdrebarJe, op. cit,, p. 34,

I know onSy one mEile Kulpiuric with iHs stance, namely, Louvie A 49.
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has to discard, however, his two-dimensional examples since, as a rule, in them the
far leg is advanced and the near leg is stretched backward, and no conclusion can be
draw'n as to which leg is really meant to be advanced in each case;' all depends on the
direction of the figure. There remains in his list, however, one object in which, although
it is merely the sketch for a statuette, the position of the two legs is incontestably like
that of our Cairo statue,* This incomplete statuette is therefore the only parallel we
possess, and it is not helpful since it is an unfinished, perhaps even an experimental,
piece and furthermore comes from El-'Amama, where untraditional, odd sculptures
abound. The small size, too, of the El-*Amania sketch permits no real comparison and
thus, reluctantly, one is compelled to state that the position of the legs of the Cairo
statue of Osorkon 11 Is almost unique. Why this unusual composition was chosen is
hard to explain; it does not appear to have been motivated by the place, and con¬
sequently the direction of the viewer, for which the statue wtis intended within the
temple precinct; at least we have no evidence for it.^ The explanation has to be found
in another suggestion, and for this we have to consider once mote the statue as a whole
The first question which came to mind when the identity of the Philadelphia head
had been established on the basis of the Cairo statue’s insenption, was of course con¬
cerned with the originality of the sculpture within the period during which it was
inscribed It must be admitted that in the beginning it appeared ver>' likely that the
sculpture of an earlier king had been re-used, especially since even today t am not
entirely convinced that the inscribed sides of the bridge and the stela had not been
polished before the present texts were carded- Yet, in the few years which have passed
since I first studied the Cairo piece the conclusion that this statue was actually made
for Osorkon TI, and thus is his, and only his, representation, has gradually been
strengthened The lack of comparative material is still the chief stumbling block in the
studv of royal statuary* of the Twentv-second Dynasty, and though the conclusion was
arri^d at (partly at least in a negative way) that the head does not resemble any other
well-known king of Late Raroessidc times or of the Third Intermediate Period, it now
seems to be the only possible solution,^ Until such time as we have a well-ordered
Corpus of sculptures dated, as well as datable, to the Bubastite dynasty, the royal
■ The

hold, mie for

«id painima* of «ridinB

die figure focj« left it i* . ^

fodng p. iz. Add ta the bibllo.

iSr^'ihe^orepart of the s^tue
the Fiindplata of
. In
Statuette, the hca

ww!h

die for lc« !s n«r1y

found. Peiric. Tanb, i. 15, locates

filw rfTswiw d^er two photograph* of a large waled royal bronze
^
to the Phil«lelphia head. The prints were marked
thsi the Qbiccl bad been lent tP die •Eappsidon Chanipi^llion' which was

held at the Louvre m
impormot wort* of Egyptian art. primarily
nowhere re.,ewcd. must.Ketn have
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« ftr not
sculpture from pnveie
.news from rhis exhibition filed in the Anhhr, Pkclo.
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material in the round is strikingly inadequate for forming even a sketchy picture of the
sculptural style of the period.’ Bronzes and small limestone statuettes simply do not
provide enough information to be used in conjunction with life-size sculpture in hard
stone. As will be seen in the following article, the text of the stela furnishes a kind of
programme as well as a petition pronounced by the king at the beginning of his reign
None of the other documents left by him is imbued with so much fervour, and it seems
that a supreme effort had been made at the time of, or shortly after, the coronation of
Osorkon H to create for him a monument of truly regal splendour, combining the
greatest physicd grace—the statue in its elegant kneeling position—with a spiritual
promulgation of impressive tenor. That these promising artistic beginnings did not
last IS well Imown; therefore the statue represents a major initial effort, creating some¬
thing entirely new and nearly unique with an unconventional pose which can only
underline the singularity of the event.
For it ^ he stated in so many words, that as a work of art the sculpture is out¬
standing This appreciation does not rely on the quality of the modelling alone which
m general, is merely the product of competent craftsmen skilled in the treatment of
hard stone. It is pn manly motivated by the composition and the scale. Unfortunately
e statue in C^ro is exhibited today boxed in by large masses on both sides so that no
side view can be taken which would do justice to the grandiose scheme which underlies
he surging movement of the king's body, apparent even now in its mutilated state
It is a daring piecc^ of workmanship, doubtless inspired in part by Ramesside sculp¬
ture which could be seen every^vhere in the Delta at the time of the Twenty-second
ynasty. and especi^ly at Tams where they were gathered, regardless of origin, in the
Mam lemple. portions of which must have been like a museum, considering the
j^nety of smues of earlier periods assembled there. By its size. too. the statue of
Osorkon II is almost without parallel in its period, and at the present time one is compelled to attribute the change of attitude-namely, the advancement of the right leg
instead of the left-to a new spirit which made itself known by the creation of a masterno^I

considerable size in an attitude which was both traditional and

This supreme effort of carving an unusual and never-to-be-surpassed statue of the
new^ king at the time of his accession can be found time and again in the history of
Egy-ptian art. Probably the best example is the great statue of Ramesses H in T^n=
in which the owner more resembles his father Sethos I than in any other of the vast,
fomicHy in the
Collection in
(*« Po^Tr and
paor workmanship in Vienna (no. 51+ Komora^'tsski
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and for the most part urvinspired, number of sculptures purporting to represent
Ramesses II. Although the Philadelphia-Cairo statue compares well with the Turin
statue of Ramesses II as far as composition is concerned, it does not quite measure up
to Ramesside standards at their best. It reflects them, it constitutes an attempt to
recreate the splendour of bygone times, and as such it is a work of art of considerable
merit. It occupies a unique position among the royal monuments of the Third Inter¬
mediate period and, until a new object of this size comes to light, may well ^be
considered the finest statue of an otherwise bleak period in the history of Egyptian
sculpture in the round.
■ Belatedly 1 notice (hat the statuette of Amenophis lit in the Gsltstin CoUectiou. to which Cyril Aldi^
Goc. cit., p. s, n. S) has drawn atteniior, also haa the right knee wlvanced and the left leg stretch^ backward.
.JUdred suggests plausibly that it datca from the begiiaiiog of the king's reign. The atatuette la ve^ small
(hti^t II cm,), and thus can hsrdiy he considered the prototype of the Osorkon statue Philadclphi»-C«m.

(12)

THE INSCRIPTIONS ON THE PHILADELPHIA-CAIRO
STATUE OF OSORKON II
By HELEN K. JACQUET-GORDON
In 3 fragmentary report on his excavations at Tanis UTittcn in 1868 and eventually
published in 1887, Mariette mentions the discovery of a 'fragment dont il nous serait
didicile de reconnaitre Torigine si, i I’un des angles, n’apparaissait Textr^mite d’un
genou, qui nous prouve quo ce fragment provient d’une statue, repr^sentant im personnage agcnouillc ct tenant devant lui soit une table d’offrandes, soit tout autre objet
dont notre fragment est une partie. Une inscription omait le devant de cet objet. T1
n’en restc plus qu*une longue tranche, prise sur le milieu, et n’ofTrant plus que des
bouts de phrases sans suite. Bur chaque cote sont grav^, dans Ic style dccoratif, les
cartouches d’Osorkon II.’'
Meanwhile, Petrie, digging at Tanis in 1884, had discovered between the 2nd and
3rd pairs of obelisks in the main temple a headless grey granite statue of a kneeling king
with arms outstretched in such a position as to indicate that he had originally held
something in front of him.^ Examination of the two pieces showed that they belonged
together, Mariette’s fragment proving to be a good-sized stela held before himself at
arm's length by Petrie’s king. On the stela was engraved an inscription w'hich must
when complete have contained at least 24 lines.
In addition to the text incised on the stela, the statue is embellbhed with short
inscriptions at four different places.
(1) At the back of the belt supporting the king’s kilt is a buckle-like ornament on
which appears in low relief a magical protection-formula of the kind so often repeated
on bas-reliefs behind the figures of royal personages:
‘The protection of life
and divine power is behind him.'
(2) On the king’s left shoulder was engraved his second cartouche name. Only the
beginning is preserved:

“

‘Osorkon, beloved of Amun, son of Bastet.'^

m

(3) On each side of the ’bridge’ of stone connecting the stela with the body of the
statue are the king’s cartouches, ‘in decorative style’ as Mariette puts it, follmved by a
line of good wishes
p, 2). On the right side: 'King of Upper and Low'cr Egypt,
Lord of the tw'o lands, Usima«re<miaman, spn of Re', Lord of diadems, Osorkon,
beloved of Amun, son of Bastet, may he be given all life, stability, power, and joy like
*

^ Petrie,

Mec. Trat\

15, XII (Caim JE 374S9),

TVwim, 1, 15; no# 75^ where it
^ Petrie, op, dt.p pL 6p no. 41B.

U colli^

9 statue

of
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(that of) Re' for ever.’ On the left side exactly the same inscription except that for 'joy’
is substituted ‘health’.
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right side

A/jf

»de

(4) Around the b^e of the statuejran two parallel bands of inscription containing
the king’s complete titular) .’ They started at the centre front branching out in opposite
directions around the sides to meet again at the centre back. Very' little is left of these
two inscriptions, since the protruding parts of the front of the base have been chipped
off all around the stela as well as around the ‘bridge’ attaching the stela to the statue,
whereas the back part was lost when the lower half of the outstretched leg was broken
off. There remain, therefore, only small sections at the centre of each side. These
suffice, nevertheless, to indicate the nature and arrangement of the texts, an arrange¬
ment not unknown from other monuments.*
The centre front was probably marked by an ^ sign flanked by rivo Homs falcons
and the Horus name of the king in the serekk, rivice repeated {cf. fig. i below). The two
inscriptions then turned their respective corners and continued along the sides of the
base with the epithets which habitually accompany the Horus name. 1 he lacunae here
measure approximately 56
on the right side and 42 cm. on the left side. These
were followed immediately on the right side by the I^bty name, whereas the left side
continued with the Golden Horus name. The two cartouches filled the remaining
space at the end of the sides and on the rear face.

Fic. i. Titulary around the base of the statue of Osorkon II.

It will be seen that I have restored the Horus name of Osorkon as ‘Strong bull,
beloved of Mafet’. This is the Horus name used by the king on all known monuments
' Cf GrifEth in Petrie. Tanii, ir, itj'ar- F'or copies of the testa arouinl the base cf. Tcwim, I, pi. 6, nos, 41a,
41C. 41*. The fragment marked +iz on the plate is orferred to by Cnffith as 4ti>.
* Cf for CTtemple, Legram. CGC. Statues tt StatuetUs. li, pi. 5S, no. +1142. » statue of Romesses H.
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with one exception, the statue of Dd-Dhv:ty4u^ f-rnh called Nhi'j-tmist (Cairo 4230S)
found in the Karnak cachcttc, on which the name appears as
‘Strong bull
arising in Thebes',* Whether this discrepancy indicates a change of name at a particular
perlcxi of the reign is questionable. Hf-m-wist may simply have been considered more
appropriate on a statue destined to be placed in the temple of Amun at Karnak. How¬
ever, it is to be noted that in other inscriptions from Thebes, Osorkon uses the name
‘Strong bull, beloved of Ma<et’.'
Text on the right side of the base
[.. .]niti
. .JAr wt Wfst ab i/[.] Griffith^ had no suggestions to make con¬
cerning the groups at the beginning of the fragment. The end he translates: ‘crowned
in Thebes? lord of the two lands [Osorkon II] \ thus indicating that he considered the
last group to have been followed by a cartouche. I feel some qualms about such an
interpretation owing to the absence of lure biiy before the supposed nb tney. The car¬
touche name accompanied solely by nb t/wy is not unknown at this period^ but on our
statue where the titulary is given in great detail It seems unlikely that so important
an element as ^ \vould have been omitted. Perhaps the last group of the fragment
should be read nb tiwy nb fust and should be regarded as an epithet used separately
without relation to a cartouche.
Nbty smf psty mi sf '1st ‘The Tw'o Ladies, he who unites the two halves (of the land)
like the son of Isis’. This is identical with nos. I, 11, III, andV(cf, n, i below). No. IV
has combined this epithet w'ith the one 'ivbich follows directly after it in nos. 1, II, and
HI: dmd nf shmay tn hip 'He for whom the two crowns (lit. the two powerful ones)
are joined in peace’, by giving the word pSty 'the two halves', the determinative of the
two crowns of Upper and Low'cr Egj'pt,
ship
m fr mn't ‘He who satisfies the gods as (being) one who acts justly (lit. who
does justice)'.i The complete epithet appears in no. V,
^ For puTpciic^ of comparison^ here are the
tit%jte.ric9 of Osorkon tl;
Cairo statue 4220^ of
from the Karnak cachette;

l\, Cairo statue 4tz$i of Ni~lmn from the Kam&k cachetfe:

]IT^ Tiiscr, of Osorkon If, north of sanctuar^'p Karnak {LegraiUp

IV, Br. \tu9r Statue no, 1146 from Tell Mukdim (Navilkp

Strv. 5,

anei Paheri^ pU 4):

V, Xao4, Csuro 70006, from Bubostis:

mm i ^ ^
*

Cf, noi. [] and III above,

* Griffith, in Tonis, 11, ZX. The present v.'hercdbouta of rhis fragment is gtiknoiAii lo me; consequently I have
not been abSc to verify the copy, CouJd it pasalbly have read ^ Mfi[fyMl ft'rr/[n»] repeating the epithets reguWly found os part of the Golden Horus nsune ? The fragmen t'a poaklon in my reconstruction is hypothetical.
^ Cf. stame of
.deg. Imchr. Bertin, 11, 73-75. cartouches of Osorkon II.
^ 'rhe list part of the epithcr could also be Interpreted aa m ir{i) iruft "by acting justly (lit. by doing juatice)*
but I have preferred ihe rramlation given above aa it requires no emendation of the teat.
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Text on the left side of the base
shf 5«i NN r
tmy ‘He whom the God NN caused to arise to be King of the Two
Lands’. Only the last word is presented but there can be no doubt about the identity
of the epitbk. It appears three times elsewhere (nos. HI, IV, and V) mentioning a
different god each time. In our case the god was probably the same as he to whom the
stela was addressed.

Hrnbtvshmpbty htvhfm' fwsrfm'The GoldenHorus, powerful m strength, he who
Strikes his enemies,’ rich in splendour'.» This varies slightly from the other two known

examples (nos. I and HI) which r^d tvr phty hu' mntyto.
u- l u
The main interest of the statue centres about the inscription on the stela which the
king is holding in front of him. This stela suffered considerably at the moment when
it, together with the ‘bridge’ of stone backing it, were broken from the body of the
statue. The intention of the iconoclast seems to have been to reduce the piece to a
more or less rectangular block. To this end he deliberately knocked off all the parts
which protruded beyond the sides of the 'bridge', that is to say, the edg<» of the base
with the king’s titulary, and the rim of the stela all along the two sides and the rounded
top, thus dcstroving the first few lines of the text together with the beginning and ends
of all the remaining lines. When the projecting front part of the b^se w^ knocked off
it took with it also a piece of the lower right-hand corner of the stela. 1 his iiregularity
perhaps accounts for the fact that the mutilated block does not appear to have been
The damage thus perpetrated on the stela is to be depbred as it eaves us in doubt
concerning certain points which it would have been desirable to clear up. \\ hat for
instance, was the identit)* of the god to whom the king addresses himself m the text ?
What was the date and the occasion on which the statue was dedicated. I he destruction
of the first lines leaves the answers to these questions to conjecture. Nevertheless, we
can be thankful that Mariette's description of what remained of the text as des bouts
de phrases sans suite’ has proved to be over-pessim^tic. In fact, discounting the first
two or three lines which have completely disappeared, the inscription is relatively cle^
down to line 17. Thereafter the increasing siae of the lacunae at ^^ch side breaks the
continuity of the sentences and obscures the meaning. Line 21, of w hich only one word
remains, was probably the last line of the inscription as the bottom of the stela seems
to have rested directly on the base of the statue.
, . n
a
The text of the stela was fim copied at Tania in 1863 by Emmanuel de Rouge and
anoeared in 1877 in volume I of the Imcripthm fn^ogfyphiques published by his son.The copy though fairly complete, includes a considerable number of errors, but this
?s nors. he Jndeted at considering the difficulties presented by a muttlat^ text
en^ved in a rather cramped style on a dark surface and rn a gmnular stone nh.ch at
™t1ho«s no sign of having been polished. The inscnptton does no. seem to have
. L
• (jmth read

.
^

.1, V

Mas r/vlYand inwstatwl ‘stronir, aprcadiiTK wide h» terror . However,
f^queoilv from Djti. XIX on. and the
forequiirten is a nrcogin late lim^- This together veith the very eomirton ^eunenee of the

mo the l«..r
A J. de Rouge, Jr«r<T’,

i, pis.

h.>v b». U» nfr... ancaard he.
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inspired much interest and it was not until 1896 that Daressy^ in search of new material
concerning the Twenty^second Dynastyf revised de Rouge's copy and attempted a
translation.' His versiont although a great improvement over that of de Rouge, con¬
tained one fundamental misapprehension. He mistook the second person singular
pronoun, used repeatedly by the king in addressing the god, for the third person
singular,^and was thus forced to introduce an unknown third person into his story which
completely obscured the character of the text. This error was corrected by Borebardt
in his copy of the inscription published in the Catalogue G^erale of the Cairo Museum,^
but in other detaiJs fiorchardt’s readings are less satisfactory than those of Daressy.*
^rhe inscription runs as followsr
Translation
(i)
la)
(3)
(4)

[....] every [._] the manaion established
You will do]
every' good [thing] which will be good for me and which will be [,.....] for me [-[.] strikes thein. You will protect me from the censure of AmQn, Pre«, [Ptah,]
[Bastet, Lady of] Bubastis, Osiris, Horus, Isis, and of every god and every' goddesa of the sky
and the earth. You w ill protect [me against]
(5) [their] displeasure and against their pow'er. You will turn my heart toward doing [all good]
things
(6) [so that] Aroun, Pre^, Ptah, Bastet, Osiris, Horus, and Isis are satisfied with me [on account of
them.]
(7) [You will] fashion my issue, the seed which comes forth from my limbs [to be]
(8) great [rulers] of Egy pt, Princes, first prophets of Amcn-Re^ King of the Gods, great chiefs of

the Ma, [great chiefs]
(9) fof the} Foreign Peoples, prophets of Harsaphes, King of the Two Lands, after I have com¬
manded (it). My voice shall go down to
{10) You [will] turn their hearts toward (lit. after) the son of Re<, Osorkon beloved of .^miin, son
of Bastet. You will cause them [to walk]
{11} [upon my] path. You will confirm my children in the [positions]
(12) [which] I have given them (so that) brother is not resentful of brother (lit. the heart of a
brother is not rebellious toward his brother). [.As for]
(13) [the royal wife and royal daughter] Karoma, you will cause her to stand before me in all my
reif-festivals [.....]
(14) [You will cause] her male children and her [female] children to live.
(15) [I shall send] them out at tlie head of the armies and they w'ill return to me and report [con¬
(16)
(17)
(18)
(19)
(20)
(21)

cerning.]
[the] PyKd who come in order to desuoy
..1
[,....] very pure. You will repulse them and you will cause (?)
[.] (my) followers against the followers of [.]
[.] of the land when he flees (?). You will [.]
upon] my path which [j'ou] w'ill
[.1 my children (?)[..-.]

* Dotc83>% Rit. irm\
49-5'0’
^ TliiH TFiiaundcmflncJirer Arose ihmujib a eonfusian tif ihi: sign

with

an

,

-

“—

* Borehartltp CGC, Slufufft and Sfatmitrn, iv, 34-J^P ph
1^140.
* For further transiations and diicusskms uf the
cf-: Breiistedp Atte.
Attest Fiaiory, lit, 263: CiauthiL-r, Art^^ Strv. 37.

iv, H 7^5-7i T^aJlp Ctnubrid^r

Mantel, Osorhan H, 2S-2i>5 Porter^Mnss. Tup.

Bibl IV, *7; Cautbicjrp Lhrt dii Rmt. m. 340
11 #717

^

which in mic texts ircrtupmly rcjiSaccs

^
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Commentary

(1. i) Hti't mn
Osorkon 11 ?

tp,,...: Have we here possibly the name of a foundation of

(I. 2) The missing word preceding nb at the beginning of the line was probably nkt^
One would expect three strokes after the determinative but there is only one.
I have not found any examples of this orthography for nb ‘every', but nb ‘lord’
is frequently written this way. Cf. Iversen, Two Inscriptions Concerning Private Dona¬
tions to Temples, 6 and 8; Legrain, Statues ei Statuettes, in, n. 42207, left side of seat,
line to.
nty iw’W njr tvu nty iw'W requires a plural antecedent which can be only the sub¬
stantive lacking before nb nfr, probably nkL The very scanty traces following nfr n
suggest the seated figure holding a flower which w'as here used to w rite the first person
singular suffix as again farther on in the same line: mtww.. ,n /. mtW'W seems to stand
parallel to nty iw'W, The restoration of mtsv-k (instead of miw-w) which w'ould have
linked this part of the sentence with the lost verb at the beginning (presumably he k
in or something similar) is improbable because the depression in the stone bclow'^ mUc
is too shallow for •=’; perhaps t w'as used. Ihe sign after mtww looks almost like
another ^ or possibly a { or a f. A sentence comparable with this one appears in the
papyrus of Neskhons (VII/30; Gunn-Edwards, JEA 41, 93 and 103); ir mdt
nty
m-w vjr n Ns-hnsti> mtw w ntri j(y)_iwi Itsd its drw ‘Anything which will be good
for Ncskhons and which will deify her. ... I will do them all for her’,
(1. 3) kwii Daressy, Hec. trav. 18, 50, translated hwt ‘corruption’ as if it were from
the stem
‘to decay’. But the use of the determinative u excludes such a
possibility. Awv seems to be a late form of hwi ‘to strike’.'
n imww'. Direct object of hwt, i$ introduced by the preposition m (fm before the
pronoun) as in Coptic Ajuuoy, Cf. Spiegelberg, Ree. trav, 26, 34-35- The latter quotes
an example of this form from a stela of the Tw'enty-second Dynasty in the Ashmolean
Museum, Oxford. Camlnos {JEA 38, 54) noted another example in the Silsilah inscrip¬
tion of Sheshonk I. The writing with prefixed — occurs sporadically at this period.
Cf. Erman, Seuaeg, Grom., § 605.
Iw k hi (w)/: The use of the seated figure holding a flower as a writing of the depen¬
dent pronoun wi occurs again on the statue of a contemporary of Osorkon II in the
Cairo Museum {CGC 42206). On the left side of the seat the man’s mother is repre¬
sented as saying of .4mun:
Mistress of my
city ; he caused me to be revered in his temple.’
(U. 3-4) 'Imn Pftc Pth Btstt nbt Bist IVsir Hr '1st: If W'e admit the probability that
this enumeration of gods is the same as that in line 6, only the name of Ptah remains to
fill the lacunae at the end of line 3 and the beginning of line 4. But the group
is
not sufficient to fill up the available space as far as one can judge of it by lines 6 and 7
which present the maximum preserved w'idth of the stela (about 22^ cm. The original
width must have been about 25 cm.). On the other hand, the name at the beginning
* For a. Jiflerttii interpretation of this passage see Yoyotte, L^i Principaulii d» D^ita ati fempt de tanarnMt
tiby^nnt, § 15^ MHangfs Xloiprro, nouvcLIc serie (in the piressh
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of line 4 is written
as if it were the name of the city rather than that of the goddess.
The logical conclusion seems to be that Bastct was here called
(ll- 4“5)

^ nfy\w skd r n>y^ bite. The

reconstruction seems certain.
(11. 5-6) iwk phr hn t
''
«/K«)l. Cf. Ncskhons, I. 18:
itedphr hits r whf n fafr ‘1 will turn her heart to seek good for him'; ibid., 11. 13-14:
ifP’iphr hit n Ns~hnstc hv btt in?*w ir tftdi nbi Idit r P/-ndm * I w'ill turn the heart of Neskhons
and she shall not do anything evil to Pinudem’.
(I. 6) [nty kv] jmn-hrn t

n-ijmC'[w]: The traces of signs at the beginning

and end of line 6 are inconclusive but do not contradict the possibility of this recon¬
struction of the sentence which was suggested to me by Cemy, and which seems to me
to be the most plausible interpretation. Hr usually takes the preposition Ar when it
means ‘to be pleased with’ someone or something. However, late texts sometimes sub¬
stitute 7M for/ir (ITB il, 497-9). In our case w replaces m.
0* 7)
hrwii Cf. Mariette, Abydos, ii, pL 35,
1. 16, where Ramesses IV says to Osiris: mttc h ts tiy iprt (m)
m p; ti r
‘Thou shalt establish my issue as kings in the land forever and ever'; and ibid. 1,
tableau 36, where Amun addresses Sethos I saying: nlk r/ f i«r h ib l mvy pr m h-i
‘You are my son beloved of my heart, the seed which came forth from my limbs .
([. 8)
m
Bubastite gate at
Karnak applied to Osorkon I; cf. Epigraphir Survey, Univ. of atic^go.
pi. 14, and in the temple of Khonsu at Karnak referring to Henhor
«
cf. Gauthier, Litre des roir, tn, 234. IF6 it, 33® quotes another cx-anvple
for which no reference is given. On the other hand, it is possible that the title at the
beginning of the line read: «?mr >'fw » KmL Cf. Piankhy stela, hne 111.
7crw rtw n Mi: On this title cf. Gardiner's jiot^ JEA ig, 23. The sign used in \yntmg
rcr is not the old man bent fonvard, but the man standing erect, a frequent subjnmtion
in this title at this period. Cf. Stela of Sheshonk, Great Chief of the Meshwesh (Black¬
man. JEA 41.
; altar of Sheshonk I
Maspero, il, pi. opp. p, 840, 1. 12); Serapeum stela of Padiese (Manctte, Serapeitirt.
The traces in front of the bird at the begioningof line 9 clearly belong to the
group [S, The title is therefore^ probably
«<«'’>
■Great chiefs of the foreign peoples'.
.
. j*
.
(1. ,) A, A« i «...: The sign for Aro.- is n« very cl«r hot if
svM intendoJ ^
sii nould moro likely hovo h«n nritten ss st tho end of hne 5 The s,™e of the
sentence prohably tens; ‘l!y voiee teill rcoch the.r eors end be obeyed Cf m ths

..1

{Late Eg. -Mire. 153) ‘As for speech, even an utterance from a cavern comes dmsn into
* (1 “o) [i>« ApAr A/l te m-st s, Rr QlVAn my Im,« fl.stg: The king is here speaking
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of himself in the third
singular.

person. In the following sentence he lapses ^g^in into the first

(11. 10^11) iw‘k difw

For dl + object and

pseudo-participle, cf. Gardiner, Eg^ Gramm. (3rd ed.) xxxiii, addition to § 304, i. Cf.
also Petrie, Koptos^ pb 18, z, 5; diw Kmt hr nhm 'who causes Egypt to rejoice’; P. Salt
124, Recto 2, 15-16 (Cerny, JEA 15, pb 44): mtia-tv: dit rmt hr rsi Pifr-htp ‘And they
caused men to watch Neferhotepb Sm is the verb most frequently employed in this
idiom. Cf. Grk. iv, i i8 and 504. For m/f see line 30 below,
(b II-I3) b^i-ib n ju

sn-fi The WTiting

seems certainly to be a variant

(fF*, 1, 479). The combination bk-ib, forming an abstract, is one of those
expressions of which the precise meaning remains to be determined. PiankoflF (Le
Cofur, 110) defines it as ‘fier, arrogant’. In our inscription the context suggests that
bh-ib signifies a state of dissatisfaction based on envy. Such a meaning would be
appropriate also to the only other example of the expression which I have been able to
(Jeck, that in Urk. iv, 62. A third example {m, BeUg. [, 479, u) from a statue in
burin, 18 unpublished.
(II. 12-13)

Sit nswt are the titles given to

Karoma in the festival hall at Bubastis and on the bracelet of her son Homakht (Montet,
Osorkon //, 68).
mid '. The seated king figure used for the first person singular suffix in line 11 above
has been omitted here.
’
(1. 14)
\ivi'k dU\ rnh mys krd^ tjyto
n/y,-, \hrdui st-hmt\i
1 his IS the most probable reconstruction of the sentence. It is curious that in the reliefs
of the festival hall at Bubastis the Queen appears at least twice accompanied by her
daughters but no sons are mentioned.
(I- 15)
[itc i kib] m etc.: As in Ame?iem<rpe, 1,6 (Lange, Weisheitsbuch
des Amenernope, 24) rmsmin iubvi sa *in order to return and inform him who had sent
him’. JJI presumably refers to the male children.
('■ *6)
Fywd, Copt.
; n«^u>T (F): In late times this was the name
used to designate Libya or the Libyans. Cf. Posener,
dominathn perse, 186.
: Since, in line 17, the god is requested to repulse the Pyted, it is to be
presumed that the latter came with e\it intentions, and the signs |1||§ at the end of
the line suggest the verb sikn ‘to destroy’. So the sentence read something like: ‘The
Pyied who come in order to destroy your very pure temple (?)*.
(11. 17-19) This sentence is not very clea; but I should suggest that the meaning
was: \ou will repulse them and you will cause my followers to fight against the
followers of ex-ery enemy of the land while he h fleeing.’ The word hm^v twice
repeated, seems to be a writing of hmw ‘adherents, followers, partisans’
ujiiuiuaiQn

With the missing two or three lines at the beginning of the text we have lost the
date, the name of the god to whom the statue was dedicated, and the occasion of the
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dedication. There is nothing specific in the prcser\'ed part of the text which can remedy
this loss but the general tenor of the inscription suggests a date in the early pan of the
reign of Osorkon IL This impression is reinforced by a consideration of the symholic
significance of our statue.
The statue of Osorkon II is to be compared with a group of statues of very similar
form showing a king kneeling on one knee, his other leg outstretched behind him,
and presenting a small chest or altar on which are incised his two cartouche names.
Such statues were dedicated on or shortly after the coronation to commemorate the
ceremony at which the king offered his titulary to a specific god for approval, thereby
putting it, and by extension the king w'ho bore it, under the god’s protection.' Cyril
Aldred in his study of a statue of Ramcsscs IX belonging to this group, supposes that
in the actual ceremony the god showed his approval by some movement signifying
assent, as in the case of oracular consultations.^
The statue of Osorkon H may conceivably be considered as an evolved form of the
statues belonging to this group which are on the whole anterior in date. While con¬
tinuing to depict the presentation of the royal titulary (of. the cartouches on the sides of
the ‘bridge’ and the complete titulary around the base) thus soliciting the protection
of the god in a general way, our statue invokes that protection more particularly by the
simultaneous submission of a detailed list of demands engraved on a stela. A kind of
‘programme’ for the entire reign is outlined in which the greatest number of fore¬
seeable circumstances requiring the active intervention of the god are mentioned.
This ‘petition’ is addressed by the king speaking in the first person to the god, and the
whole was to be assented to by the latter in the conventional way—that is by a particular
gesture of the god’s statue, 'rhe text of our stela can therefore be considered to partake
of the nature of oracular consultation.^
If this interpretation of the significance of our statue is correct, wc are justified in
supposing that it was dedicated at the beginning of the reign and probably not long
after the coronation. We can cite likewise in support of this affirmation, the youthful
appearance of the king, although this alone would not be sufficient evidence.
As has already been pointed out, our statue resembles those studied by AlCiller,
Aldred, and Matthiews in general attitude but the earlier statues, with the exception
of the Amenophis IV in Berlin, bend far forward in an almost prone position, whereas
the body of our statue, though also leaning forward, is much more erect. This difference
in the angle of prostration of the various statues does not, I think, necessarily reflect
a real difference between the genuflexions performed by the king in the Xinetcenth as
opposed to the Tw'enty-second Dynasty. The lesser angle attested in the Osorkon
statue was more probably necessitated by the fact that in order to adapt his figure to
the height of the stela svhich it held in front of it, the sculptor was obliged to portray it
in a semi-erect position. On the contrary’, the modest dimensions of the altars presented
* Cf. Militza Matthiews, JfEi4

Cyril Aldrtd^

41+

H. W. Mailer, Stuffi , , ,

n,

iSi fL
* Aldrcdp op. dt., p. 4.

^ Cf., for
Stela^ (Gardiner,

'Stela of Shohottk, Orrat Chii^f of
(Blackman,^£4 a7j ^3) h
Dakhlrh
'The Decree of Am onraaonthef for Ncskhoni* (Gimn,
41, S3), etc.
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by the earlier statues favoured a more horizontal composition. Again, in the case of
the Osorkon statue, the height of the stela, perhaps InHuenced by the length of the
inscription to be placed upon it, may account for the unusual size of the statue—
approximately life size—as compared with the others of this series which are consider¬
ably smaller.
The identity of the god to W'hom the statue was dedicated and who is addressed in
the text remains doubtful. That it is a god (and not a goddess) is proved by the king's
use of the masculine pronoun in addressing him. Logically one hesitates to identify him
with any of the gods mentioned in lines 3-4 (and again in line 6) of the text (Amun,
PreT, Ptah, Osiris, and Horus) against whose displeasure the king demands protection,
although theoretically Amun presents himself to mind as one of the most likely possi¬
bilities. It is, of course, not to be overlooked that Amun-Re*, as distinguished from
.\mun and Pre< separately, may have been addressed. On the other hand, the god could
be any one of the local forms of the great gods worshipped at Tan is, These theoretical
possibilities notwithstanding, the most plausible theory is that the god addressed was
identical with the god to whom the temple in which the statue stood \vas dedicated.
There can be no doubt that during the period of the Twenty-second Dynasty this god
was Amun,
To turn now to Osorkon’s petition, for that is undoubtedly the nature of the inscrip¬
tion despite the fact that it is couched in such affirmative language. The text presents us
with a well-constructed document of which the content falls conveniently under three
headings;
I. Relations with the gods.
a. Domestic affairs.
3. Military' matters.
Under the first heading the king asks for protection against the displeasure of a
certain number of gods and goddescs, no doubt those considered most important at
the period: the three national gods, Amun, Pref, and Ptah; Bastet, the goddess of the
capital city; and the Osirian family. This initial protection assured, he proceeds from
the negative to the positive and asks for divine aid In the carrying out of works pleasing
to the gods, in order to gain their approval. Such works undoubtedly included the
sumptuous celebration of the traditional festivals, the offering of gifts to the temples,
and the building of splendid monuments.
Under the second heading the king requests long life for his queen. Karoma, and
survival for her children who were destined to be his heirs and to fill the highest posi¬
tions in the kingdom, lay and spiritual. The gods may have been less obliging in this
respect than he hoped, as it is doubtful whether his successor Takelot II was, in
reality, a son of Karoma. The two sons whom we know to have been borne by the
queen Sheshonk, High Priest of Ptah, buried at Memphis, and Hornakht, High
Priest of Amun, buried at Tanis—are alsvays careful to mention their mother’s name
on their monuments. But the mother of Takelot 11 is never mentioned and it is probable
that he was the son of one of Osorkon’s other wives. The position of prophet of Harsaphes mentioned in line 9 of the text was filled by Osorkon’s son Nimrod (likewise
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the son of a secondary' wife) who later became High Priest of Amun, probably on the
premature death of Hornakht, whereas the title Great Chief of the Ma was still held
by Osorkon’s great-grandson Padicsc, donor of two magniheent stelae found bv
Mariette in the Serapeum.
But the family problem was by no means settled with the birth of a numerous male
progeny. The great difficulty thereafter was to prevent the sons, once grown to man¬
hood, from bringing about disaster by internecine conflicts. 'I’hat such a danger was a
verj' real one is proved by the whole history of the Twenty-second and Twenty-third
Dynasties, which chronicles a continuous struggle against the separatist tendencies
manifested by any member of the family who became strong enough to entrench him¬
self in a particular district and hold it. In order to prevent such a situation from
developing in his time, Osorkon pleads with the god to make his children obedient to
himself and tolerant tow'ards one another.
The final division of the petition deals, as we have seen, with military matters. It is
sometvhat surprising to find that the sole adversary whom Osorkon seems to have
feared or at least whom he found worth mentioning were the Py^d, people of his own
stock. Pyu'd was the name applied throughout the Near East to the Libyan peoples
who appeared upon the scene early in the first millennium B.C., replacing their pre¬
decessors the Mesbwesh who had settled in Egypt. The latter when they first appeared
on the western frontiers had caused considerable trepidation among the Egyptians.
They were more or less successfully repulsed by Meneptah and Ranicsses III but they
nevertheless managed eventually to infiltrate into the Delta and Middle Eg^-pt in
considerable numbers. It is clear, however, that by the time Osorkon II came to the
throne, although ‘Great Chief of the Ma’ continued to be widely used among them as
an honorary title, there was no real link binding them to their country of origin or to
the related tribes which had remained behind there. The Meshwesh had become
Eg>'ptianized. Osorkon therefore considered the movements of his turbulent relatives,
the Fyferf, as decidedly dangerous and dreamed of himself as commander-in-chief of
an army with his sons as generals, inflicting resounding defeats on possible intruders
from that direction. Whether it e\'er actually came to blows between them we cannot
ascertain with certaintj' as no such action is mentioned in the texts of the period.
Perhaps future research among the numerous texts left by the Lib^-an Kings and their
followers will throw new' light on the subject.
Postscript! The papyri published in I. E. S, Edwards, Oracultir Dtcrets 0/ the Late
Kmgdtm [reviewed below^Ed.] prtw'ide interesting parallels to some of the expressions used on
our stela, such as the protection formula against the wrath of certain divinities (cf, Vol. 11, p1> t,
Pap. L. I, Rt., 42-43) andthc phrase in line 15 of our inscription which, in the light of Pap. L. i,
Vs,, 62-^ (Vol. II, pi. 3) should probably be restored: [ha-k dit hb] m hit mP etc., instead of
[fc i A.‘i] jfl as I had proposed. The sentence then probably ends with jwi and the next sentence
perhaps started with ir\ ‘As for the P>wd who come', etc. On the whole our Stela seems to have
adapted to the specific needs of Osorkon II generalized formulae which were widely used at the
same period in private documents of the oracular protection type.

MENEPTAH’S AID TO THE HITTITES
By G. A* WAINWRIGHT
In his Great Kamak inscription Meneptah makes what has hitherto seemed an enig¬
matic statement. In line 24 he speaks of ‘the Pd-iy-iut whom I caused to take grain in
ships to keep alive that land of KJieta’J Up to the present it has appeared to mean that
he sent out a philanthropic expedition to assist the Hittites. But the explanation is
provided by discoveries at Boghaif Kdi, the Hittite capital in Asia Minor, and at Ugarit
in northern Syria. It was not a case of philanthropy, but it was a case of high policy,
an effort at self-presen'ation.
Egj'pt had been in treaty relationship w'ith the Hittites for fiftj' years, even since the
twenty-first year of Ramesscs 11, 1269 B.c.,* and had undertaken to aid them. It was
militaty' aid that was stipulated,^ and probably salvation from actual star\’ation had not
then been envisaged. Hence, Meneptah’s sending of food 'to keep alive that land of
Kheta’ while not required by the treaty was certainly in accordance with its spirit,*
Mcneptah had no doubt been informed of the terrible conditions in Asia Minor, and
moreover was himself suffering from attacks by Asianic tribes at the very time that he
sent the grain. In fact both episodes are recorded in the one inscription.He would,
therefore, have been glad to do w'hat he could to buttress anyone who might stand
between him and further assaults. Certainly, what with sending the grain and repulsing
the attacks on himself he was successful so far as he w'as concerned, as he suffered no
more from the Northerners. But the flood was only dammed back for a couple of
generations, to overflow once more in Ramesscs Ill’s eighth year, 1162 B.C.* \\Tiile the
* W, Mas MQllcr, Egyptclo/^cal Resear^hes^ l, pi.

I. 24 = Bfeaared, Ant. .Rcc. tiJ^

5

AVho theic

Pil’ty-het were
qiiit^ unknowTi CScthc^ in ZAS 56,
The carJivr statciticTit in 1. Zz that th« invader^ were
about the land
to fill their b«lLits daily' presumably only means that
in £g>pt th^y
HvLtii? off the land, an indeed landless emifTTwita must. Perhaps it was Meneptah^s knowledge of eonditiona m
their homelands that caused him to iniert the statement. It does not necessarily mean that there wm famine
in Libya as well as in Kheta, os has sometime? heen auppo^^td.
^ Ramessea 1 E's accession Is now Urmly Ibced at 1290 fl.C.

In JfEA 34, 61

^

which has now

been oonfutned by a lunar calculation of Parke
in JNES i6p 43. Yet another independent calculation fi?ca
the date at either 1301 b.c. or more probably 1x9a b.c. {von Deckerath In
1-3). Presumably van der
Meer's date of 12S5 b.c. fpr Kamesscs' aceossinn would not stand up against thffse other three calculations
[Ejc Orienff Lux, 15, 93).
^ Langdon and C’BrdLrLer^ \D.yEA h, 190. 191^ H 6. S.
* The sending of grain by friendly states to alleviate famine turns out to have been an old-established custom
in the ancient Near East. In the First Intermediate Period Ankhtifi sent com to the Nubians of Wawat during
a fumLne from his tow-n of Mo*alla in Upper Eg:>'pt {Vandier,
(Cairo, 1950), p. 2^0, I. iv, 14}, Similarly
in the eighteenth century nx. the country^ of I mar sent grain to Zimri^lim of Mari In Mesopotamia in the
same circumstanees^ and l lammurabi of Babylon had also offered to do bo, Dosaln in HuiL dr l^Ac&d. roy. de
Eelffiquf, Cirntf de
38 (1932)^ 135.
s Max MQller, op* cii.„ pis, 17,
E(c^‘e?h.

r ; xr, 1. 24. The tribes were the Teresh, Luka, Sherden, Shekclesh, and

* Rowton* op. cit.t p. 72, dales Ramesses lir? accession to c. 1170 b,c*, and there and on the next page
answers possible objections to so low a date.
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new invasion brought a number of Mcncptah's old assailants, its main support con¬
sisted of new peoples from farther east; the Philistines, Tjekker-Zakkal, and Denyen.*
In the same way the Hittite Empire survived the earlier troubles for two more genera¬
tions before it was finally overwhelmed.^
The Hittite Empire, and as it proved, the whole Levant, was in dire need at this lime.
Not only did Mcneptah find it desirable to send food, but just before he did this the
Hittite king, who would have been Tudkhaliyas IV, had written to the king of Ugarit
(Ras Shamra) on the north Syrian coast requiring his aid against two dangers. These
were an enemy and once again famine. The king of Ugarit was a certain Ammurabi,
contemporary with the last years of Ramesses
The demand was, therefore, made
only a few years before, or at the time of, iMeneptab’s sending of supplies w'hich no
doubt had similarly been requested by the Hittites from him also. Significantly enough
the long correspondence of the Hittite kings with Ugarit ceases abruptly after Tudkhaliyas.*^
Like the Hittite king, Meneptah also had relations with Ugarit, for not only did he
send grain to Asia Minor, but a sword bearing his cartouche has been found at that city,*
It is of non-Egyptian type, and this leads Schaeffer to think that the Pharaoh had
ordered a supply of such tveapons for his foreign mercenaries to be made there. But is
It not more likely to mean that besides sending grain to Asia Minor he sent mercenaries
to support Ugarit as well.^ In any case the existence of the sword is one more witness
to the activities of Meneptah vis-a-vis the disturbances in the north—a veritable
seething caldron toward the north, as Jeremiah (i. 13, 15) expressed it 600 years later,
whence shall come ‘all the families of the kingdoms of the north’.
Back at Bogha:; Kdi, his capital in Asia Minor, Amuvvandas III had much to say of
the hunger that there had been in w'estem Asia Minor in the time of his father Tud*
khaliyas IV and of the various provisions he had supplied to relieve it, .\ccording to
the most recent estimate Tudkhaliyas’ reign is dated to i25<>~i320 b.c.,^ so that the
latter part of it coincided with the first years of Meneptah, 1224-1204 b.c.’ The date
of the Kamak inscription is unfortunately lost. But Meneptah’s action would have
taken place at some time before his fifth year, for it is in that year that the Hymn of
Victory' is dated, and in it he claims to have pacified Kheta.® Thus, he would have sent
the grain at some time before 1219 B.C,, and this would have been in one of the latter
' Edgerton and Wilson, Htttitwital RreordF oj Ramus ///. p. 53, pi. 4*, I, i S, For these people* »ec Wainwrighi
in the forthcoming Hossch Ftslcehrift. There wen: also the WVshesh, a people mentioned only here of whom
nothin^ h ktiown.
^ After Tudkhaliyas IV to whom Meneptah w^^Lild have sent the grain only two more kings are known,

Armji^'aiidas HI and Suppiluliumas H, OtirpcVp TVxe iiiltuts (ind
J Virolleaud in C&mptes rmdm <k I'acad. dtj

ef

p. 216.
httm, 19551 PP;

7St 7^-

Cf. also Sehaelfcr,

Ugaritica, 111^ p. 1751 who al^o notes that it is coniemporarj' with the sword bearing Meneptab'^ name which
found at Ugarit. M. Virolleaud suppotses that the letter came from Egypt. But the Phsraoh never called
himself ‘the Siin' as does the writer of this letter. It was, however, the usual title of the Hittiw kings., and it was
the Hittites who were threatened with ^mine, not Egypt. This letter must, therefore, have come froin the
Hittite king.
^ Sehaeffer, op, cit.. p- 19.

*

*>P- cit.^ pp^ 169-76; Id. in

d\Es. 11, 139-45.

* Gumtyv op. citn, p. 216 for the date, wid pp- 51
* preci* of the text.
^ Rowloitp op. cit.p p. 7?.
* Spiegclbetg in Petrie ^ Six Temples at Thebes, pL 14,]. 26.
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years of Tudkhaliyas IV, the king who had required similar help from ^mumbi of
Ugarit. This is no doubt correct seeing that the trouble was not finished in the time of
Tudkhalij’as* son Arnuw-andas. ‘ Thus, the tw'O kings, the Hittite and the Pharaoh, and
no doubt Ammurabi, were coping with the same emergency, and the Pharaoh and
were sending supplies to keep alive at least part of the Hittite Empire or
its neighbours. That part was western Asia Minor, as will appear in the following
paragraphs.
It is in his account of the Libyan invasion that Meneptah tells us that he sent his
supplies to the land of the Hittites, and that the Libyans were accompanied by all those
Northerners, the Ekwesh, Teresh, Luka, Serden, Shekelesh. and also the Meshwesh.*
Wc have evidence that several of these peoples came from western .45ia Minor. Thus
the Luka would have been the inhabitants of the country known to the Hittites as the
Lukka Lands which lay across from northern Caria to Lycia,* and Lycia itself waa
already known by that name in the time of the 1 rojan \\ar.* The Teresh, as I trust I
have shown satisfactorily,^ would have been the Tyrsenoi and hence would have been
living in Lydia whence they emigrated via Smyrna. The Ekwesh arc commonly accepted
as having
.4chaeans of some sort,^ and we find that there was a strong Mycenaean
colony at Miletus just south of Lydia on the coast of northern Caria,^ The fact that all
these peoples had to emigrate overseas is evidence that conditions were bad back in
their home countries, and they were evidently somewhere near Lydia, Caria, and
Lycia,
Comparable to all this is the Hittite record which not only tells in full detail of the
frightful famine and wrack and ruin at this very time, but also places it somew'here in
I.ydia or its neighbourhood, just as the emigration of the Teresh-Tyrsenoi has already
indicated that there would have been trouble in that area. The famine stalked the land
round about Arzawa,® the Maeander River-country forming one of its centres, according
^ Amuw&ndiis hirmclf {liso-i 190
not only inheriied the trouble in western
Minor but had a nei*'
one of his ow-n in the rastem part of the country * This waa due ta the antlvitiea of 0 certain Mita of
Gurney in £.4.4^4 28, 45 if*
^ Improbabte
it seems at first sightk there h evident that the M^hiveih aristocracy came from western
Aaii Minors 1 hope to go fully into this question in the non- future.
^ Garstaug and Gumey, The Geografrhy oj
Hhtite Empire, pp. &i f.
+ Sarpednn iJid Glaukos came fmm there, ftlad, ii, S76-7: v. 47^310^13, etc. See further PhythianAdams in Bufi. Brit. School of Archotviogy itt JerutaUm, i. The Hiutie a^d Trojan
p. 4: Wainwright in
» WaitiwrtghTp The Tmsh, l&e Etrutcam ond Aria Minor in AnatoUon Siudiet, 9 (19S9). PP
J* SmolenaJci in Ann. Srrv. 15, 73-75* 87p records the surious riew-s held about them. The difficulty^ in incceptinj? them as Achaean^ has alts^ays been that they arc said to have been circumcised. The essential word is tm/
and its meaning haa been much difcusscdp seep for eKample. Breasted, j-Ijw:. Eec, tiip p* 247 n. h, p. 249 n. a\
Hissing in ZAS 72, 74-7h; Hfllschcr. Libyer and Agypter, p, +5: Edgjcrton and Wilson* op. dl,* p, 14 n. 24^^
p. 15 nn. 6-30*
^ Stubbing^, Mycenorati Pottery from the Letoni, p. 23: Anatoiian Studies, 8
PP- 30
Miletus
appeara in the Hittite tcjits as Miltawanda, Mtlaivata; it v^-as under the control of the king of AtitiiyawaMycenacp and was at that time a centre of diAiurbance especially in the Luklti LandE (Gar^iang and Gurney,
np. cit.p pp, 75- 80 f.). Fur Ahhiyawa as the land of the Achaeans sec n. ip p. 28 iitfro.
■ Seeing that it was round about Art;awB that there was the famine and al-w that the abovt-natned two tribes
came from that neighbourhood, it Ia strange that this enuntry ja not named by Menieptah, though admittedly
his lists conmin several lacunae. The name had occurred a couple of generations earlier among Ratnesscs ] I's
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to MeUaert^ or, as Garstang and Gurney would prefer, that of the Hermus valley.^
In the latter case Arzawa w'ould have been in the heartland of Lydia and in the former
just across the southern border in northern Caria. Moreover, the man to whom the
Hittite king addressed his reproaches was a certain MadduwattaS; his name is of a
similar construction to those of Alyattes and Sadyattea, and they were kings of Lydsa.^
It is evident, therefore, that the famine was raging in western Asia Minor somewhere
in or near Lydia, that it was thither that Meneptah sent his grain, and that it was thence
that his assailants set out. Meoeptalj’s account of the attacks of the Northerners upon
himself is the continuation of the story begun in Asia Minor under Tudkhaliyas.
The Hittite story' is as follows. Amuwandas reproaches Madduwattas for his in¬
gratitude for all that his (Amuwandas’) father. Tudkhaliyas IV, had done for him,
saying:
AttarSSiyai the Ahhiyan drove thee. Madduwattag, away out of thy bod. Thereupon he also yet
pursued thee and persecuted thee and willed thy. Madduwattas', [evil] death, and would have
killed thee. Then fleddeat thou, MadduwattaS, to the father of the Sun {the Sun being the reigning
Hittite king), and the father of the Sun saved thee from death and warded off AttarSiiyaS from thee.
Othcr^viac AttarSSiyaS would not have de^sted from thee and would have killed thee. Just as the
father of the Sun had warded off AttarSSiyal from thee, then the father of the Sun received thee,
MadduwattaS, together with thy women, thy children, thy troops, and thy chariot-warriors and
gave thee chariots..com and seed-corn, everj-thing in abundance, and he gave thee also beer and
wine, inalt^ and malt-bread, rennet and cheese, cvciything in abundance. And the father of the Sun
preserved thee, MadduwattaS, in life together with thy women, thy [children] and thy troops when
you were hun^. And the father of the Sun saved thee from the sword of AttarSiiyai. 'Hie father
of the Sun rescued thee, MadduwattaS. together with thy w omen, thy [children], thy servants, and
together with thy troops and chariot-warriors, for otherwise would the dogs have devoured you
from hunger. If you had escaped with your life from Attar^SiyaS. you would have died of hunger.^

But this was not all, for the turmoil w as continuous. Not only had all this been done
to Madduwattai, but he had also had his army annihilated by the Arzawans and he
had 'fled alone’ and 'his women, children, his prisoners and slaves had made off to the
rocks',*^ However, Madduwatta§ himself was far from blameless, for later on he ‘took
the whole land of Arzawa’’ and the neighbouring land of Hapalla as well.* Thus the
wrack and ruin was widespread and continuous over a number of years, and the
hunger that there was in western Asia Minor at that date was not due to a failure of
enemies « K^esh,
7ri«. end k survived till
B.C., when In his eighth year ^ess« lit lists it is
one of the countries overwhelmed in the ftenersl disaster (Edgertonimd Wilson, op. «t„ p. 53. pi. 46, n. Wa.
For a full discussion of ihr name sec Gardiner* Onamastica, l, 119 m>*
*
> Mellacrt in AnatotUin Studio*. 5 ti955l. P- 8^ Cornelius in flettre Atf/rlr ef
l6. to. pt^ » out
that two of its cities were Afuist and Pariana, cleirlj' Ephesus and Pnene twpectivcly, This « similarly rcmstked by Garstang and Gurney, op. rit., p. 8S.
• Ibid., p. ft4.
, u
\
j . . Gfttae, Mflddifnaffof. p-3i09a7). Heft I),

4

• Md.

^

u . priory food i"

lodav under the nameffMJiitffffiJ-

™i,,ku.

P'"«f ““'•"'f
,

l

’

t

• GSUte, op. cit., pp. 3 ff.. from wtw«e German translation the above is Etighshed
dt r
• Id., op. cit., p. *3, il. +6 ff,
’ Id., op. cit,. p. as. I. ao.
Id., op. nt.. p.

I <6
33,1. 56.
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the crops but to the general Insecurity of the times, snd especially to attacks and
depredations by AttarSSiyaS the Ahhiyan.
As said above, the Ekvresh have long been thought to have been Achaeans of some
sort. It now turns out that they rvouM have been some of the people of Ahhiyawa such
as AttarSSiyaS. It is now generally agreed among scholars that this name represents in
some way the Achaiot of the Homeric epic.’ While Attar$§iya$ the Ahhiyan was afhicting the lands of the Teresh in Arzaw^a-Lydia It is also evident that other Achaeans,
this time the Ekw'esh, were also restless and on the move. On this occasion they were
not harassing, but joining with, these emigres and others in wider adventures still. It
may well be that they came from the Mycenaean colony of Miletus which was neighbour
to the Teresh and the Luka.
Thus, then, it was evidently these depredations of AttaiiSiyaS the Ahhiyan (Achaean)
and no doubt other similar disturbances w'hich about 1219 b.c, sent the Ekwesh
(Achaeans), Teresh (Tyisenoi-Etruscans), Luka (Lycians), and presumably the others
overseas to the southern shores of the Mediterranean, and it would all have been part
of the general turmoil which in due lime resulted in the destruction of the Hittite
Empire. The trouble lasted for another two generations, for some sixty years later, in
the reign of Harnesses III, 1162 a.c., three of these tribes who had come against
Meneptah, the Sherden, Teresh, and Shekelesh, were forced to move out again, as
were the Meshwesh in 1165 and 1159 b.c. This time they were accompanied by new
peoples, the Denyen (Danaoi?—Danuniyim), Peleset (Philistines), TjelAer (Teukroi),
and Weshesh, but by then the Ekwesh and the Luka had ceased from troubling.
* Gmratiuig and Gurney^, op. cii,, p, St. Like the home of the E^pvesh the position of Attiyawa haa been
much dbeu5»ed (see Gurney> The Hiititn, pp. 53-5^)^ In

pp, 366, 380 {Fettsehrift

SaudKaUf 1958)

Schachermevf givcft a list of the various suggestions luadcp Mycenae^. Rhad«^ Cretc> Pamphylia^ CiHda. and
Cyprus without p however, including Miletus.
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A SELECTION OF TUTHMOSIDE OSTRACA FROM
DER EL-BAHRI
By WILLIAM C. HAYES
Thanks to the publications of Cerny, Gardiner, Posener, Darcssy, and others, students
of the Ramessidc dynasties have been able to avail themselves of the rich and varied
fund of information on this phase of Egyptian history preser^xd to us on the hieratic
ostraca of Biban el-Moluk, Biban el-Hariro, and Der el-Mcdinahd That students of the
Tuthmoside age have been less fortunate in this respect is not attributable to dearth of
material, for the temples of Der el-Bahri and their vicinity have yielded a comparable
harvest of inscribed ostraca datable for the most part to the reign of Tuthmosis III,
including the twenty-odd years (years 2—32) when Hatshepsut ‘administered the Two
Lands by reason of her plans’.* A few of these have been reproduced in facsimile and
transcription by the scholars already referred to,* and partial translations of halt a
dozen others will be found tn Winlocks Exciia^tions oi Dcir el
but there
remain, chiefly in the storage areas of the Cairo Museum, hundreds of their no less
interesting mates still awaiting publication,
Of the latter 400 were found by the Metropolitan Museum’s expedition during the
seasons of 1922-3 (field nos. 23001.1-229), 1923-4 (negative nos. M5C.25SP ^5^)’
1926-7 (field nos. 27056.1-51, 27057.1-9), and 1929-36 (negative nos. CC 13 ff.CP O ff,). They come, respectively, from an ancient dump between the temple avenues
of Hatshepsut "and NebhepetreT Mentuhotpe. which was covered late in the reign of
Tuthmosis HI by that king’s avenue to Der el-Bahri (238 ostraca);^ from the forecourt
of the Hatshepsiit temple (i ostracon);® from the 'AssasTf Valley, east of Der el-Bahri
(68 ostraca)from the vicinity of the tomb of Sennemut (no. 353) at the western end
of the quarry from which the shale for the embankment of Hatshepsut's temple avenue
was obtained (9 ostraca);® from the fill of the first terrace (second court) of the temple
itself (38 ostraca) f from the steep slopes to the north and west of It {23 ostraca)
and
from the foot of the 'Assasif Valley, near the lower, or eastern, end of Tuthmosis Ill’s
avenue (23 ostraca).*‘ The great majority were ’exported for study’ to New York and
were photographed, transcribed by Ludlow Bull and myself, and in some cases copied
in facsimile before being returned to Cairo in 1953 in compliance with a specific
■ S«. for example, von Iketerath, ZDMO 106, 141 ff-: Christophe. BulL iHit.jr. 51. 113 ft-i
Or- >4,
dti miVff^T^i und Tmm iifiVfo,
(mc, for CKamplep 45^-^K ZDMO 105

10 ff.; Hddc, Zur
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Sauneronp Chron. d"£g. 26, 4& ff.
‘ Ufk.

IV,

60, i-a. See SkhotT, Nuchr. Gening^. i«>S5. Nr- 6, in ff.

^

,

* Hitrat. Pap. Bfrtm. m, pL 30; Cem^ and Gardiner, Hitratu Onrata. pis. 16 (6-0 l^ipzi^ 2+). 17
(i - O Gardiner lS> ao (4 and S = O- Gardiner =6 and io>, 36 (i - O. Leipzig 13), 56 (5 = O. Gsidmcr 51).
* Pp‘. 79-81, 136.
’ Winlwlc. Excavaii^. 75 «■. «2.
‘ Op eit. qi (Me Bull. MMA is
Otc., pt. ll, lo, fig. 10).
r S« op. cit.. *33. .35,
* See pp. ril. Jo8. ai8. a.q.
It See Lansing, Bull. MMA 30 ("935),

‘ Op-

■"
sect. II, 3-16; 32

"P- «'■
="»
J""-. «ct. II, 4-3.
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request from the Egyptian Govemment. Those found between 19^9
^93^ were
denied export from Eg>'pL
were photographed at Thebes by Charles Wilkinson
during the spring of 1948.' In 1923 and apin in 1927 a number of the more interest^
ing hieratic texts found at those times were transcribed ‘on the spot’ by Sir Alan
Gardiner^ and his transcriptions, preserved in the expedition’s notebooks, have of
course been consulted in preparing the plates of the present article.
Out of the lot twenty-one inscribed flakes of limestone and fragments of pottery
have been singled out for publication here because they provide specific information
of one sort or another on three events of more than ordinarx^ interest to the historian
of the Tuthmoside era: (I) the foundation, construction, and maintenance of Djescrdjeseru—Hatshepsut's temple at Der el-Bahri—under Sennemut and his more distin¬
guished contemporaries; (II) the preparation of Sennemut’s unfinished ‘royal’ tomb
below the forecourt of the temple, together with an indication of bis importance at the
time of this operation; and (111) building operations carried out during the last decade
of Tuthmosis Ill’s reign in the temples called Djeser-akhet and Djeser-menu (?)
under the supervision of no less a person than the \Taier Rekhmire'.
In the interest of clarity and economy of space it has seemed best to present our
ostraca in the form of a catalogue raismme with a brief commentary accompanying each
translation and a few remarks of a general nature appended at the end of each of the
three groups of inscriptions. An attempt has been made to arrange the ostraca of
groups I and Illin their original chronological order,
I. Ostraca retating to Djeser-djeseru and its Builders (pis. IX-Xl)
I. MMA Negative no. CO 9. Fragment of a limestone flake, dimensions unrecorded,
found during the season of 1929-30 ‘above the Hatshepsut temple’ (see Winlock,
Excavationsf 200}. Preserved are the ends of four lines Oif hieratic text written in a
literary hand of early Eighteenth Dynasty t^'pe (cf. Moller, Hierat. Pal. i, ‘Ebers’),
Several groups in lines 1, 2, and 4 are written over erasures, as indicated in the
transcription (. . .). PI. IX.
Translation:
I. ,.. (from the ... of King) [Ncbjhcpet (?)*[r^], the justified, to the wall
a. .,, [thle plumb-line,J the sacrificial (aleer ?)•
3. ... 27 cubits, z palms, i digit.
4. .., (King) [Neblhepcl (?) [rer], the Just[ified], ..,
' Mctropotitan MuBcum negitive noa. CC (3, iS, 19, 29. 31-33' CD 23, 34: CE 12, 14; CF 3, 10, t6;
CG 11. io; CH o, i, S. 0, 17. 1*; CJ i, g, jo; CM la, 34, a;, 28-37; CN 0-4, 10, 11, 19, aa, 23, 26, 27, 29,
3«. 3a-3S. 37; CO r, a, 6,9, 10. 13, 15-1?, aa,
aj-i?.
30. 34, 35; CP o, 1. 3, 4. 7-9, 15-17—now on
file in the Museum’s Photoitniphic Division.
> The following... ^ makes it probable that we have hem and

in line 4

an unusual hieratic fotm

)

of the jrpt-oar (oonimst the normalty written Artr-oar of mx'-hnv in the same line) and hence part of the praeTinmen of Nebbepetre* Mentuhntpe of the Dyn. XI, the owner of the mortuary temple immediately adjoining
that above which our oatracon waa found. For the writing of this king’s name with durinf; the New Kinfidom
aec, for example, Naville, The Jf/lA Dj'nasfj’ Temple at Deir el Bahari, lit, pi. j i; P, .Abbott 3, 14 (Peet, The
Grea: Tomb Robberiei, 39, pi. a).

»

hitc.

See VogeUanK,

pi. [] (15).

Kommentar su den Kitigen dti Battern,

87 (91); Davies,

The Tomb oj lUhh-'m-Bir

81,

* hn^d']: IPS. IV, 123 ((5).
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This tantalising scrap seems to contain part of the draft of a description of the formal
laying-out of an Eighteenth Dynasty temple—probably that of Hatshepsut—and of
the rites and ceremonies which normally accompanied such an operation. The refer¬
ence point alluded to in line r and perhaps again in line 4 was presumably some portion
of the already existing temple and enclosure of King Nebhepetref Mcniuhotpe of the
Eleventh Dynasty. The precision with which the new building was located and laid out
is suggested by the detailed measurement of line 3 (= i4‘3 m., or 46 ft. to in.).
Z. MMA Negative no. CN 33, Limestone flake, dimensions unrecorded, found during
the season of 1930-1 in the first terrace (second court) of the Hatshepsut temple
(see Winlock, op. cit. 208, 218, 219). Inscribed on one side with twelve lines of
hieratic text written in the characteristic ‘business* hand of the reign of Tuthmosis III and Hatshepsut (see Hayes, Osiraka aitti Name Stoner, 6). PI. IX,
Translation:
1. Regnal year 10, month i of Shumu, day 20. Making a cart’^e' for hauling stone

2. iln] Dicscr-djcseru: the serfe who arc in the charge nf Mintiioac,^
3. [the Scribe fj Pachrod,^ (blocks of) stone, 42
4. the Scribe Ahmose,
J. Yauef

,,
,,

zS
28

6. NebamOn
7. lbf.+

„

7

„

7

8. Total
9. the Scribe ty, 56

„ 112

10. the House of the King’s Wife, the justified,* 56
11. Total (blocks of) stone, 112
12. Combined (total),^ 224
The position in which this ostracon was found indicates that construction work in
stone was in progress in the upper portions of the temple in year 10 of Tuthmosis III.
The Scribes Pachrod, Ahmose, ly, and their associates were presumably in charge of
* In A/i* S« Berlin F. 10615

Pap, Beriin,

pi. jo) and the references cited in my Osfraka iintf

Name Sif>nej
1), 34 Hfitl
c/ l/w
Middle Kir^dant, 131*
^ lliis i$, without much doubtT the Granary Overseer iMinmostp an official of ^atshepsiLt who is shown at
ESer el-Bahri assisting in a supccvisoiy capacity’ at the transport qf the fint pair of the quecn^s obelisks (X^vitle^
T7ie TempU c/ ZXei'r
Bahart^ pL 1041 Helck,
Vertiaiitifig^ 506^ see also J9&). The same man is named—
agiin in the role of one of the royid architects or niasler-buildcns'—aa the addresser in the doeket on a namcstone from IJatshcpsut'H Valley Temple, now in the Metropolitan Museum (accesalon no. 31.3.156. See
Hayes,
and Samff
46^ n. 178), w^herc he h referred to ^ j>/ n t/ inret, ^he of the granary '.
There is considerable probability that he

the Owner of a pai^tomb

Expedition no. 59) Just outside

the north wall of the Hatshepsut temple court in which the Museum's expedition found fragments of a fine
XVlHih D>‘n. conin iiiscribcd for ‘MinmosCp called Denctegi
See aisu, below, ostracon no. 14, va, z,
* Pf-hrd. Apparently bo to be read at this period, rather than as

(Ranke, Pmonenmimen, 11^116 [24]),

Cf, Berlin F+ J0618 (Hierat, Pap^ Btriin^ itl, pi. 29) and a stela of the lime of Tuthmosis Hi in the ATetropolitan Museum^ the owner of which writes his name

(aceession no. 35.1^4.3. Hayes, ScfpUr

0/ Egypt, tty Index B,
* Ranke (op, cit. 30 [9]) lists no example of this name earlier than the Late Dynasttc Period.

* Probably the estate of llatshepsut's motherp Queen Abniose, or of some earlier nnd likewise *jiiisrified‘
(i.e. deceased) XVlIIth Dyn. queen.
* (Dmd)
Wb. Vp 458 (i)p Gardiner,
jo, 33. n. 6; iind cf. ostracon no. ra of the present series,
versOp JIne 9.
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companies of statute labourers engaged in hauling stone under the general or over-all,
supen'islon of Minitiose,
3, MMA Negative no* CM 25. Large fragment of shale {tafi)i dimensions unrecorded,
found during the season of 1930-1 in the first terrace of the Hatshepsut temple,
immediately before the Punt colonnade (see Winlock, op, cit* 2oSj 218, ziq). Two
lines of hieratic text are neatly written in black ink on the single flat surface of the
fragment- PL IX,
Trarislatim:
1. Month 4 of Akhet, day 16, Beginning opening the doonvay'^ of
2, the temple^ in the mountain of Djeseru

Our inscription may have been a graffito written on the rock cutting beside the door¬
way referred to. It probably came originally from the upper terrace and without much
doubt records the initiation of the cutting of the central sanctuarj^ of the temple.
4, MMA Field no. 23001,48. Limestone flake, 14x13x2 cm,, found during the
season of 1922-3 in a hollow between the temple avenues of Hatshepsut and
Mentuhotpe which had been used until late in the reign of Tuthmosis III as a
dumping place for debris from the Der el-Bahri temples. Inscribed on each side
with seven lines of hieratic text written in black ink, PI, IX.
Translation^ recto:
1,
2,
3,
4,
5,
6,
7,

Work cif this day- 'fhosc who
carried earths in
Djeseru under the direction of Nakhtes^ 8 men.
Those who worked the outer
doorjamb: masdn$, 3 men,
Those who carried earth
under the direction of Kcr^atuem* * J

J*
2,
3,
4,

Verso:
The southern channel which is in the midst nf*
the Channel of Bint-i^hamash:^
7 men,
Report of the Nubian masonp Terckaia:^

* Aft rxpT^wion used in ints of thU period m describe the itiitlMl step in
a rock-cut chspel or
s^inctuary in the side of a hill or* us here, a cliffy CL Hayes, O^traka and .Vame StQoes, ajp 34, p|, i6p no. 80,
^ Lfxvf nfr. Here^^ as occasionally elsewhere, with the more restricted meaning of 'sanctuary* (Otto, Untm^
16* 23; £/rlt, iVp 4^7),
^ /fcfF?- Wb. r, 5S {10); Caminos, Latf-Egypftan MEKfltanirs, iSS (under P, Ana^ta^ip iv, ta, 5),
^ Probably the Chiefp or Foreman
refemrd to on one of the unpublished ostraca of this series
[MMA Field no, 23001_43* line to),
»
. .Apparently an African ('Nubian^ name. It was notp in any case, lecogni;^ by Professor
.Albright as belonging^ to any ^np of western Asiatic names with wMch be is acquainted.
*
(Wk I* 76), See Card. Eg, Gramm., S i77p a; Gauthier, BtbL d'£tudi, tv (Utie 45); DDmieheit,
Gfographisefu Jnichriftfn^ m, fiS,
’
On this nwnt Albrighi hn. wrinm {m a Ictteir datrd S^pt. g, igsS) : <Tliu Wfluld yield , feminine
name Binl-famt, like the wclUknown Bmt~''anat, Since ShunMh ww m godde in SyHa-Pde.tine in thme
d»yi, ihi. would be a very suitable name for a woman. Evidently the lady (if thU explanation is conect) was
well known in her day, otherwise it would be unlikely that a canal would be wiled after her,’
'
unquestionably an African or ‘Hamitic* name. On nfoyre, ‘Nubians/ see the recent article bv
Powrrer, Z,45 83 p 38^43-
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5. ^Vhat was taken out on this day for [the Mistress of ?] the Two Lands’ ...
6, the sartophagus (?f) ,,,

7

-

> - ->

If, as seems likely, the ‘outer door jamb' of recto, lines 4-5, belonged to the first, or
outermost, gateway of the temple, the ‘earth’ or ‘flooring’ being moved by the small
gangs under Nahhte and his Nubian (?) colleague was probably fill for the lorccourt
immediately behind this gatetvay or for the embankment of the avenue leading up to
it. Conceivably the gateway referred to was that opening into the temple’s uppermost
court^ and the iwin was fill or paving for the first or second terrace.
The verso lists another small group of workmen drawn from or employed on the
southern branch (?) of a larger waterway or system of waterways. The latter, pre¬
sumably in the neighbourhood of Thebes, appears to have been named in honour of
an Asiatic woman, Bint-Shamash, ‘Daughter"of-(thc-sun-goddess-)Shamash'. Sdi,
the passive participle of w hich occurs in line 5, was the term regularly used of extract¬
ing rough-hewn blocks of stone from a quarry.^ The reading nb-fnh, ‘sarcophagus’, in
line 6 is extremely doubtful.
5. MMA Field no. 23001.208. .Section of the lip of a large, wide-mouthed pottery
jar of hard, medium, coarse, pink ware. Dimensions of fragment, 9*6x j'S X 2 cm.
Found in the same temple dump as no. 4. Inscribed on both sides in black ink, the
inscription on the exterior (recto) running up over the rim of the jar. PI. X.
Translation, recto:
t, ... [Djeseru],'* day 8- Those who
2. .
hauled stone
3. for the King’s Wife, may (s)he endure for[ever],l .,.

4- making 10 (blocks of) stone. The Chief ,..
Verso:
1, .,, [carrijed (?) wood ...
2. ... [stone] for the
123; stone for the hjj* (?),» ...
This small ostracon, of which not much seems to be missing, almost certainly
records the transportation of building materials for the temple of I^atshepsut, who here,
' tlatshcpsal.
^
,
= l.e., the snmitc KatewBv: NavUlc, Tht Ttmptt qf Utir d Bohan, v. pta. i [9-ii; Nelson, Kty Ptam. pi. 36
^
[i tic^rs with this meaning in the qwsiry or t ransport Lnscriptiom on block* fnnn the pyramid of ScsMiri* I
at Liaht (unpublished. Referred to by Lansing, Bull.
aS (1033). Apr-- *«:»
4-®:
sect. II, 6).
'• The detertninafive coa (which frequently replaces U1 in the name jPfrtr, e.g. on our oslrtcon no. p.
recto. 4: see also Gauthier, PiVl. jfi-spff. vi. 131-4) and the reference in line 3 to the King-* Wife (Ijatahepsut)
point strongly to this nstoniiion. The text would perhaps haw begun: ‘Work m Djeseru, day 8 ... Or ‘Amount
df ihc ivork in Djesem, day 8**4^J If BA setuis liltc-ly, the tspressianii [mr] h 4fyl and inr n mi (?) are ajia!ciii>us to inf n itm, inr n mi. rf&f n
SHf, and [#f n] A^ptc of oof nos. i6. 17, and 19 {*« below, under these), then
and »w must be. not kinds
of stone, but parts of the temple stnicture.
is probably the same a* Jry of U'b, v, 519 (j). If so. n occurs
in the well-known Satirical Letter (P. Atiaslasi, l, 16, 8) as the name of part of a huge mulri-oclicd (?) sand
chamber, where it haa both bmtdth and height, but no given length. See Gardiner, Egyptiaii Hmatie Textt. t,
i3*. It. J7. 56, ‘P'yf’ of Wb. V, 319 (i = P. Harris 500, 8. 7) should be emended to read
and trans¬
ferred to its proper place in Wb. IV, 378-11 {**•? Gardiner, Bibl. ^tg. I, 8 and 8^}.

r
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a$ iti other informal memoranda of this class and period, is still referred to as ‘the
King’s Wife’.’ The 'stones’ of recto, line 4, only ten of which were hauled in the
course of the day, may have been large wall or lintel blocks; but the numerous blocks
for the dtyi must have been small stones such as were used for revetments, foundations,
or fill. '
6, MM A Field no, 23001.39. Limestone flake, 16*5x9x3 cm., found in the same
temple dump as no. 4. Inscribed on both sides in black ink, the seven entries on
the verso being arranged in two columns. PI. X.
Translatiojj^ redo:
1. The numbering, 2i men
2. the Overseer of Treasurers, 35 men
3. the Steward Mcr{y)ref, 25 men
4. the Scribe Amenhotpe,* 35 men
5. the King, ta men
6. Ncbenyam(u)>'eb, 8 men
7. the Fim Prophet, 5 men
8. the House of the King’s Wife, 13 men
9. the Overseer of Cattle, Ncbwa'w,
10. 3 men

Verso:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Pahikmen, 10 men
.. .-nefer (?), 2 men
.... 10 men
Inyet,
27 men
Nckheb, 23 men
^Agan, 7 men

8. Hefat, 2 men

Several points of interest emerge from th^ record of workmen contributed by various
institutions, individuals, and towns to the construction of Hatshepsut’s temple.
Most striking is the insignificant role played by yatshepsut's co-regent, Tuthmosis III, who is mentioned in line 5 of the recto merely as ‘the King* (w'ritten without
the usual divine determinative J^), sandwiched in between an ordinary scribe and a
man with no title at all and credited with the fourth smallest contribution of men
listed on the recto. A similarly casual listing of Tuthmosis III as ‘the Pharaoh’, or ‘the
Great House’, in a roster of ofliicials and institutions occurs also on our ostracon
no. 14, below.
The initial ligature of line 1 presents a difficulty, but the word is probably
the entry referring to men drawm from a national conscription of militia and/or
labourers.^ Of the other contributors no. 2 w'as almost certainly the Chancellor Nehesy,
' S« below, nos, 6 (recto, 8) and [4 (recto, 6, lO, (a. 14. iS).

alwj fkhott, jVofAr,

1955, Nr.

6p 115; HavCT, Mia. (kutKh. /nJi. Ksirp, 15.
* Referred to can two unpublished ostraca from Der el'Bahri (MMA Field noa^ 23001.117,177) and one
from near the tomb of Sennemut (no, 27057+1),
I Wb. V, 379 (s), cf. 37* (m ff-)' See K««, Agypien, 38. 431 f.; Hetck, Untrrf. 14, ao; etc.
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well known as the director of Hatshepsut’s expedition to Puntno, 3 was just possibly
the man who under Tuthmosis TV became Chief Steward.^ though the time interval
involved is more than sixty years; tio. 7
the High Priest of Amun, yapusonbe;^
no. 8, the estate acquired by Idatshepsut as the queen of Tuthmosis H and still func¬
tioning under its original title;* and no. i of the verso ver>' probably the Overseer of
Works, Pahikmen, the owner of Theban tomb no* 343^^
sen-'ed under
Hatshepsut. The towns of entries 4-8 of the verso—present-day Esnah, el-Kab, eh
Mata'nah, and Asfun,^ respectively—are all to the south of Thebes. They are listed,
apparently, according to their importance and the size of their contributions of men,
not in geographical order from north to south.
7. MMA Negative no. CN 29. Flake of shale (taji), dimensions unrecorded, found
during the season of 1930-1 in the first terrace (second court) of the Hatshepsut
temple, together with ostracon no, 2, above. Inscribed on one side with six lines
of hieratic text w-ritten in black ink. Only about half of line 1 and not more man
two or three groups from the beginnings of lines 2-6 appear to be missing. PI. A.
Translation:
1.
I [greets] the Scribe cf the First Prophet
2. [of Amen-l Re*. King of the Gods, in the favour of Amun • - 3. ... you regarding the one whom you have given to me. Behold, he is an old
4. man and is causing a littk trouble for his
5. [son?], the stonecutter of Sennemiit, on the day
6. ... 20 blo^vs."^

This brief, but amusing, administrative letter or memorandum, addr^ mihout
mueh doubt to the seeretart- of Idatshepsut's High Priest of Amun ^d Overaeer of
Works Hapusonhe, may quite possibly refer to one of the hve men listed in Ime 7 of
the preceding ostraeon (no. 6). The writer of the note evidently does not intend to
allow familv problems to interfere with the efficiency of .Sennemut s corps of trsmrf
workers and has perhaps already meted out a punishment of twenty blows to the
troublesome greybeard.
v r i
„<•
8 MMA Field no. 23001.160. Fragment (9x8*5 x i '4 cm.) of a large pottery jar of
' Mft brown ware with grey surface, found in the same temple dump » no. 4, it is
inscribed on the outside surface with six lines of hieratic text written in black mk.
PI, X.
Translation:
1. Those who arc on the landing stage (r) of the channel ...:
2. the Steward Sennemut,
*
3. the House of the Overseer of Treasurers, i
> Vrk IV

3S4 4ig;

^ -c
*

Hekk, iTur V^mHung.

„

346-S.

4*7 (4>.
^
^
op. «t. 367. 48a (to),
*
neftrenees pivcfi above,
34i n. u
J5iW. 1. iSa-3; Daviea-Mscodwn. Egyfti^ Funtrary Conn, ntw. 441- S441 Helck,

i4i 34, n. 7.

the use of *J(l) ■» a punishment see ibid, 4*8 (3- 4)-
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3^

4- the Steward Wadjrenpowet,

i steer

5- the Skipper of Aitiiinj Amenemhet,

[

6.

,,

...

We seem to have here the partial list of a distinguished reception committee and/or
their offerings assembled on a water-front structure at the foot of Hatshepsut’s temple
avenue^ on the occasion of the arrival, via a canal or channel from the Nile, of an impor¬
tant vessel—probably the barque of Amun crossing over from Kamak. It is not unlikely
that the mr, or boat captain. Amenemhet, who is named together with three of
Hatshcpsui^s foremost officials, was in command of the barque, its towing vessel, or
one of Its escorts. The (Chief) Steward Wadjrenpowet, though mentioned occasionally
in inscriptions of the reign,^ has left us few monuments of his own*^
9, MMA Negative nos. M5C.255, 256. Limestone flake. 9-7 x 8-3 x ? cm., found in
the spring of 1924 in a hollow in the south-east comer of the forecourt of Hatshepsut's temple (see Winlock. Butl, AIMA, ig (1924). December, sect. II. 20,
fig. 20; Excm?atiom, 91; Helck. Zur Vemaltung des mittleren und nmen Reicks^
aSS ; Agyptohghche Studiefi Hennann Grapmo . . , gezvidmetj 117). Inscribed on
both sides with, respectively, seven and three lines of hieratic text written in a
less cursive, more literary^ hand than most of the other ostraca of this series*
PL XI.
Translation^ recto:
1. ,,,, [month 3] of Proyet, day 23 (?)^ Receipt for the offering
2. brought by the wife of the First Prophet of AmOn, Hapu-

3. sonbe. Amenhotpe. which is for the House
4. of Amun in DJeseru. Offering. 2 sacks:
5. XubUn beer/ i jug'

6. white bread. 2 loaves;^
7. f^yf-cake,* ... loaves
* This structure is called a
a word rtorroally used of a pavilion or kiosk erected before a temple, in the
line nf approach to the mmn building (Wb. V. 532 [b| 7l)- Hete the determlruitjve e=i {m place of ITJ) and the
modifying phrase,
the channel.' suggest fh^l we have m do with a covered (?) landing stage at the fool of
ibc icmple avenue. It is not unlikely tkac dome portion of Hatshepsut's Valley TempV ia referred to.
■* Helck. Zur VmtMliung^ 3(^+-5- 479^ Five 'name-stoncB', found fay the kletropolitaii Museum^a expedition widely scattered below the tomb of
f^ennemui (no. 71) on the aouth-eastem slope of the Shekh ".4bd. el-Rumah. are Inscribed for “the Overseer of
Works of the House of .Amun, the Chief Steward, Wadjren|Kiwct\ They are rough flakes of limestone
in nize from [5 X 13 X 3 cm. to 31 X 19X4 cm. 71ic inscriptions in tv^o cases axe engraved and in three eases
written in black ink. Found during the season of 1935-6, the atones are believed to havt been a&soeiated with
tint of the uncompleted, uninscribed tombs farther up the hill to the south of that of SennsTnCit. Two are in the
Metropolitan Museum {secesiioti tios^ 36.3.250, 351) and three in the Cairo Museum.
* habt
a beverage of considerable antiquity^ is listed in Pyr. qii (see also Mercer. Tfa Pyramid

TfxUf I, 4S). A concise dismsaion of the arehaic-bnw^ aiRO, with references, is gl%'en by t^ardincr in the signlist of his Esypimn Groaifflor (3rd ed.. p. 512. top).
* i-ligf dm

Precisely the same entry occim in an allowance of ofTerifigs authorized by Tuthmogls 111 for

tlie temple of Ptmfa at Kamak (LTrfe, iv, 770 [16]). On the reading here of J see line 7 of this □stracon and line
5 of the recto of ostracon 10. The
(hi, 471 [t. i]) rendering of the same or a related wtiid. sim, as a cake
In the form of a cut of meat U questioned by Gardiner. Onomaitku^ rt, i53*-4*-

.

* IFi, tv, 421 {3-8J; cf. 111 471 Uh Out reading is almost certainly correct^ though the remaining traces of
w hat is taken to be the initial i= sign are not reassuring. On
see also Gardiner* OrtQmmiku, i, 14. 64,
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Verso:
1. Large bird, ...;
2. small bird* i;
3. inccnsc for fumigation, 5 Jars

The foregoing receipt, destined, no doubt, to be copied on to papyrus and duplicated
in the temple records, suggests that at the time it was written the ‘House of Amun in
Djeseru’ was no longer under major construction, but was operating as a temple and
receiving from Hatshepsut’s officials and their families such carefully itemized donations
of food and drink. The name of Hapusonhe’s wife (Amenliotpe) appears to be preserved
only on this ostracon, a woman named Ahmose, listed by Legrain* as a possible wife,
evidently having been his sister, as her title truly indicates.
to. MMA Field no. 23001.107. Flake of shale (tu/i}, 9'^ ^
‘*4 cm., found in the same
temple dump as no. 4, above. Inscribed on each side with six lines of hieratic text
written in black ink. PI. X.
Trans/atiori, recto:
... the Scribe of the Steward Sennemut,
a.z. OfTerlog, to sacks: bread,
3. 3 [loavesji incense for fumigation, 2 jars;
4. ..I; large bird, 1; small birds, 2;
5. [JrJj,<r-cake, t loaves;
6.shares (?)
I.

Verso:
t.
2.
3.
4.

.... t. Offering, ... sacks;
,.t; incense for fumigation, 2 jars, and (r)
mixed loaves, 300. The Steward Ro-au,
offering bread, i. Offering, i sack; fto-loavpa, Z;
5. small bird, 1; incense for fumigation, 3 jars;
6. ..2. The Holy Land(?), offering bread, i

The interest of this rather commonplace little list of temple offerings lies of course
in the mention of the two evidently contemporary stewards, Sennemut and Ro-au
(veiso, line 3. See also Cemy-Gardiner, Hieratic Ostraca,y,\. 36, 2, lines 7. 8).* The
latter is probably the owner of a pair of limestone door jambs from a tomb on the
Dira« Abu’n Naga, now in the Metropolitan Museum (accession nos. 26.2.54, 55),
which show that he was still in office late in the reign of Tuthmosis 111 and had by
then attained the position of Chief Steward of Amun.J
II. MMA Field no. 23001.85. Jar label (?); fragment, 9-5 X 9'3
of a large jar of coarse buff pottery. Found in the same temple dump as no. 4.
Inscribed on the outside with three (or more) lines of hieratic text written in black
ink. PI. X,
&4-. If 232* (R 236. U rt. 2. A 1+1, A 54R). The suur« of Wirlock's rending,
*

Em'^d7bc trsiiwedption of ihe besinninlt of line 7

this o^trtcon (O. Ui|KiB 13> tn

J Hayes, Scrplrr s/ Egypt. 11. 12«), fi*. 67. See also below, p. 49,

in

dej grands pr/trtif ajo.

WILLIAM C. HAYES
Translation j
[. Regnal year 20, month 4 of Proyfet], ...
2. Ra*yg/ son of Wen (?)- *,,
3. * *. the Steward Thuihot[pe] ..,

By year 20 of Tuthmosis III the Der et-Bahri temple had been built and decorated^
Sennemut appears to have already fallen from favour,^ and IJatshepsut^s own end was
not far off: but the queen’s (Chief) Steward Thut^otpe was evidently still in office.
.Apart from the present inscription this important official is known to us from an
inscribed knife in the Metropolitan Museum^ and possibly from a statue in Copenhagen and a shamahty in Triest^.^
The eleven inscriptions somewhat cursorily dealt w ith in the preceding pages carry
us from the founding of Klatshepsut’s first (?) temple building at Der el-Bahri^ to a
moment shortly preceding the great queen's disappearance from history. The first of
these two events may have taken place as early as Tuthmosis Ill's second regnal year,
when, as wc now know, Hatshepsut w'as crowned pharaoh® and had probably already
quarried her first pair of kingly obetisksi^ The second event has recently been placed
by Schott* in month V of regnal year 22, thus less than a year and nine months after
the last inscription of the present series (no. 11) was written. In between we find
blocks of stone being brought in year 10 for the upper portions of the temple structure
(no. 2), the cutting of the central sanctuary being initiated (no, 3), the forecourt being
graded and its gateway built (no. 4), more stone being hauled for *the King's Wife’
(no, 5), workmen being contributed by Hatshepsut’s leading officials and by her coregent, Tuthmosis III (no. 6), mention in an administrative memorandum of a 'stone¬
cutter of Sennemut’ (no. 7), a committee of high dignitaries or their offerings assembled
on a propylaeum or covered pier perhaps to welcome the barque of AmQn on its
annual visit to the temple (no. S), and offerings of food and drink being presented to
the nearly completed ‘House of Amiin in Djeseru’ by members of Hatshepsut's court
(nos. g, 10).
Of the many officials who participated more or less directly in the construction of
Hatshepsut’s funerary complex and who are mentioned by name and/or title in our
eleven ostraca w-e find, besides Sennemut (7, 5; 8, 2; to ro.," 1), tw^o men who also bore
the title of Chief Steward of the king. These were Wadjrenpowet (8, 4) and Thuthotpe
(11, 3), The occurrence of the name of the latter in a text dated to year zo suggests
that he was the last of l^atshepsut’s four known chief stewards to occupy the office.^
Another steward, Ro-au (10 vo., 3), evidently served w ith Sennemut under ^atshepsut,
but reached the pinnacle of his career late in the independent reign of Tuthmosis III'
while yet another, Mer(y)re< (6 ro,, 3), is otherwise unknown unless we suppose him
’ Sec Ranke,

i, zao {7),

* Schott, op. dt. ill (T. See bI«i
op. cit, 359. n. i;
^ Schott, op. eit, 315 j HabachS, JNES 16, 92-96.
» Ct Heick, op. cit. 347,

Mitt, dmtsek.

^ Op. cit, ii6, n. 68.
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to be the man who more than sixty years later held the office of Chief Steward under
Tuthmosis IV, The First Prophet of Amun, Hapusonbe, is referred to once by his
title and name (9 ro,j 2-3) and twice by his title alone (6 ro,, 7; 7, i), and the High
Treasurer, or Chancellor, Nehesy (?), by his title only (6 ro., a J 8, 3)' Minmose of 2,
2 we may identify as the Overseer of the Granary' of that name and Pahikmen of 6 vo,, 1,
as the Overseer of Works, called Benya, the owner of Theban tomb 343. Less readily
identifiable are the foreman Nakhte (4 ro., 3), the Scribe Amenhotpe {6 ro.^ 4)>
Overseer of Cattle, Nebwa<w (6 ro,, 9), and the Skipper of Amun, Amenemhet {8, 5).
though the names and titles of the first two, as we have seen, occur on other ostraca
from the Der el-Bahri area. Conversely we miss the name and title of the Treasu^Overseer Tfiuty, who, we know from other sources, was active as an architect at Der
el-Bahri.* The names and titles of another group of Idatshepsut’s officials, including
Puyemref, Dowaerenheh, Penyaty, and TctyemrEf, occur on inscriptions from the
queen's Valley Temple at the foot of her temple avenue,* and it is probable that their
building activities in western Thebes were concentrated in this area rather than at
Der el-Bahri itself.

II Ostraca Associated with the Preparation of SennemuCs Second Tomb
(no. 353) (pK XI)
12. MMA Field no. 27057.j. Limestone flake, 10 x 8 5 x ? cm., found during the winter
of 1926-7
entrance of the tomb of Sennemut in the great shale quarry or
borrow pit, east of Hatshepsut’s temple at Der el-Bahn. insenbed on ^ch side
with a brief and apparently nearly complete hieratic text written in black ink.
PL XL
Tramlaiiofi, recto:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Report of the 10 Dutlinc
draughtsmen (and) of the serfibe] (?)•
pigment, 15 cakes, for ...
by day and ni[ght]
... together with (?) ...

Verso:
1. Further,^ do to the gang(s)

2. [of] Djeseru the like
3. in the City.
This rather obscure little inscription, evidently written at a time when the decoration
of Tomb 3S3 was being or was about to be laid out, is of interest chiefly for its reference
to the \York-garig(s) still employed on Ilaishepsut s temple (Djeseru).
13. MMA Field no. 27057.2. Limestone flake, 19 x 12 x 2 cm. Provenance s^e
no,
12 (WLnlock, Bull. MMA 23 (1928), February^ pt- IL 3°; Helck, Zwr Vencaitung,
l6t. 47S). Inscribed on both sides with, all told, thirty-three lines of hieratic text
Written in black ink. It is evident from the continuity of the list that lines 9-22 of
* Hckk, op. di^ Hay^p

> On xht

Hayca,

dr 89-90.
46; Helckp op* dt.

partick Jir mc Gard-^ i^g* Gmmm,, §
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the recto and lines S and lo-ii of the verso were added after the main portion of
the verso had been inscribed^ As the workers referred to in the heading of line lo
of the recto actually arrived (lines 11-21) their names were crossed out by the
ancient scribe. PJ. XI,
Transtaiiortt recto:
1,
2,
3,
4,
5,
6,
7,
8+

Rcfrnal year i6i month i of Akhct, day S. Dividing the servitorB of
Senneniut between uvq foremen, 'fhose who are in the charge of IpuwLT:
the Rets Me>\ until month 1 of Akhet^ day 11
the Reis Diefdjeretef
Mose
Mini
Shemkhcr*
^
Amenemhet; total 6
„

Verso:
In
а.
3.
4*

Those who are in the charge of Mil-ben-Rekhy [AR-rw-bn-r-hy):
the Reis Amenemhet
tlie Reis Y^arsercfiu (?)
[?])
the Gardener [Amenjhotpe

б. Bu,,

,.

7. lyn., -; totals 6
q.
8*
10.
i 1.

Combined totals la
(inserted) Month j of Akhet, Day 7, Brought by the Gardener Amenhotpe: *..
Those who are in the granary of Sennemut: servants^ iz(+)
Those who are in the ...: . + ^-4

RectOy lines g-22:
9.
10.
11.
%2,
13.
14.
15*
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21^
22^

Month 1 of Akhet, day 9+ *. ^ the Serihe Baki
'fhose who are coming ... on this day:
Tyreket (?) * * *
,,) of the ergastulum ,.,
Medjat(?)embupeii
of the
[of (place-name)]
TetL of Khmufi
Senu of Weber (?) (wri-™)
Gambeba(?)
Kenamun of Tchsu (?)
Netjeruhotpe of the PropheiMcreter (fff<"-r-^-r)
the Nubian, lyenamun
Yushay (Ttn-fiy)
Tew'en(?)er (j!-K?fi[?]-7); the (Maid?)servant Sakha (w-Ai)
the Maidserv^ant Isenyamun

This ostracon, cited by Winlock (loc. cit.), Helck (loc. cit.), and others, as the last
dated monument on which SennemOt's name appears, would seem to belong to an
early stage in the preparation of Tomb 353, since the division of the 'servitors*^ into
*
'M&y-thc-fallen-one^lmm'. Not listed by Ranke in the Persf>nennamen.
^
perhaps a pc^r^npl nsime (Ranke* PmimeiTJMiwen, r, uj fib]).
1 he., workmen, especiahy necropolis workmen. See Cemf, Ret',
anc\ a, 200-9.
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gangs or shifts, was still taking place and new W'orkere were still arriving from Hermopolis (recto, line 13) and other remote places. Neither the Foreman Ipuw'er nor his
Asiatic (?) colleague of verso, line 1, is mentioned on the other surviving ostraca of the
present series (nos. 27057.1, 3^); but these lists, like the one before us, are crammed
w'ith African (‘Nubian’) and Asiatic names. Of the latter .41bright has suggested' that
here ‘Yushay’ of recto, line 20, ‘might be the same as Hebrew YiSay, “Jesse” (spelled
once with initial ’Aleph. Greek transcription: ’/cixTat),’ Because of his Egy'ptian name
the 'Nubian' (n4r)’) of line 19 had to be labelled as such. It is probable that the ntale
and female ‘senants’ of verso, ro, and recto, zt-22, were slaves, in the first instance
from Sennemut’s personal estate.
14, MM A Field no, 27057.4. Potsherd, i6x 11 x 1 cm. Provenance same as nos, 12
and 13 (Winlock, Bull. MMA 23 (1928), February, sect. II, 56-58, fig. 54; Excava¬
tions at Dehr el Bahri, 136. 150-2, pi. 61; Helck, Zur VencaHtmg, 360 n. 2, 474).
Inscribed on both sides in black ink. PL XI.
Translationj rectoi
I.

Z

...

а. ...
3.
4.
5.
б.
7.
6.
9.
10.
11.
12.

{Sennejmut
[the House of the Ki]ng’s Wife
Month 4 of Shomu. Scnncmflt
the House of the King’s Wife
the Overseer of Treasurers
the Pharaoh
the Five Epagomcnal Days. The Overseer of Treasurers
the House of the King’s Wife
Month I of .4khet. The Pharaoh
the House of the King’s Wife

13. Month 2 of .4khet. The Overseer of Treasurers

14. the House of the King’s Wife
15. SentiemQt
16. Tota](s): the Overseers of Treasurers
Sennemut
the House of the King’s Wife
the Pharaoh

II

2

Tr

2

II

11

2
i
4
11

1
2

2
it

2

■tv

10

2

19
19
45
14"

Ver^Q:
I* . -what he brought^ blades,-* 6
2. MLurnosc
&
3+ Ra^mose
S

4. Pacam

,1

5

Associated as it is with the tomb of Sennemut, the list of the recto of our ostracon
almost ccrtamly recorded monthly contributions of workmen, materialsp or supplies
^ In a icUiit dated Aug. i t* i9sS'
1 Mtmi.% a word embodying the item m.

[6. 7],

rto): jequierp

^
numeral carelessly oniEttcd in the ccan^criptiqti.
Vut*, pTobably to be equated wiih mtnyi, mdn (ir^. II, 171

frav. 39. 151; Friifs d'olrjm, sio). Sec also mim^, Hitsoribc’

Ulackman, jfEA 13,
us; ST

c

11, 170-1;

4a
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made over a period of four months and five days to the preparation or upkeep of the
tomb. The totals of lines 16-19 ittdicate that, in addition to an Introductory headingj
a number of entries at the beginning of the account are missing, including quite evidently
the date, ‘month 3 of Shomu*. The period covered, then, would have been the two
months and five days at the end of one civil calendar year and the first two months of
the succeeding civil year. The contributors, in the order of their munificence In con¬
nexion with this particular project, were the Treasurer (Nehesy ?),* Sennemut himself,
the estate of Queen I^atshepsut, and, in the last place, the latteris co-regent, Tuthmosis HI, here referred to simply as 'the Great House’ or Pharaoh. The probability
that the list \vas drawn up by one of Sennemut’s own scribes and that the project
involved was his own tomb would account for his being referred to in this august
company by his name alone and w'ould also help to explain the relatively unimportant
role played by Tuthmosis III in this document.® The edged tools (mime) brought by
the four worthies named on the verso were to be used, presumably, either in cutting
the tomb or in carving the sculptured decoration of its antechamber.
15. MMA Field no. 27057-8 and 9. Jar label. Tw’o fragments (larger 14*5 x lox i'2 cm.)
of the shoulder of a large amphora (?) in hard coarse grey ware. Provenance same
as nos. 12-14 (Winlock, £?«//. MMA 23 (1928), February', sect. II, 30; Helck, Zur
Vemaltung, 363). On the exterior surface are parts of two lines of hieratic text
w'ritten in black ink. The larger fragment is stamped, above the inscription, with
a cartouche containing the praenomen of Tuthmosis HI, 'Menkheperred, PL XI.
Translation::
1. Regnal year 10,^ ...
2. butchered waterfowl,-* 40, of the ... [of ihe Stejward Sennemut

The fact that the label, including the date, has been deliberately crossed out suggests
that the inscription belonged to an earlier use of the jar than that to which the latter
was put in connexion with Sennemut’s second tomb. Indeed, the bringing of delicacies,
such as forty dressed ducklings, to this tomb as early as year 10 is altogether unlikely
if not actually impossible.^ Probably the jar at the time it was broken (?) and discarded
in SennemQt’s shale quarry w'as being used as a container for water, plaster, mortar, or
the like,
The first three inscriptions of this series are part of a compact group of eight ostraca
written and discarded during the preparation of Sennemut’s unfinished tomb at Der
el-Bal?ri and found in dose proximity to one another at the w'estern end of the so-called
‘Sennemut Quarry', The tertninus a quo for the group is provided by no. 13, which is
dated to the fifth month of Tuthmosis Hi’s sixteenth regnal year and which W'as cer¬
tainly one of the first—if not the first—of the series to have been written. Since Senne>
^
*
Itfi

R« above, p. 3S, n, 1.
Cf,, however, ostracon no. 6 reclOn line 5,
A higher date (up la year 19) is possible, but not probable, aa there ii a good 8 mm. of blank apace to the
of the n sign.

H
JNBS lo, 9^-93 ^ artd, on the original mcanirig of ^
Faulkner, JEA 3 3, 138,
» Work was still in pHigrcss on Sennemut'syb-xf tomb (no, 71) in fegnal year n (Hayes, Oitraha and Wajst
no. 8a fp,
Helckp Znr V€rxi:iiiti{ng^ 3&3)*
* Sec
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miit’s fall from grace and the cessation of work on his tomb seem to have preceded
by a year or two Hatshepsut’s disappearance in regnal year 21 or 22, a terminus Gd
quern for the group in year 18 or 19 would seem to be about right,* The jar label, no, 15,
is dated to regnal year to, but this, as already remarked, almost certainly represents a
previous use of the jar unconnected with Tomb 353*
The dating of the group is significant from several points of view. Not the least of
these is the fact that the wording of the verso of no. 12 suggests pretty clearly that work
was still in progress on Hatshepsut's temple at the time the decoration of Sennemut’a
tomb was being laid out by his ^outline draughtsmen , probably in year ly or 18 of
Tuthmosis HI.* Apropos of this, it may be pointed out that portions of the Der
el-Bahri temple appear to have remained unfinished until the very end of Hatshepsut’s
reign.3
Though ostracon 14, for the reasons already given, cannot be accepted as con¬
clusive evidence that Sennemut was one of 'the four great powers of the Iand',+ there
can be no doubt that he was never more powerful than at thk period w'hen his magni¬
ficent new tomb, strikingly like Hatshepsut’s own (no. 20) in the Valley of the Tombs
of the Kings, was being excavated under the forecourt of the queen’s mortuary temple.
If, as Helcks would have it, he had long since relinquished the important office of
King’s Chief Steward, a title which he still uses frequently in the inscriptions of the
tomb, it must have been for reasons other than loss of favour with his royal mistress.
HI, Ostraca dealing with the Building Operations of Tuthmosis HI in (Amun-}Djeserakhet and an Associated Structure (pis. XU, XIII)

16. MMA Field no. 23001.66. Limestone flake, 13-2 x 10-5x3*2 cm., found at Der
el-Bahri in the same temple dump as nos. 4-6, 8, 10, and ii, abov-e (Winlock,
MMA 18 (1923), December, pt, II, 36). Inscribed on both sides in black ink,
the handwriting of the verso being smaller and more ‘businesslike’ than that of the
recto. PL XII.
Translatton, recto:
1. Regnal year 44, month 3 of Pr&yet, day 21.
2. Establishing the labour for
3. the daily stonework In order to
4. compile a record of* it every 10 days’'
1. (Month 3?] of PrSyet, day ii. Completing white stone for the «/, 6 (blodta)
i[5 ?] masons
2. Day 22. Completing white stone for the

done by

mi, 6 (blocks)—done by 15 masons

S« Winlock, jErcmalrtuir, 14 *■
Heick, loc. cit.
* 'Senniut' («iy» Winlock in a MMA Efliptian Espedition notebook) docs not appear be^d the d«ft of
the 4 little chamtert opening off the north porch of the middle court. Thb part of the
comtruction at the end of the building period and was ob^ously imfin.aK^
being pu. behind the door* in the rest of the temple. If these eh^be« had been “
now, he could easily have put his portraits in them. It looks » though he were dead at the urae this pomco
*

was brought to its present state,'
• fft, W, 31 Z (1).
♦ Winlock, Ewettofidw. 151.
s Op. cit.
.*r> _
» Wb, V. 376 <3). On the 'deMde', or lo-day period, see Gaidiner, Eg. Gramm., Eitcimo* L, p- zoo.
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The date and content of this ostracon leaves little room for doubt that it belongs with
Berlin P* 10615* (dated to regnal year43)^ Berlin P.io6ai,* O. Gardiner 51*(of year 43),
and nos. 17-21 of the present scries of reports and memoranda recording Tuthmosis
Ill’s building activities at Der el-BahrL It would appear, moreover, to be one of the
earliest of this series of documents which has come down to us. The text of the recto,
though somewhat obscurely worded, evidently records the initial organization of a
group of artisans assembled for dressing stone at the building site itself and provides
for a report to be made on the results of their labours at intervals of ten days, that is,
three times a month, The verso carries tallies for the first two days of the first ‘week’
of work.
That inr hd n mi designates, not a type of limestone, but blocks destined for a parti¬
cular part of the building is indicated by the parallelism of inr n mi and inr n tms in
ostracon 17 and by the use in ostracon 19 of the expressions n snt (Tor the podium’)
and [ft] hptv (Tor the roof’) to classify the blocks of stone listed. Though I cannot
identify the part of the building referred to, the blocks for it were evidently big ones,
the dressing of six m/-blodts constituting a day’s work for fifteen stonemasons.^
17. MMA Field no. 23001.51. Limestone flake, 10*7 x 6*6 x 1*5 cm. Provenance same
as no. 16. See Winiock, Bull, MMA 18 (1923), December, pt. II, 36-38; Helck,
Zur Verwahmtg^ 295, 437. Inscribed on both sides with, altogether, fifteen long
lines of hieratic te.xt, written in a small, neat hand, but faded and nibbed away in
places, especially on the verso. PI. XII.
Translation^ recto:
T. Regnal year 45, month 4 of Pr5yct, day 15. Amount of the labour carried out on'^ the stone¬
work
2. which ts under the direction of the Overseer of the City, the Vizier Rekhmire^ in the temple
of .4mun in DJescr-akhet;
3.
4.
5.
6.

hauling stone for (the) m/, 5; stone for fthe) tms, 4; total, g. Finished
on the south wall of the southern chamber. Month 4 of Proyet, day 16. Work of [this dayj:
[hauling] stone for (the) ml, 3; stone for (the) tms, z; total, 5. Finishing that which is
[on] the outside: stone for (the) mt, 3; stone for (the) tms, 3;

7. total, 6, They will finish tomorrow.
Verso:
[, Muster of this day: masons who remain, 11 \ those who are absent,
2. 3; those who are in the southern division, [10; those who are] ..1; those who are in the
workshop, 5; total, 30;
3. remainder, to. List of [the gang(?)]: Khorians, 60, [in]

4. addition to the foremen [of the gang], .. ■, (and) the m en of the gang, 20;
5. .. At (?) r,., the stonecutters of the Vizier,
6. ...; the stonecutters in (?) the river-bank ...
7. ... Pay ...
S.

the mason Iykhcr(i)v...

' Hirml, Pap. Btriin, ill, pi. 30; Urk. tv, 1*74^5
P. to6ji) anti 1374 (— 10613).
’ Ccmy-Garditicr, hiftatU: Oitrofti, pi. 56, 5.
’ SimiLurly small daily quotas of ml-bloclts are recorded in twitacon ty (recto, lines 3, 5, 6).

* It a, litenlly, 'done for ..
> Ty-^rCf), 'Sy-it-with-riM:’. Cf, Ranke, Pmontmamm, 1, 7 fi S ff.).
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The close similarity in content and arrangement bet\i'een this ostracon and Berlin
P. 10621’ shows clearly that the tw'o reports dealt with the same construction project
and were drawn up less than a year apart, possibly by a single scribe, 'rhough less
extensive in its scope than the text to which the Berlin fragment belonged, our ostracon,
by reason of its completeness, is certainly the key document of the whole Djeser-akhet
series, preserving not only the name of the little shrine itself and the name of the great
olfbcial entrusted with its renovation and enlargement, but also a complete date (15. viii)
in the forty-fifth regnal year of Rekhmire'’s royal master, Tutbmosis III.
The recto reports the transportation, either from a local Theban quarry or from a
landing stage on the river bank,^ of a few evidently large blocks of stone intended for
mo distinct portions or elements of the shrine: (a) the wii, known only from this group
of inscriptions, and (A) the tms of Wb. V, 370 (8) {Urk. Ill, 68). Since in the Dream
Stela {line 20) the tms of Tanutamun’s 'halP at Napata is said to have been of rf-wood.
Breasted in bis Aitdent Records (iv, § 929) has translated the word as ‘panel’. It is not
unlikely that in our texts itm refers to the interior and exterior surface blocks of ‘the
south wall of the southern chamber’ (recto, line 4), destined to be carved with reliefs
and inscriptions and, therefore, of sandstone of superior quality. 'The southern
chamber*’ of Djeser-akhet is readily identifiable in the plans of the building given by
Naville* and Winlock.®
The 'muster' (wiAy) of the verso corresponds to Berlin P, 10621, lines 4-13 (i.e,
lines 4“6 of the recto and the whole of the verso), several of its entries being common
to both ostraca. It lists and accounts for the whereabouts of both artisans {hriySL-ntr
and /(a')Ayw) involved in the work and the unskilled labourers comprising the ‘gang’
(fet). It is interesting—though not surprising—to note that three quarters of the latter
were Palestinians {Hirw) and only one quarter Egyptians (rmt),
18. MMA Field no. 23001,132. Fragmentary limestone flake, 8*5 x 6*5 ><2*5 cm.
Provenance same as no. 16 (Winlock, loc, cit.). Inscribed on one side w'ith three
lines of hieratic text written in black ink and comprising the beginning of a work
report similar to nos. 16 and 17. Pi. XIIl,
Tretmlation:
[. [Regnal year 45 (?)], month 3 of Shoitiu, day 13. Correct amount of the work
[which is under the direction of the Overseer of the City], the Vizier RekhmiriH in (?) the

2,

temple of Amun
3. (in Djcser-akh]et: Hauling stone for the

te^hyi

?)

The date (13, xi) of this never-completed report suggests that it was written two
days after Berlin P. 10621 (dated ii. xi) and that both reports were drawn up early
■ Hifrat. Pap, BrtliFi, nr, pi.
(O. Gardiner 7)^

30

Urk, IV, ii74“S)- Cf. temjrGwrdiner, Hitralic Oitraea, pi. 23, (

^ Both lltncfitonc and sandstone were used! in the gonstniction of the liiilc templg (Navillc^ Xlth
Temple, t, 63-67; Winlock^ Excavatiiyfti^ 74
79^)^
the word here ininJilatccl ^ghambcr\ ottur* also in Berlin Pi 10621 nKrto, line 6, It rvpnreenis without
much doubt a variant spelling (with pmthctic f) of 4wvrt nf P,Lgideti 3+4 recio, a, 11 (Gurdiner, Adtmmifhm,
a&)

nnd/or

tfryt of Wh. \\ 600.

i BuU. MM A 27 {1933), Mar., sect.

* AVfA Dyn.
fig. 24;

end paper?.

7>^pU,

pi. 2.
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in Tuthmosis IH s forty-fifth regnal year (bej^n 4, ix), less than four months after our
no. 16 (21. vii of year 44) and more than nine months before our no. 17 (15. viii of
year 45) ^which, then, should be made to follow them in the chronological sequence.
In line 3 the word v;d[hy(\ (‘fill’ ?? Cf.
^4b> *pour’, Wb. i, 393 . 410) is restored
from the recto of the immediately following ostracon (no, 19), lines 2, 4, and 6.
19. MMA Field no. 23001,50. Fra^entaiy^ limestone flake, dimensions unrecorded.
Provenance same as no. j6 (Winlock, loc. cit.). Inscribed on both sides in black
ink. PI. XII.
Translation, redo:
1. .Amount of the stone which is (under) the supen islott of the Overseer of the City, [the
Vizier Rekhmire^: ...
2.
3.
4.
5.

blocks for the podium. So; blocks of stone (for the) isdhlyt,* 33; blocks for]
the roof, 16; total, izS. Bcnymer[at] ...
blocks for the podium, 52; blocks of stone (for the)
64; blocks for]
the roof, 16; total, i3[6] ...
-byt (and) the roof, to [-|-?]_

f'Vrjo;
t. Blocks for the podium, 23.
2. Total (of) the stone: 263.

hrom the parts of the building mentioned {snt, ‘podium*, ‘platform*, wdkyt, ‘fill [?}’,
kipti\ roof) it is diflicult to determine w'hether this undated report refers to Djeserakhet itself or to a raised kiosk for the barque of Amun which stood before it in the
line of approach from the east^ and which may have been named Djeser-menu (see
Berlin P, 10615
below, p. 50).
In spite of the immediate juxtaposition in recto, line 6, of the words MAyf and
kip!c it is clear from the totals of lines 3 and 5 that we are dealing here w ith not two but
three classes of blocks, the second of which is dbt n Inr tedhyt, the third, [dbt u] k/pw.
The Bnr-mr[zct] of recto, line 3, we can identify w ithout much hesitation as the Over¬
seer of the Treasury and Overseer of All Works of the king, Benymerut, who served
under Tuthmosis III and was active in the latter’s forty-fifth regnal year {Urk, iv,
1372 L). Besides the monuments listed by Helck in Zur VeruaUwtg des mittleren itnd
neuen Reiciis (401, 509) Benj-merut was the co-owner (with his mother, Ikhem) of a
hand^me double j/uiwai/y-figure, now in the Metropolitan Museum.^ In our ostracon
inscription he appears as Rekhmire<’s assistant director or co-director of Tuthmosis Ilfs
building activities at Der el-Bahri.
20. MMA Field no, 23001,176. Limestone flake, 11x9-5x4 cm. Provenance same as
no, 16. Inscribed on one side only in black ink. PI. -XIII.
Translationi
1, hhx of ihe ma$Dn^
2. who are working this day* under the direcdon of [the Overseer of the
* £Wtf n iJir
For the writing of Ittr. *stoiK’, with tlw =-3iga alone see Cem^-Gartliner llifraiic
Ottraca, pi. aa, id {cf. i recto, 4. j; vtito, 4. 6).
'
* Naville, op. dt. 1,
ph 6 (j); Wlnlock, BhIL MMA 27 ((93a), Mar.. «rt. 1], i|. fig. 34.
* Accession no. 44.4.73. Hayes, Setpter vf Egypt, u, 130, fig. fiS.
^ Literally,
the work of this day'.
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3. the Vizier Rckhniire^; the masons
4. Minhotpe
5* May
6. Itirese

7. Kha*
8. Nefermenu
The breWty of this list of stonemasons suggests that it belongs to either the initial
or the terminal phase of one of the small building projects instituted by Tuthmosts III
at Der el-Bahri under the general (and nominal ?) supervision of the Vizier Rekhmiret,
Though undated, it can be assigned with some conlidence to the last decade and a half
of the reign. It is perhaps worth noting that the names Minhotpe and Nefermenu
appear as those of the makers (?) and contributors of five of the ear\'ed ‘name-stones'
from Hatshepsut’s Valley Temple.'
21. MMA Field no. 23001,108. Limestone flake, 12x8-5x1-7 cm. Provenance same
as no. 16. Inscribed on both sides with, all told, thirty-three lines of hieratic text
w'ritten in black ink. FI. XIII.
Translation, redo:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Regnal year 49, month i of Proyet, day 23. .Assigning t™rk to
the masons when laying the passageway ...:
those who are on the 2 northern columns:
Kh(,’)eru3en, Wah^ tht)se who are on the pavement in this place:
Tjener, Mat,
Germenu, Penamun;
those who are outside on the column(s?}: Khatemhawef,

8. Khonsubch, Yuemhesef,
9. Mahu,
10. .Mani, Amcnemmenuef ;
11. those who are on the roof, on the outside:

12. Pentety,
13. Amenerh^ef,
14. Amenheru,
15. . ..-efmenuef;
16. those who are in Henkct-*ankh:
17. Sen,

tS. Ncby,
19. Mersuamun20, total: I[9] men.

Verso:
I.
z,
3.
4.

Month t of Proyet, day 26,
Ruy; 6. Remainder:
including (?) Kenamun—he is not in his domain^
including (?) ipeny: 7;
3, not including (?) Khoru—he is not in the shipment from his district;
6. not including (?) lyty;
■ MetfopoUtan Museum, accession nos. j*-*-?, H. i7. 2^. 270. Sec Hayes, Oifraktt
45-46-

and Same

Sfoiwf,
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7; not including (?) Pen’wvra^bet—he is not at his stations 6;
&. not including (?) Penmeneher;
9.
Penhutencn;
10*

Dudu'

II. ... Peshed—he L$ not in the worfehop^,,, ^
j2, not including (?) Khonsu^ 5 times (?)—he repeatedly . . .
13. ATneii[em]htit: 6. Total: 2S [men?],^

Written less than five years before the death of Tuthmosis III, this ostracon would
seem to refer to the masons employed on either Djeser^ahhet or the kiosk before it.
The remains of the two buildings- show that neither was ever completely finished and
that each possessed the elements listed in lines 2-11 of the recto of our text: a central
aisle or passageway (// hnt, line 2), columns and/or rectangular piers {tv^, lines 3^ 7),
a floor or pavement (sft, line 4), and a roof
line 11)From line 16 w'e learn that stonemasons were also still at w'ork at this time in Hnkt-rnh^
Tuthmosis Ill’s mortuary temple, on the edge of the cultivated land a kilometer to the
south-east of Der el-Bahri,^
'Fhe list on the verso, drawn up three days after that on the recto, is something of a
puzzle. It seems to be a sort of running balance sheet of attendance, with the names of
the absentee workmen preceded by the sign
and their absences sometimes ex¬
plained by entries starting w'ith the w ords nn m m ^
*he is not in . .
The grand
total of line 13 (‘28 [men?]’) may represent a carry-over of the total of the recto
(* i[9] men’) with nine 'non-absentees’, derived in some manner from the entries of the
verso, added to It.
'i'he personal names will all be found in Ranke’s Personetmamen with the exception
of the three of lines 7-9 of the verso. Of these Pi-n-ii'fbt ('He-of-the-workshop’?) is
made up of familiar elements, as is also, in part, Pf-n~hfv-tnn of line 9 ;* but Pi-n-innkr
of line 8 seems to embody a foreign w'ord or proper name characteristically reproduced
in Egyptian by what is usually called ’group writing’^ or, in Albright’s view,* by a
system of 'syllabic orthography'.
Apart from a w'alled avenue leading up from a hypothetical Valley Temple at the
edge of the Nile flood plain,? Tuthmosis Ill’s building activities at Der el-Bahri,
inaugurated late in his reign, appear to have been confined to two small structures,
named respectively Amen-djeser-akhet (’Amun-is-holy-(on-the-}-horizon’)® and
A men-djescr- menu (' Amu n-is-holy-of- monuments’)
> Gi-pr. S«e Hckk, Zur VrrvMUttn^,
n. i. 362. 455* .49 recorded by XavilEe (loc, cit.) and, more fully, in ihe notes, phoM^crap-hs, and drawings of the Mettu*
poliTw Musi!iim.’H Ejiyptian EKpcditiati.
^ OtiOp Untrrs, 16, 65; Porter-Moss, Tap. Bibi. It,
Ricke, Dm
[IL

*

CL Ranke,

Person^nnafrifa, 1,

iio (i),

3S1 (13, 14).

See B^.5o

ibid*

Hj

191-2.

* Gardiner,
Cmmm.f § 60 j Edgerton*
60, 4W6
^ The Voealisatiijn of tits Egyptian SyHabit Orthography (New U&vcn, 1934}: yotimal of Ssmiiir Studiet^ z
(i957)r
^ Winlockp Kxcataiitins,
* Otto,
16, 14- VS* S3- (>t.
* Ibid. 63, H- Swhich occiira in the Ineny and PuyEiwri-f
to have been e dc$i}^[rtation of Der ebBslijri as a whole (ibid. i5, 6z)^ while
hated by Puyemne' and in IJeuhqpsLifs
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Djeser-akhet,
it is usually calkct, we can identify without hesitation as a chapel
dedicated primarily to a local form of the goddess Hathor and occupying a central
position at the rear of the natural amphitheatre at Der el-Bahri, midway betw'ccn the
temples of Hatshepsut and King Nebbepetref Mentubotpe of the Eleventh Dynasty.
Such a chapel was probably in existence before the Middle Kingdom and was evidently
much frequented by devout Thebans from the beginning of the Eighteenth Dynasty
onward. ‘ During the reign of Hatshepsut, long before the ostraca of the present series
■were w'ritten, Sennemut contributed to it a large kneeling statuette of himself, on the
back pilaster of which mention is made of Onnophris and of Amun (?), ‘the Great
[God], Lord of the Gods at Djeser^akhet’.^ The absence of the name of the shrine from
the lists of temples in the tombs of Ineny and Puyemre' and its presence in a similar
list in the tomb of Rekhmire«^ suggests, however, that Djeser-akhet was not played up
as an important sanctuary until late in the reign of Tuthmosis Hi when Rckhmiret
himself built the existing chapel—and then, perhaps, chiefly because it served to wrest
from the long-dead Hatshepsut her architectural domination of the Der el-Bahri area.
The Inscription on one of a pair of limestone door jambs donated by Tuthmosis III to
the Chief Steward of Amun, Ro-au, tells us that the gift of the Jambs and of the tomb
to w'hich they belonged was made ‘at the time of the founding of Djeser-akhet’/
The chapel, built in a cutting in the cliffs off the north-west corner of the Mentu^otpe
temple platform, comprised, besides the famous speos for a statue of Hathbr’s co^v,*
a small rectangular building containing a central passageway to the speos, Hanked on
the north by one and on the south by two little chambers, 'Phe floor of this building
was partly cut and partly built up to a level of no cm. above the pavement of the
Meniuhotpe temple platform. Parts of square piers with relief hgures of Amun em¬
bracing Tuthmosis HI and sixteen-sided columns bearing the latter's titulary, as well
as inscribed architrave blocks and parts of a cavetto comice, w'ere found by the Metro¬
politan Museum’s expedition in the chapel ruins and indicate clearly that it was once
fronted by a double colonnade similar to those of Hatshepsui’s temple.* Among the other
elements found was part of the inner surface of an inscribed sandstone door jamb
bearing the words
. (she) who is in {hrt ib) Djeser-akhet’, referring presumably
to the goddess Hathor,
Kamak sanccuary {ibid, 14, 24[6]. 61)* anti a 'divine bnolh* noincd
(ibid. 64) were evidently ujisis of
the queen^Q temple cnmpleip. One of the latter ia perhaps to be identified with a pcnptcTal chapel or wAystatiPTip for tht; bArque of .\rrkuJip found in igjt-z by the Metropolitan Muaeum^ft expediHon on the temple
avenge 520 metres east of the front wall of the foreeotirt of the mtki bkiilding (Winlogk,
1113,
n. 17).

chapel, as yet unpubliAhed^ was preceded on ihe

and west by paira of treeK planted in square

brick-lined pita and was adorned with t^^irfde hgurcs of l-La&hcpsut. Numerous fragmenKs of it^ piers, cavetto
comioe, and painied reliefs w'erc recoveml^ Some of t^ic last-named preserve the names of Tuthmosis h the
name^ and fiiOdres of Hatabepsot and Am^n (erosied in both case3)ji and the names of Ttithmosis 111; but the
only occurrence of the name of the building is an obvioUfly incorrect Ramesside restoration (■^^a'ka^t•^belDved-of-AmCm-in-TTheWs') carved over on illegible erasure^

* Otto^ L^nfert. j6h 61.
J Octo^ op, dL 14.

^ Hayes,

Milf, dtulich. Imi. Kmt&,

* See above, p, 37 and footnnie 3^

15, SS-Sq, fig- i

* N’aville^ op, dt. t, ^3-65, pis. 47-2^,

• Neither Navillds plan nor Wifi!<ick"s pmvides for this colonnade whieh^ like the rest of the temple^ muAt
have been raised on a podium projeetinK forward over the top of Merit uhotpe'si cnclasute w’all and part of bis
temple platfonn, and in this respect too tnust have cltwety resembled the Ijatahepsut temple porches.
h srsT
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As rebuilt by Tuthmosis III D]eser*akhet was not merely a shrine of l;Iathor, but
was also the terminal point of Amun’s annual visit to Der el-Bahri and was thus as
much a sanctuary of the state-god himself as it was of his divine consort in western
Thebes. To provide a thoroughfare for the portable barque of the god on its journey
from Karnak the king constructed the third of the three walled avenues leading up to
Der el-Bahri from the edge of the cultivated land and to provide a resting-place for the
barque upon its arrival at Der el-Bahri he built, on the axis of this avenue and just a
few yards to the east of the Mentuhotpe temple platform, the elevated pa\il£on or
‘kiosk’ to which we now turn our attention.
This struaure is briefly described by Hall (in Naville, Xlth Dym. Tctnpfc, i, 19,
pi. 6 (5); see also ni, pi, 36), is referred by Winlock (in Bull. AfMA ay (193a), March,
sect, II, 31, fig. 24), and is recorded in considerable detail in the unpublished notes,
photographs, and drawings of the Metropolitan Museum’s Egyptian Expedition.
Though almost completely quarried away by ancient stone-thieves it is seen to have
consisted of a massive masonry platform, approached from the east and west by sloping
ramps, S-6 metres wide and 16 metres in length, and surmounted by a peristyle of
square sandstone piers topped by inscribed sandstone architraves and a painted cavettoand-torus cornice. 'I’he core of the platform is of limestone, but all visible portions of
the building were of sandstone, the blocks having the same generous dimensions as
those used in Djeser-akhet and bearing the same quarry' or transport marks. On the
piers 'Futhmosis III was show'n being embraced by Amun and in the painted sandstone
reliefs of the cetla he appeared wearing the Red Crown and striking down his foreign
enemies or, again, as a sphinx trampling upon a group of fallen Asiatics. An
ostracon found by Naville at Der el-Bahri and now in the British Museum preseni'cs
the sketch plan of a peripteral building, 27 x 27 cubits (14 metres) square, which may
well be the present chapel.* Like Djeser-akhet, the building is referred to on one of its
architrave blocks as a ‘temple
of [millions of years]’; but its name is not
preserved on the few inscribed elements which have been recovered from its ruins.
There is, however, reason to believe that this was the chapel called
know'n
to us from Berlin P. 10615*
from the inscribed contents of one or more foundation
dept^its now in the Museum of the Oriental Institute of the LTniversity of Chicago.^
From the Berlin ostracon we learn that Djeser-menu w’a$ ‘on the west' (of Thebes)
and that It was under consiruaion in Tuthmosis Ill’s forty-third year—not long
before the ostraca of our present series show that W’Ork w'as in progress in Djeser-akhet,
The Berlin text records the formation of a corvee for the quarrying of stone (‘consisting
of the work in the mountain’) under the supervision of the Granary Overseer .Senthuty,
one of Tuthmosis Ill's veteran officials.'* The tools and plaques from the foundation
deposit(s) are said by their former owner, a Cairo dealer in antiquities, to have been
■ B.M, 4tz2S. Glunvillc, yEA 16, 2^7-® (tlie plan—evidently that of a pciiptcral chapL-l—would appear to
be incorrectly interpreted by Gkiivil(c). See also Navilkp op. cil. lllp jo, pi. 33 [14),
^

111, p|, jq;

Urk,

iv^ *374-

^ Accession no. 318^, See
StrtK 47, 145-56; Iskander, ibid. 157. I am grateful to Professor
Keiih Setle for detailed infomnatiorL on these objects.
* Helck^ Zur
498*
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found at Der el-BahrJ. The inscriptions on them var\' slightly, but most of them read,
‘the Good God, Menkheperre^, beloved of Amun in Djescr*menu\ Alexander Badawy
in bis article on these objects rightly points out that the Djeser-menu referred to on
them cannot possibly have been the similarly named granite gateway of the upper
court of the tlatshepsut temple.' Tuthmosis III may, however, have wanted to estab¬
lish an association between the two Djeser-menus, for on the granite portal he has
replaced H^^^bepsut's name w’ith his own, Winlock, apparently unaw'arc of a building
named Djeser-menu, assumed that Tuthmosis Ill’s Hat^or shrine and the ‘kiosk’ less
than sixty metres aw-ay were known collectively as Djeser-akhet,^
An analogy for two such contemporary' and associated buildings exists in the slightly
earlier chapel of Amen-Re' Kamutef at Karnak and its adjoining temple repamr,^ At
Der el-Bahri the second building was necessitated by the f^act that the Hathor chapel
was far too small and too much hemmed in by the colonnades of the Mentuhotpe
temple to receive the barque of Amun,
From O. Gardiner 51,+ the two ostraca in Berlin {P. 10G15, 10621),* and nos. 16-21
of our present series, we can draw' up a partial timetable of the construction of Tuth¬
mosis Ill’s tW'O Der el-Bafiri chapels:
OstTiUon

Datf

O. Gardirier 51

Year 43. 1. vi and

Berlin P. 10615

Year 43. z, vi

a. [vil

above

Year 44. a 1. vii

ficrrlin P, 10621

fi'ear 45 ?], 11, xi

No, 18, above

[Year 45 ?], 13, xl

No+ 17, above

Year 45, 15, viii

No, iQj above

U iidatcd

Activity
Dressing (?) by a group of masons {hrtyte-ntr) of 8o units
(dni) of atone or stone surface.^
Organising a corvee for quarrying local limestone for the
core of (the platform of) Djeser-menu under the super¬
vision of the OA’crseer of the Double Granary, Senthuty,
Organizing a gang of fifteen masons for dressing blocks of
limestone for the cores of the walls or platform of
either Djeser-menu or Djeser-akhet (or both).
Hauling and dressing stone for the plalformH colonnade^
and chamber vvaJU [of Djeser-akhet] under the general
direction of the vizier Rekhmirc^, Listing of the gangs
of skilled and unskilled workmen^
Hauling stone for the wdhyt of Djescr-akhet under the
general direction of the vizier RekhTnirlK^
Hauling and dressing (?) stone for the walls of Djeserakhet under the general direction of the vizier RekhmirP, Muster of the masons and list of the labourers
employed on these tasks.
Tally of blocks of stone for the podium, the tedkyf, and
the roof of cither Djescr-akhet or Bjescr-menu (or both),
assembled under the general direction of the vizier

*
*
J
*
^

Navilk, TAr Tcmfite of Dfir A Batiari,
pis. iio-i j Schott, AWA, fMaing^, 1955, Nr. 6, Zi6i
203.
Rickc, D^s KamutfJ-Heiit^tum Hatsclit^sut'‘t and Tuthmi^ds^ ///, i'll Kamak (Cairp, *954).
Cemf-Gardiner* Hifratk Ostra^m, pi. 56, Sp sec p. 44 above.
Hierst. Fafi. Bcrfirty iii, pi, 30, Both these cwrntjco were also acquired orilt^nally by Gardiner and presented
by him to the Berlin Museum (Cem^-Gardmer^ op. dt,* p. v).
^ Cf. Hayes^ Osirnka and Name iSYtmer, 40^41,

loeui
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Ottratcm

Date

No. 20, above

Undated

No. zi, above

Year 49. 23. v

Activity
[RekhmirL"*] and the supervision of the Treasurer and
Overseer of Works, Benjmerut,
List of five masons working at Der el-Bahri under the
direction of the vizier Rekhmire'—presumably on
either Djeser-akhet or Djcscr-meitu.
Assigning sixteen masons to work on the passageway,
columns, pavement, and roof of a building erected by
Tuthmosis III at Der el-Bahri, probably Djeser'skhet
or Djeser-menu; and assigning three masons to work
in Henket^ankh fthe king's mortuary temple). Versa’.
attendance record of workmen.

The uncertainty as to whether some of the foregoing work records refer to the
Hathor shrine, to its temple reposoir^ or to both buildings, is attributable largely to the
fact that the two chapels, though widely separated in type, comprised the same basic
elements'—a raised podium or platform, a paved floor, columns and/or piers, revetted
waits, and a roof—and that, as has been noted, both limestone and sandstone were
used in the construction of each, the former as a foundation and core material, the latter
for all exposed portions of the structure. The problem actually is not a serious one,
since there is every likelihood that the two small and practically adjoining buildings
were under construction at the same time, with the same quarry' and transport gangs
supplying the blocks of stone and other materials for both. The whole project—
evidently regarded as an important one—w'as, as we have seen, under the direction of
the vizier Rekhmiref. aided by such experienced administrators and builders as the
Granary Overseer, Senthuty, and the Treasury Overseer, Benymerut.
Der el-Bahri, understandably enough, appears to have been one of the last sites in
Egy pt on which Tuthmosis III launched a building programme of his own. There is
no evidence for his independent activities there before the forty-third year—hence
almost the last decade—of his reign; and it is a striking fact that, despite their modest
size, neither Djeser-akhet nor the adjoining pavilion (Djeser-menu?) was finished
when the king died in his fifty-fourth regnal year.* Though he was able to complete
and decorate the vaulted sanctuary of the Ltatbdr shrine, the wonderful sandstone cult
statue of Hatbor’s cow found in it w'as carved or at least inscribed during the reign of
his son, Amenophls 11,® The last portion of the Djeser-akhet complex to be under^en
—perhaps by Amcnophis II—vras the long walled avenue of approach from the east,
for it was under the foundations of the walls of this avenue, not far from its upper end,
that all of the ostraca which we have been discussing in this section w'cre found.
' TH* WM clwir Mtabliahed during the M^tnipolttui Mu«kun’s excavation of the two buildinin and i*
referred to repeatedly by Wtniocle in h» notebooks.
^ NAtrillc, Xlfh
Temple.^ I, 65—671
3^31,
toBiTiONAL Ntrrt: The frc^stjuidlng kiosk at Der
la. di$cu3^d by Borchardt in hh Agypttscht
mit Umgang (pp, 58—61, pL 14), where it \a mistakenly itaaig^ed to tht reign of I'uthmcKk L Sec aUo
%aiidier^ Afpp, 796—7,
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1, Male Harper in the i$e:^i[el Xalionul Museum^
Jerusalem. (Ph^ito. Bcrnhefm)
S'l’ATl^Fn Ei^ OF HARPERJ^

2, Ciirl Harper in the British ^lu^'um
(By Courresy of the 'rrtjslees)

(53)

THE STATUETTE OF AN EGYPTIAN HARPER AND
STRING-INSTRUMENTS IN EGYPTIAN STATUARY
By J. LEIBOVITCH

ancient Egyptians commemorateci their musicians by making for them tiny little
monuments, compared to which the statues of servants are large, sometimes even
approaching natural size. Statues of harpers and lutanists are mute, they bear no inscrip¬
tions and as usual in Egyptian statuary, the name of the sculptor remains unknown.
Originally statues of musicians were found in the serdab, which means that they were
used as servant-statues and were intended to entertain the deceased in the underw'orld.
They probably had to sing for them some congratulatory hymns or songs on the fate
of human life.
'rhe statuette ! publish here is that of a harper made of blue glazed ware, and it is
the property of the BezalcI National Museum, Jerusalem. It is thanks to the courtesy
of Mr. Carl Katz, the director of that Museum, that I am able to publish it (ph XIV, i).
Its provenance is unknown. Its dimensions are;
The

total height of the statuette,
height of the base,
height of the instrument,
height of the sound-box,
width of the harp at its largest point,

51 cm.
0*45 cm.
3 85 cm,
^‘5^5 cm,
t-8 cm.

The instrument is provided with ten strings, the longest of which measures 31*25 mm.
and the shortest 13 mm. The harper kneels x^^h both knees on a rectangular base and
his instrument rests on his knees while it also Jeans against his breast. The lower part
of the tuning handle Is held between his elbows, thus leaving his lingers free to pluck the
strings. He plays with both hands. The direction of the harper is that of his instrument
(to the right) but his head is turned, the face looking towards us. His eyes are wide
open and there is no sign of blindness. He is bald, and his expression is rather sad as
though singing one of those songs which w'ere collected by Miriam Lichthelm.’ The
harp is not provided with the usual head or god of the harper^ protruding from the
tuning-rod, w'hich has not even the pegs for retaining the strings. The nearest represen¬
tation which could be compared with our harper is that in the tomb of .^ntefoker^ where
the musicians put *ne knee only on the floor, keeping the other raised. The next re¬
presentations arc to be found in the New Kingdom,* one in El-*Amarna and the other
in the tomb of Pesiur. In almost all representations the musician looks in the same direc¬
tion as his instrument. Only lute-players turn their faces sideways, and even backw ards.*
’ Lichtheim, The Songs of tke H^rpefs, in JNES 4, 178.
* Schgtt, Dtr Gott des Hoffenipitlt, in AtHatigri Maspero, 1, 457.
» Da^-ies, Ante/o^, pi. 29.
* Id., El Anuttna, i, p, 31 and pi. £31 Fikhry, Am. Sm. 43, p, 389 and pi. 23.
' Fcchhelmcr, Kleinploslik dtr Aigypter, pU. 140 (Psii*) and 143 (Berlin),
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The theme of the harper m ancient Egj'ptian statuary has not been dealt uith
thoroughly, although representations have been studied many times since G. Wilkin¬
son.’ The harp is known in Egyptian under the name of bnt and we find this name as
early as the Fifth Dynasty (on a relief in the Cairo Museum which belonged to Nenkheftikai, whose tomb is at Sakkarah), On this fine painted relief we find the expres¬
sions: hd n bnt ‘singing to the harp\ and; ikr bnt 'plucking (the strings of) the harp'
(fig. i). 'I'here is also another word for harp-playing: dfdrt which, from the Middle

Fig. I. Musidaiis from tomb of Ncnkht^ftikai.

Kingdom, is also a name for the harp. 'I'lie Wdrterbuch indicates that but *ist das feinere
Instrument'. 'ITie name of the harper would be d^dfuy.
'ro establish the dale of our monument, it will be convenient first to review the
statuettes already known. Here is a Ibt of the stringed-instrument players:
1, Statuette Ko. 10640 of the Oriental Institute, Chicago, coming from the serdab of
Nikauinepu (Fifth Dynast)'}.^ Length 10 cm,, width 6-2 cm. According to W, S,
Smith it is a male harper, while J, H, Breasted Jr, thinks it should be a female
musician. It is made of limestone and is painted. 'Fhe instrument has five strings
and the handle is short, but the sound-box is not broad enough to be called
'shovel-shaped',*
IT, Statuette No, 10641 of the Oriental Institute, Chicago, belonging to the serdab of
Nikauinepu (Fifth Dynasty).+ length 9-6 cm., width 7*2 cm. It represents a dwarf
* Wilkinson, Ma^nm and Ctislomif l (jS73)j 46a ff.
* W. Sirvtnjujn Sniiih^ Egyptian Sctdpfare ttnd Pointing, znd
p, loi and pi. 27; J.
Breasted Jr,,
Egyptian Smant Stalu^t, p. 87 and pi.
Vandier^ Staiaairt ^gypficnn€, pL 40 and pp, 96 f,
* Hickmann, Ann. Sm\ 49, p. 432, figs»

* Smithy op. cil., p 101 and pL 27: Breaatcd, op. cit., p. 87 and p|. S16; Voritlier, op oiL, p3. 40 (S-9) and
pp, ^ L
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harper seated fully on the floor, holding the instrument between his legs and lean¬
ing it against his left shoulder. It is made of limestone and is painted. The strings
are oblique, and number three, 7’he upper surface of the sound-box is slightly
curved,
III. Statuette No. 10642 of the Oriental Institute, Chicago, also belonging to the
group found in the serdab of Nikauinepu (Fifth Dynasty),‘ Length 16-1 cm.,
width 11 cm. It represents a woman playing the harp. She wears a wig, is seated
on her crossed knees tailor-wise, and the instrument leans against her left shoulder.
She plucks the strings with both her hands. Her left foot protrudes at the side
from under her right leg. The statuette is of painted limestone. The upper surface
of the sound-box is slightly cun^ed.
IV. Statuette of a harper made of painted limestone belonging to tomb No. ij2
(northern part of the cemeterj' of Shekh Farag at Naga ed-Der).^ The height of
the statuette is 18 cm. In publishing it Reisner said that the harper is blind, prob¬
ably before it had been properly cleaned. In fact the harper has his eyes wide open.
His left knee is raised while he is sitting on his right knee, w'hich is bent in. This
time the tuning handle exceeds the harper in height by nearly one-third. The
instrument is leaning against his left shoulder and the strings arc vertical. He is
playing with both hands. The sound-box is broader than the three preceding onea,
and it has on the tuning-handle hooks or pegs to retain the strings, which number
five. The skin of the harper is painted light yellow and therefore Professor Drioton
thinks it might be a female player in spite of the coiffure. Men are generally painted
red-brown, On the sound-box are painted two udjat eyes on each side of the strings.
The strings themselves are painted.
V. Small statuette once belonging to Martyn Kennard, made of sandstone,^ iz cm.
high. According to the sale catalogue it represents ‘a small figure of a woman
seated on the ground and playing a large harp’. She is squatting with both knees
raised. As to her instrument, the sound-box is in prolongation of the tuninghandle. The strings are nearly vertical,
VI and VII, Two harp players belonging to the model of Karenen* found in his tomb
at Sakkarah by J, E. Quibell, Dr. Hickmann reproduces the side showing the
female harper while the male player is shown in the original reproduction. Karenen
is seated between them, while his wife sits a little farther in front of him. Farther
on three songstresses are squatting and clapping their hands to beat the measure.
Both musicians are squatting, and they arc seated on their left knees while the
right is raised. The instrument leans against their breast or left shoulder. The
sound-box is broad and the handle short. This instrument could be called 'shovelshaped’ according to Dr, Hickmann’s expression.^ The strings are missing but from
‘ Smith, loc. tit. i Breasted, op. cit., p. SS ard pi. Sia; Vandier, loc. «l. (6-7).
* RcLsner.6. p. 117 mid pis. 14. 1$; Vieneau and Drioton, Eneyclopdditp/totographigut dt Vari {Mvsdt
du Caire), No, 75 (the larger statue).
» tteisner, ibid., p, i j3 (editor's note) and pL 15, s.
* Quibell, SiiflgiOTit (/po^-?), pt. 16; Hickmann, .Vtwrif under the Pharaoht, hg. on p. 7.
» See p. S4j n, 3 abo^-e.
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the holes existlog on the upper sound-board we may suppose that they originally
existed. I'he pegs are still visible on the male harper’s instrument. These models,
which are in the Cairo Museum, are made of wood and painted and belong to the
Middle Kingdom.
VIII. Wood model found in the tomb of Meketre<,* also belonging to the Middle
Kingdom; the harper is in the cabin of a boat. It Is in the Metropolitan Museum

FfG+ z. Cartoon of atiiitial musicians.

of Art, New York. This time the harper is blind and Is seated on his right knee
having his left knee raised. The instrument is not leaning against his shoulder, it
is standing by itself, being fastened by a special support. The pegs retaining the
strings number seven and the holes in the sound-board suggest that the strings
originally existed.
IX. Statuette of a seated monkey playing the harp while having a young one behind
her. Middle Kingdom, provenance unknowm. It is in the Berlin Museum^ and
numbered 9573. Height la cm. J. H. Breasted Jr. suggests that it is ‘a parody on
other figures of musicians’. This reminds us of other parodies, one on a satirical
papyrus now in Turing {fig. 2) and another on the ostracon Munich No. 1546.’t In the
former w e see the donkey standing and playing the harp, which dearly dates from
the New Kingdom. He is followed by the lion playing the lyre and the crocodile
playing the lute (G. Wilkinson calls it a ‘guitar’ which Is probably more correct,
as the word ’lute’ derives from the Arabic
It is not quite clear whether it
is a donkey playing the portable harp on the Munich ostracon. Our monkey of the
*
=
5^,
>
*

Winlock, Afodtif qJ Daily
pi. 39 and p. 57,
Bre^tedp op. citv* p. 88 liid pL Kja; Schafer and Andr&t, Drapytamiituhkhu^ and cd.^ pp, 383+ Kcrs, 3^
598; Bcrilnp AusfQhrUch£f Virztiihna, 1899, ZO3,
^
Bmnner-Trauti ZAS
p. 31* 19, aS; pL 3,
Id., DtV

agr

s Hkkmann, Bull.

No. 99 and pi, 35,

arch, capir^ ta, 75,
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statuette is probably a female cynocepbalus and the instrument is short, it reaches
only to the animals’ head.
X. Statuette from EPAmarna (No. 30/275)* representing a monltcy standing and
playing a harp similar to the instrument played by one of the three ladies in the
tomb of Nakht.' There is a similar harp painted on the ostracon No. 2281 of
Der e!-MedinehJ but played by a seated monkey. The statuette is made of lime¬
stone and is about 11 cm. high while the harp is about 8 cm. high. In this instru¬
ment the sound-box and the tuning-handle together make one body and the
strings are vertical. Pendlebur>' suggests it might be a caricature of the king at his
devotions. The pegs retaining the strings (about S) are cnonnous considering the
size of the instrument. The harp of the tomb of Nakht has 14 pegs but 11 strings
only; that of Der eUMedlneh has 5 strings and seems to have more pegs. Com¬
paring the El-*Amarna statuette with that of the Berlin Museum (No. IX) we are
inclined to assign the latter also to the same period of the Eighteenth Dynasty,
considering its style and in general the spirit of the monument,
XI. Statuette in the Berlin Museum No. 13244 of a naked woman in pottery of un¬
known provenance.^ Breasted says in his description ‘holding lyre against her left
shoulder’. The height of the statuette is not indicated. From the reproduction by
Breasted it is not quite clear whether it is a lyre or a lute; the two branches of the
Ijxe are not quite mibie.
XII. Fragment of a statuette in the Cairo Museum* of which only the lower part
remains. It shows a man squatting down and playing the harp as in our No. IV
of the Middle Kingdom. As it is, it reaches the height of 11 cm. The type of
instrument is that of the relief of Ncnkhcftikai of the Old Kingdom which b also
that of the harper of the cemetery of Shekh Farag at Naga ed-Dcr.
XIII. Statuette of a woman playing the harp* of white glazed ware, in the Cairo
Museum, 10-5 cm, high. There arc black spots on the white glaze and the woman
sits on a cubical seat. She Is playing a rectangular harp having six strings. It is
the first time that this type of harp occurs, ’Phe comer of the instrument rests on
her knees. The harp is briefly described by Professor Drioton and w'ould be the
first of its kind, oral least a kind of lyre imported into Egypt by the Semites during
the Middle Kingdom such as can be seen at Beni Hasan/ where the lyre has six
strings and is played by means of a plectrum. The lower part of the instrument
which is the broadest, would be the sound-box.
XIV. Statuette in white painted limestone in the Cairo Museum (CCG No. 490).®
Its provenance is unknown and it represents a w'oman stepping forward with her
‘ Frankfort, Pendlebury. and Fairman, City 0/ Akhtnaim, ii, pi. 31 and pp,
^ Da^ieSp

qJ

W-

frontispiece.

^ Vandicr d'Ahbailie^
dt Detr
* BreatiteiJ^ op. cit., p, fiS and pi- 83^'; Berlin, op.

3^ pp, 57 f,* pi. 11.
p. 107.

* Vigneau and Ddoion^ op. cil,p Na. 75 (ttie smaller statuette).

^ Newberr>% Beni ffman, 1, pt- 30.
* Borchardtp Siatum und
(CCO)» n, p. 67. pK
op. cit,p pL Si and p- 339.

1

B A7XT

*

^ IbtdI.p No. 76.

Vigneau and Driotun, np. cit.. No, 76; Vajidierp
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left foct. She has the instrument leaning against her left breast. Borchardt describes
it as follows: ‘Das Instrument besteht aus einem Teller und einem annabemd
senkrecht dagegcn stebendeo Stock.* It is provided with four strings. He dates it
to the Middle Kingdom and this is quite justified by the type of the instrument.
XV, Wooden painted statuette No. 4S658 in the British Museum. It represents a
woman playing on a trigon with six strings. The statuette is about 23I cm. high.*
'rhis instrument is rarely reproduced In paintings or reliefe; it occurs once in the
tomb of Pesiur where the lower stick is bent backwards and ends in a duck’s hcad.^
We find among the objects of the Eighteenth-Nineteenth D^masty which were
discovered at Gurob,^ a vrooden figurine of a harper whom Flinders Petrie calls
a ’Hittite harper*. Supposing that his instrument is a trigon, this would perhaps
imply that it is of foreign origin, perhaps a Hlttite import. It occurs once more in
the Late Period (under a king or prince Tjanefer son of 'Onkh-Psamtek) on a fine
relief* which came from Athribis and was once part of a lintel, now in the Alexan¬
dria Museum. There the old harper is seated on a stool playing on the trigon or
triangular harp.
Hickmann describes^ a similar instrument in his Catalogue General under the
heading *Harpes angulalres* and from bis description we learn that the sound-box
is vertical. The instrument may have more strings ^ this is perhaps due to a later
development. From other pieces of triangular harps dealt with by Hickmann
which were found at Sakkarah, it is to be concluded that this instrument Is of the
Nineteenth Dynasty which is also the date of the statuette in the British Museum.
XVI, Statuette of a boy playing the lute made of painted limestone, in the Cairo
Museum.* He faces the onlooker in the same direction as the instrument, bis legs
are crossed in the manner of an Egyptian scribe. He has pendent curls of hair,
he wears ear-rings and is corpulent. The figurine, altogether 5 9 cm. in height, is
dated to the New Kingdom. His instrument is pear-shaped and the tuning-handle
is short.
XVII, Statuette of Bes playing the lute, made of pottery and now' in the Cairo Museum.^
The god is standing with outspread legs. He is already well known as dancing
with knives or playing the tambourine on one of the bedsteads of the tomb of Yuaa
and Thuiu and on an arm-chair of Sitamun.® He is very fat and holds his instru¬
ment like a guitar. The low'er end of the statuette is broken off and the god’s ears
are perforated to receive ear-rings.
* ETKcytlopaedia Bniunntta^ i^th cd,, vm, p|, ti^ N'a, S\ British Mu^currip Guide io ihtf
jiA, awd 6ift
Eg. Roomif 213; Bud^e, The
pi. 13. [ am indebted to Mr. 1. E. S* Edvi-ardB for the photograph of the
glrl-harpcr on pL XIV, 3.
* Hickrrmnn, CCO\ Imtrufuents de
p. 156^ pL i)6a.
^ Pcirie,
Gurob and f/arrora, p. 41 and pi. iS^ No. 38.
* Mospem,
tJ, ind faac.^ p. K4, pi. 40;
fid Aegyptum, p. 1^7, fig. 44,
^ Hkkmann, op. cit., pp. 173 ff,, pis, 105, 106, clc.
* Borchardt, op, cit,, III, p. 85 and pL 143; Hkkmann^
Serv. 49, 443^ fig. 18 and Cairo (CCG> No. 773.
^ Hickmann, ibid.+ p. 444, fig, 1^, and Cairo 38733.
* QulbclU Yuaa and Tkmu, No*. 5 [ 1 lo (pL 31, head-board of bed) ajid 31113 (pis. 41,43 details of anris of
chair)»
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XVIII, Another red pottery statuette of a boy’ playing the lute, which is pear-shaped.
The statuette is in the Cairo Museum.
XIX. Statuette of a Lady playing on a pear-shaped lute- found at Mit Rahinah and
now in the Cairo Museum.
XX. Figurine of red pottery found by Flinders Petrie in the cemetery of Goshen (to
the east of Zagazig in the eastern Delta, in the modem village of Saft el-Hennah),
It represents the fine figure of a woman seated and playing a pear-shaped lute
which Petrie calls 'a mandoline’ while in the reproduction (on the plate) he calls
her ‘a citharist’,^ The statuette is definitely foreign and Petrie justly describes it as
evidence of Cypriote art, It is, at any rate, of Aegean style and he dates it to the
Nineteenth or Twentieth Dynasty,
Considering the posture of the knees and the shape of the instalment of our
statuette of the harpers taken with the evidence of the above list, we can conclude that
it belongs to the Eighteenth Dynasty*
* Hickmarinp ibid.p p. 4431 EdjjflJTp
(CCC)p Ko. 26762.
* Hickmuin, loc. cit.j Cairo 32996.
J Hickmann, ibid.p p. 444 J Petde, Hyksos and Israelite Citier^ p. 38 and pL 37Bp CuFOp Joum. d'enfrfcp No.
38797P tttrj to which I would add three sutuetteis found outside Eliiypt ^d quoted by Hreaatedp ap, cit,^ p. 86,
No, 3s Bo^rtp An e/ Ancient Crete, Nos. 413^ 413 on p. 243 and No. 421 on p. 245.
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THE TITLE

IN THE OLD KINGDOM
By HANS GOEDICKE

The Berlin Dictionary {Wb. i, 159, S-10) gives for the word ^ *ein Titel. AR, MR.
im Verkehr mit fremden Landem: Dolmetscher; oft in den Titeh mr r, hrp r'. This
meaning, ‘interpreter, dragoman*, was proposed by Gardiner^ after a number of earlier,
not verv successful attempts by other scholars. In his study, he has dernonstrated the
connexion of the old word
with the Late-Egv'ptian
^ thus preparing
the way for understanding. It was he also who proved in the course of his study that
Spiegeiberg’s suggestion that aj corresponded to
‘to speak and act like a
barbarian', *to speak gibberish*,* was valid for the other usi^ of this word. It is impossible
to add anything to Gardiner’s profound article, so that we can refer to his study for
these conclusions.
The meaning at present generally accepted* for ^ ‘interpreter' or ‘dragoman’ was
also introduced by Gardiner in the above-mentioned article. On this point he writes;*
‘It will be noted that I render the Old Kingdom word
by "interpreter" or “drago¬
man”, whereas the New Kingdom predicate
is translated “foreigner".
The rmon is that the former is clearly a title while the latter equally clearly is not. It
would be more literal to substitute "speaker of a foreign language" in each case, this
being , .. the true etymological meaning,’ This conclusion of Gardiner's seems to
me rather strange and I wish to discuss the matter again as far as the Old Kingdom
inscriptions are concerned.
Only one instance in the Old Kingdom is known to me where f is used by itself in
a Isteran' context and not as part of a compound tide:*
[—'(I) never caused the going of any
of any Egj'ptian (lit, man),
any r, or any Nubian , . .*.* The
the end of the passage is to be under¬
stood as determinative for the preceding words
in accordance with the
practice of abbreviation by avoiding the repetition of the same determinative known
from other Old Kingdom inscriptions,’ As
is thus determined by
it seems
necessary to consider r as a w-ord referring to a group or class of people. This makes it
* PSBA 37. 117-1S*
* Spkgelbcr^,
Rf c. irai\ 14, 41^42^ \vherc he tmphsfiiithe onomAtopoetJe character of the Eg>T>l]an
word, which h similarly possessed by the Greek equivalent. The Old Kingdoni tenn h here, os uauaj^ tranficHbed but more corttctly k is Of cf. Goj'oni NauvtUtf Injcripfiam Ju Wadi Hammamat 55 f., no. ai.
1 Cciny, TAe ImcriptimT 0/ Sirtai, ii* J4* Vgmdicr+
19; Gardiner^
42*71 Faulkner,
39, 34;
Helck^ Unifrivchiiri^^ m den Btamientkfin da dgypfkchen Aitm lUkhei, 115^
* CJordixicr* PSBA 37i
* Urk. In i37p 4- Gartliner^s rendering of the passage was basi:d on the first edition of the test which was
subsequently improved by Sclhc in hb second edition.
* For the siguificonc* of the passage cf. Clcrc* Sitr an f/iVA/dej biagrapMa de ia Prentihf Periode Intetm^diaire
rt de la XP dynastie^ Fest^hri/t Grapori;^ 38 ff.
^ For this practice see Gunn,
19^ 106+
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improbable that r means ’interpreter’. Moreover, the mention of the
between ^
and
indicates that those people, called
occupied
a position w'hlch set them in some relation both to the Egj'ptians and to the
Nubians.
When we turn to the titles incorporating the word
we note the surprising fact that
no instance is attested for the Old Kingdom where
occurs as a title by itself; we
have, on the other hand, a considerable ninnber of instances of officials with compound
titles, like hrp r and, especially, imy-r r. If we accept that r means ‘interpreter’ it is
strange that there should have been only higher ranks in an ’organization of inter¬
preters’, but no ordinary interpreter. It is further unlikely that there was at this time
an organized institution of interpreters with different ranks.' In the New Kingdom,
where Akkadian is used for diplomatic correspondence, no institution of this kind is
found.^
In addition to these general objections a further argument against Gardiner’s view
is provided by a passage in the Dahshur decree^ which in my opinion proves that
imy-r r does not signify 'overseer of interpreters’. To translate
* ''friend”-overseer* of interpreters of Mdi, */;m, 'Irtt . .
makes
little sense. To make this passage understandable it should be translated ‘ "friend”overscer of the “foreigners” of Mdt, 7ym, Jrtt , ,
This translation accepts Gardiner’s
suggestion that r is the 'speaker of a foreign language’, namdy, a
but 1 can
see no reason to transform this 'speaker of a foreign language' into an ‘interpreter’.^
Among titles incorporating jgf we find hrp r, imy‘~r r and, rarely, skd r and imy-ht r.
The title
is attested, as far as 1 know, four times in the Old Kingdom:
Kinfr"^ (G. 2150), his son Kiistvdi^ (G, 5340), ^tnd 'lyd/f,^ w'ho might also be in some way
related to the family of Kmfr. The first lived probably at the end of the Fourth Dynasty,
the others during the Fifth Dynasty; after this time the title does not occur. It is of
interest that K/nfr and 'lydfr also bear the title t3i) which is of a military character.'"
Other titles in the inscriptions of Kmfr and 'lydfi^ such as
and
show that these officials had connexions with regions outside the Nile valley, which had
been to some extent under the control of the Egyptians for ages past.
While the title hrp c is rarely found, imy~r c is attested much more frequently. 'I’he
* The problcmuf foreign languages, pnrticukrly in rclatiora ttj rhe South, wjii hardly of aity gr^t imporianct.
Thus today at Aswofi^ the majority of ihe popuJation h bltingual,^ speaking Arabic and Nubian^
^ For the question of the use of a foreign
for diplomAtic corr^pondcnce, cl, Ci^nmk^
in
Ktihchrift und dm Aunf^nriigt Ami dfs Pharat?^ WZKM
1-13^ Utk.
2oq+ 16.
* Although the text deafly givta f
seems most likely that this is an error for
since
■rni “
usuah wxll attested combination. Cf. Hclck, op* cit. 115; Urk.
loa, 5; Wdgolh Docum^ij 0/ Latirr Nubta^
ph Iviii.
* The element represemLng tlic title is

*
?
*
*

while *" is a dcaignaiinn of people.

Bisson dc k Roque^ Ffmiilti d'Abo^-Roafrh 1x9^4) {F^FAQ 2, i)* 5S,
Rekner, A Hisiory 0/ th^ Gisn Necropolii^ 1, 437 ff,p figs. 258-64.
Jimker, Glra, vii^ 161 = Lepsius, Dtnhn. ri* 850^
Lepsiua, D^km. ii, iOir.
** Cf FischerpT^jVES 18* 267 ff.
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oldest example known to me is in a graffito in the Wadi Maghara from the time of
Djedkarer-Tsesi' where, however, the name of the official is destroyed. All other
occurrences of the title imy~r r belong to the Sixth Dynasty' and later. The following
are known to me;
Pepi I :
7y. . ,

7dy

IJwiis

Ggi
Urk. If 209, 2 = Weigallp
Documents of Lcaoer Nubict,

pLjo
Urk, I,
56; 58, 28

Nyh^rTth

Urk. I, 20S. 17 ^ ibid., pi.

7<yktrrih

Urk.
92t b — Gardiner”
Peet-Cerny^ Inscripi^ns of
Sinai, pi. VlII, 16
Urk. 1, 92, 7 ^=5 ibid.
Sndm
.1 Imcmri^nfjMryrf^ Goyon» NouvcIIes Inscrip¬
tions du tVadi H&mmamaij
p. si>
19

ny
Htcnhr
Srrdmib

Rdyn(ii)

Tftr/K)
Mcrcnre* t

Pepi II and later;

4 ^ ibid.j pis.

29

Twtto
N/rrnpt
Ndmib
Ttom*

Cairo 71/72; 1455

ibid.
ibid p. 55, AQ. 21
ibid.^
ibid.
ibid.
ibid.
ibid*
ibid. p. 60, no. 26
ibid. p. 61, no. 27
ibid.
ibid.

Mryrffnh
Hkiib
Sfbtti

jV/te
Wdm
ibbi
tftpiel
Iny
*'nhtifi
S/bi
Ttifnh
iTt
Hpi
Stb...

''flip
Htt. , . ni

J’/w
Urk. ], 120, 14

WST

Urk. 1,
10 = Gardiner-Pect-Cernyj, op. dt.
pl. IX, 17
tirk. 1, 113, 9 = ibid.
Urk. i, 131, 16-47
Ann. SmL 15, 4
ibid. 7
ibid. 3
de Morgan, Fouilles d Daiichmir, 15, fig. 34
Cairo 1406
Brit. Mus. 199
Brit. Mus. 14S0
Urk, Ip 134, 14
Vandier, Mr/alla^ 19
WeigaU, op. dt, p]. LVin
ibid.
ibid.
ibid.
ibid*
ibid.
ibid*
ibid.
P.Eerlin qolo {ZAS 61,71)
ibid.

Certain conclusions can be drawn from a study of these occurrences. The oldest
example of the title imy-r f appears to date to the end of the Fifth Dynasty, while the
title htp r is known only from earlier times, This indicates either that hrp f was the old
form which at the end of the Fifth Dynasty was changed to imy-r f or that the latter,
a new' creation, replaced the older hrp r. Among the examples listed above, we can
distinguish three groups of different provenance:
(i) The individuals belonging to the largest group are mentioned in inscriptions
found outside Egypt, in Sinai as well as in Lower Nubia all in graffiti reporting expedi¬
tions. These occurrences of the title in texts found in foreign territory form one of the
main reasons for the assumption that the word r means Mragoman' both by itself and
' GmrtJiner-PMt-CcrTiy, The InseriptioHt of Sinai^ 1, pL vii, np, 13 = Utk-1, 56.
> The pnly imtimce in the Old Klngdam "with the full ipellinft
fUl.
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in the titles inccfrporating it. In such circumstances, however, the presence of an 'over¬
seer of the dragomans or interpreters’ involves great dilticulties. The particular services
rendered by an interpreter make it improbable that more than one would be appointed
for an expedition ; yet the mention of an ‘overseer’ presupposes a number of lesser
officials under his charge.
To assume, on the other hand, that the imy~r r was the head of an administrative
institution, such as a 'bureau for foreign languages', seems also highly unlikely. In the
inscription of Tomas no fewer than eight fmy-r r are mentioned together, which demon¬
strates that this title cannot signify the leader of an administrative institution. If the
latter were the case, then the successive listing of a number of contemporary titleholders would be unlikely. The imy-r r seems rather to have been a commander of a
certain class of people, as is indicated by the title
‘overseer of all
r-people of the Southern land’.’ Gardiner conclusively pointed out that
is equivalent
to Greek jSdp^a/ws ‘foreigner’; the Imy-r r, therefore, is the ‘overseer of foreigners’,
(a) In the second largest group imy-r r occurs as a title of the nobles of Elephantine.
This place occupied a specific role in the Egj'ptian administration inasmuch as by its
geographical position it was the outpost of Egj’pt towards the South; activity, both
military' and economic, against Nubia lay in the hands of officials residing there.'
(3) Three examples come from the Memphite region. One is from Sakkarah,^ the
other two from Dahshur, one being in the decree of Pepi I for the pyramids of Snofru.
To find an ‘overseer of foreigners' near the residence of the Royal Court seems
strange. However, in the Dahshur decree* the imv-r is listed among the addressees
concerned with the royal order. Later in the same document
'pacified
Nubians’ are mentioned* and it seems evident that they are to be connected with the
ofiicial quoted in the address. This connexion is made even more obvious by the ad¬
dition to the title itny-r r of the qualifying words nyte Mdi 7/m Jrtt. , , , These words
specify him as 'overseer of the foreigners of Mdi, 7/hi, 7r/r , .
The ‘pacified Nubians'
can be recognized in this royal document as some kind of militarj' formation among
others in charge of the collection of taxes.
The Ni^ hip have been recognized long since as mercenary troops, used to reinforce
the Egv'ptian army.* The Dahshur decree makes it clear that the imy-r f was the leader
of a military formation consisting of such people. It is not surprising therefore to find the
imy~r r listed in Weni’s account of the army he commanded.'^ For this reason also it
becomes understandable that most of the occurrences of the title are found outside the
Egyptian frontiers, in places where expeditions were made. Expeditions of either a
military or a reconnaissance nature in search of important and precious goods required
* Wetgallp op. cit, pi- Iviii botionriK no. 9.
* Ifckk,
Vmcaliung dfi Miittirm and NfUJftt ReifhSf. zoo,
vmncriftlKter die Machr im Oflu crhaltcn und somit ku

that ^dit dort ambnierten
wcidenV

^ Cf. Fischer, JAGS 74, 29
* Vrti. r, 109, 16.
* Urk. tp II ip j. 10. Borchardt {ZAS 421 7) had Already expressed the opinion that the Slity j^lp are to be
connected ^"ith the Nubian caun tries mentioned in the atldrL-**. Cf afs^D the connexion bctif^cen the imy^r ^
and the NAfj’te nyuf AfJtef ipm in Wcni"a account of the army,
* Cf. Komorz inski,

AAA

f, 4^>

Urk.

t+ loz^ 5, S.
^

r, ro2p
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the presence of soldiers. The bearing of the title by the governors of Elephantine re¬
sulted from their general military commission to screen the southern frontier of Egv'pt
against Nubia. By taking imy-r r as ‘overseer of foreign (mercenary) troops’ it beeves
clear why we know the names only of ‘overseers’ of the r, but never of a simple
To complete the evidence of titles incorporating
we must note one instance of

^ ■

HTct'

V r

,

1

A word has to be said here about the occurrence of
m the runemry'temple or
Sahurer where it is found in the texts accompanying scenes representing foreign ships.^
Sethe in his commentary^ suggested the translation ‘shipmate’ {Mant) for which he
offers no explanation. There can be no doubt that the word r here is identical with the
one in the title imy~T r where it means—as is shown above—‘foreigner’. A careful
examination of the scenes shows the following results: The group ^ is placed above
persons who differ in their appearance from the rest of the crew which is clearly
depicted as Asiatic, The persons labelled
perform a particular kind of gesture
different from that of the Asiatic people. They have one arm lifted up in adoration
while the other is placed on the head of an Asiatic standing in front of them. The
number of persons represented thus performing this particular kind of gesture exceeds
manv tunes the number of cases where
is wTitten. In one shipi for instance, there are
no less than six persons of this kind; in others, less well preserved, even more. Their
appearance in such great numbers makes it difficult to consider them as 'interpreters’.
It seems to me more likely that
was used here in an attempt to specify certain persons
as ‘foreigners’ where it was not obvious from their appearance.
To sum up, we can begin by accepting the translation ‘foreigner’ for
deduced
from jJdpjSapoj by Gardiner. The word is known almost exclusively from compound
titles, of which hrp r and imy-r r are the only really important ones; the older
r
was replaced at the end of the Fifth Dynasty by imy-r c. The latter title occurs mainly
in places outside the Egyptian borders in connexion with expeditions, or on the
southern frontier where it is a regular dignity of the administrators of Elephantine.
There is no indication that this title means ‘interpreter’ or ‘dragoman’. The officials
who were called imy-r r were the commanders of mercenary troops whose existence in
the Old Kingdom is well attested from other sources.
Df SititOf I, pi. ■, no. iS.
Ciaidiiwf-P&st-Ccmy, op. cit,. pi. vii, im. 13 ^ Urk. (, 56 (time of Asosia); Ihtcf, Gardiner-

' Gstdiner—Pcct-Ccmif,

i

Peei-Cem/, op- at, pi. K. no. 17 =
”3.
i Uopchardi-Skthe, Dai Crabdrnkmal dn KSnigi Sailer, II, pi, li.

♦ Ibid., p. 87.
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PAPYRUS LYTHGOE; A FRAGMENT OF A LITERARY
TEXT OF THE MIDDLE KINGDOM FROM EL-LISHT
By W. K, SniPSON

The tattered fragment of papyrus which I have designated above as P. Lythgoe bears
the Metropolitan Museum of Art accession number 09.1&0.535.' ft was found by the
Egyptian Expedition of the Museum in the cemetery' south-west of the pyramid of
Ammencmes I at el-Lisht between 1906 and 1909. Its finding place is described in the
expedition records as ‘in front of pit 526 and near pit 524’, these numbers referring to
the as yet unpublished plan of the site. T have not found any other record of the
existence of the fragment, and I believe that it is made known in these pages for the
first time. I am indebted to Mr. Ambrose Lansing of the Metropolitan Museum for
permitting me to discuss the text and to his assistant and successor, Dr. William C,
Hayes, for graciously renewing this privilege and for supplying the accompanying
photographs, which arc based on my relocation of a few fragments in their proper
positions. The accession of the papyrus fragment is credited to the Rogers Fund of
the Museum, through which the excavations of the season during which it was found
were supported.
The fragment measures 11 7 cm. high by 19-6 cm. long. Parts of two pages are
represented, the right section of the recto being gummed over the left section at the
point now occupied by column 5. The side with the horizontal fibres uppermost has
been designated as the recto, although it is not certain whether the two sides represent
part of the same text. The colour of the fragment is a light brown which is slightly
darker than that of the Hehanakhte papyri in the same museum. Several damaged
signs in rt. i are rubricized, and spots of red ink between vs. 10 and 11 and vd. 11 and 12
indicate that part of the last column was similarly written in red. The continuity of the
text between vs. 9 and 10 indicates that only a single group has been lost at the bottom
of the best preser\'cd columns. Allowing for this group and the customary margins at
the top and bottom, the original height of the sheets can be estimated at approximately
16 cm., a measurement agreeing with that of several of the literary papyri of the same
general date (P.Bcrlin 3022 of Sijjuhe^ P.Berlin 3024 of the Leftfwjmud’e, and P.Berlin
3023 of The Eloquent Peasmi), It is not impossible, of course, that the original height
of the page was considerably greater, but it is assumed for our purposes, on what
appear to he sufficient grounds, that this was not the case.
In view of the circumstance that the fragment provides a ponion of a hitherto un¬
known liierar\‘ text in a Middle Kingdom manuscript, it would seem to be of sufficient
interest to warrant attention even in its present state. I cannot claim to have solved all
the difficulties in the text or even to have satisfied myself that the remaining difficulties
■

[ have thought lE apprapriat# to d^siftnatc the papyrus thus in rntmory of the late Albert Morton Lyihgioe

(i868-i^j4). the first eurator of the Department of EE>-ptinn .Art »t the MeiropHsIitan Museum
BSJIT

K

iJKA

io. toy).
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are beyond solution. In my behalf I can only plead that the publication of a document
discovered fifty years ago should not be unduly delayed by these considerations and that
the reader will now have an opportunity to improve upon
efforts.
The text on both recto and verso is clearly a narrative of some interest. It does not
seem po^ible, however, to connect it with any of the well-known literary texts of the
Middle Kingdom or even with the other narrative fragments such as the so-called
Story of Hay from eULahun and the text of P.Butler 527 versoJ Since no attempt to
fix the date of the Uterarj' papyri has been entirely successful,* it is enough for our
purposes to note that PXythgoe is of approximately the same date, on palaeographic
grounds, as the Ramesgeum papyri and the Berlin papyri. It is reasonable to assume
that the manuscript can be dated in the latter half of the Twelfth Dynasty or the
beginning of the Thirteenth Dynasty, and an argument in favour of the earlier date is
presented below. This date is in keeping with much of the material from the western
cemetery at cl-Lisht, which served as a necropolis for some time after the reigns of
the builders of the two pyramids, Ammenemes I and Sesostris I. A fragment of an
account papyrus from the debris on the east side of the pyramid of Ammenemes
(Metropolitan Museum accession number 09.180.531) bears the year dates 44 and 45,
which on the basis of the palaeography and the high regnal years can only be assigned
to the reign of Ammenemes III. A fragment from the western cemetery with a list of
names (Metropolitan Museum accession number 09.180.532) includes the personal
name Kha^kura'sonbe, thus fixing its date as no earlier than the reign of Sesostris III.
I hope to publish these fragments at a later date if circumstances so permit. On the
basis of these texts there is no 'archaeological' argument for assigning P.Lythgoe to
the reign of one of the builders of the pyramids adjoining its finding place, a conclusion
which is supported by consideration of the palaeography. There are also several
indications that the manuscript antedates the end of the Twelfth Dynasty or at least
the beginning of the Second Intermediate Period. The hieratic form of the sign
lacks the lateral tick on Its right, which is a characteristic of Mbller’s Second Inter¬
mediate group,s The slightly damaged ktp sign is similar to the form in the execration
texts and Sinuhe B and evidently earlier than the form exhibited in Simihe R and P.
Boulaq iS (see the chart in Georges Posener, Princes etpays d'Asie et de Ntdne^ p. 30,
fig. 6). The scribe’s addiction to an elegant form of the horned viper with reemved tail
is perhaps more of a personal idiosyncrasy than a reliable indication of the date of the
manuscript. From the standpoint of language, one might single out for comment the
use of the definite article.
It is not without considerable hesitancy that the accompanying transcription and the
* The Siaty p/
*f which only the mutilnicd last section is pitscn edp was published by F, LL Griffith
in Hifraik Papyri from Kaitun md Gurad, pi. 4, p. 4. The
pf P.ButIcr $Z7 (P.BritLih Mus^uin 10274) wc
owe hkrwisc to Griflflih iPSBA 14^
47^. pla. 3- 4. with unnumbered douhie page of tnmisicriptlon
following p. 47a); see also G- Posener in Rtv.
6, 34,11. 4, w ith iranslalion of columna 39-32. Another
short narrative fmginent is the so-calleci Hinritgrrchichu of P.Berlin 30^4, of which a treiulation with the most
rccoit refcrencen is to be foLind in G. Lefebvre, Romam el comes ^pfiiTis (ig4Qb 36-28.
’ One might cite in thia context, aa an exception, Eugene De\'iaud's painstaking contribution, L'Age dti
papyrus ^ptiens
d'aprh hi graphtes dt ceriaiHS mots, Paris, I924.
^ Httraiische PaloographiCf ip no. 279.
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foUowing translation are offered. Should another version of the text come to light, it is
certain that several of my tentative readings will have to be rejected; others, I feel,
will be confirmed.
Translation
Recto:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(g)

Said (?).the vbier Djefa^s son N,
to the field of the viisict Weha^u [which]
js on iJic eastern side of the Residence.
He loaded a Byblos-boat of the palace^
p, h.^ [with]
eYfiry good thing ... itpt * *.
from his house. They spent the whole day while his son [made]
[holijday. After evening camCp there was given [to him ,., the]
[A™]}"!. The id! was placed .,. ...
(10) .»+ *. 4 nw ms
.,. * * 4
(11) ... ... great as to possessions ... ...
Verio:

(0

-..

(2) ,., the Aiti^[f], ... ...
(3) i. * sitting (feftdnme) inside ...

(4) He said to her, Who arc you ? * * *
(5) It ia my housCp The confederates entered it* I'hey ...

(h) me to the
Then they threw (?)
(7) me on the water. She was with * * *
(8)

. ..his daughter came forth.

{9) ... every day. After
(to) many months passed by, the king['5?] ...
^11) [tracer]
(t2)

[faint traces

o«

right edge]

Commentary
For several matters not discussed under thb heading, reference should be made to
the notes to the transcription.
Rt. 1. ‘The vizier Djefa’s son N . . .* seems to be a reasonable reading of the frag¬
mentary' original. The vizier may be either the subject of a verb of motion or the
individual responsible for issuing a command. These alternatives would yield transla¬
tions such as, ‘the vizier Djefa’s son N ... [went] to the field ,,or ‘the vizier Djefa’s
son N ,,, [said, Go] to the field ..The first solution w ould dispose of the available
space more conveniently. In either case, we have an illustration of one of the duties of
the vizier, for the outfitting of boats appears in the list of the vizier’s duties in the
Rekhmire* text,’
Rt. 2-3. Since the Residence of the kings of the Twelfth Dy nasty was at Itjet-lowe
on the w'est bank, a field situated to its east w'ould have been between the Residence
and the river. It is in this vicinity that a Byblos-boat is loaded, and one has to assume
* N* dc C* D&vi*st, TA^ Taw6 aj

ai Utcbei^ 11+ pi- 112,

Zur Vfrtvaltttttg dfs Mifllerm und Srt*en Rrieht,

.

39

34

'b&rgcs"); Wolfgang IT^Ick^
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that the field was on the bank of the Nile itself or on an easily accessible canal. On the
vizier M'ehafu, sec under the heading of general considerations below. The possibility
that ft/jfst’ may be a verb and not a proper name has been considered and rejected,
although as an argument in its favour one might cite the occurrence of a determinative
after the title. The geminated form of umt is unusual in this conte.\:t, if my restoration
of nit at the end of the preceding column is correct (Gardiner, Eg. Gramtn.\ § 201 ).f
Rt. 3-4, The division of a word between two columns in vertically written texts of
the same period is not uncommon; examples chosen from among many are Lehensmiide,
47-43* 57-5®* and 70 71,
Rt. 4. There can hardly be any question as to the correctness of the reading, ‘Byblosboat,’ once this possibility is recognized. The phrase kbni nt pr nsw illustrates the
situation whereby foreign commerce was carried on as a royal monopoly. The verb
tip IS similarly followed by these two determinatives in hieratic texts of the Middle
Kingdom {Shiptcrecked Sailor, 166), and thus the reading of the second sign should
not be questioned on this account.
Rt, 5'
indicated in the transcription and translation, this column presents a
number of difficulties which may eventually be solved but for which I confess that I
am unable to offer any reasonable idca.s. The last word may be the rare itpt, ‘box,’ if
it is not to be taken as a verb. For the word following m no suggestion is offered,
although there are clearly enough traces to enable one to attempt a solution. The first
sign appears to be a vertical one and is followed by w; tad and htmw have been con¬
sidered, as w'cll as
‘load.*
Rt. 6. The suggested transliteration and translation are not to be considered authorita¬
tive. On tars, see Gunn’s study in Rec. trav. 39, 10S-9.
Rt. 7, Hrw nfr seems inevitable.
Rt. 7-8. Mirtv so determined is attested, and the reading is considered probable if
not incontrovertible. One must admit, however, that the sign read as the recumbent
hon does not suit the usual form in contemporarv hieratic (Mdller, Hter. PaL i no izz
and Posener, op. cit., fig. 6). The traces of the sign in P.Lythgoe can be compared'
however, with M6ller*s example from P.Prisse 8, 2,
Rt. 9. The word Aftiyt is completed from vs. z and 6. 'I’he unusual form of the wood
detcrmiriativc in rt, 9 is certainly this sign, as the same writing occurs with the phrase
kr^m-htm rt, 7 and vs. 9. Note, however, that P.Lythgoe also exhibits the usual form
of the sign in the determinative of hiwyt in vs. 6, In this last case it occupies only half
a hne. The word thus determined does not appear elsewhere, to the best of my know¬
ledge, and its meaning is not easily established. Dr. Wolfhart Wt^tendorf has been
kind enough to search the files of the Berlin dictionary on my behalf, and he informs
me in a letter dated 15.7.58 that the results are negative. The context is not very help¬
ful in this case, but one might consider the possibility that the word may be either
stake-, ‘pole’, or 'mast', or else ‘chest* or ‘box’. The feminine noun Ml also poses a
■ Perhaps

^

i. to be undentood, -[which] belcngs 1*. her". See C.

u
"
1 which] bclonj^ tci her, on ihe eutcTn aide of ihe Rcaiticnce^

i,.

Hrt,

s li*

-the field of the Sr WVhJJ'
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difficulty, since neither the words *dough’ or 'well' arc appropriate or suitable for the
traces of the determinative. Perhaps there is a feminine counterpart to Sdti', ‘water-skin’.
^^s. 2. See above under rt, 9 for hmyL
\s. 3. m hnv: is either used adverbially or with following noun or pronoun.
\s. 4. The reading embodied in the transcription and translation, although it was
arrived at with considerable difficulty, seems quite likely. The protagonist of the nar¬
rative on his return finds a strange woman sitting in his house and asks her who she ts:
Ti-m tr tn. He does not stop to wait for an answer, to judge from the available space at the
end of the column and the fact that he appears to continue his speech in the follow¬
ing columns. It is possible, of course, that the original height of the columns w as greater.
Vs, 4-5. The phrase pr*/ pti' may have been preceded by a particle like mA or ist
(Gardiner,
§ 133),
Vs. 5. The stniyt, ‘confederates’, are the perpetrators of hostile actions, the un¬
lawful (?) entry of the man’s house and the casting (?) of the man into the water. The
confederates would appear to have been bands of desperados or bandits, and the word
is used of the cohorts of Seth in religious texts. Volten, however, in his commentary on
Merikarer, 94, envisages the word as meaning there ‘verbiindete Leutc’ without a
hostile sense, 1 To the consideration of the occurrences of the word in literary' texts of
the Middle Kingdom [The Eloquent Peasant^ The Admonitions, Merikaref, and now our
new text) should be added the passage in P.Kahun, 21, 30 (cited by Wb. in, 450, 10) in
which payment of taxes (Afm') is made to the sitityt. Even if these taxes are in the nature
of extortion, this last passage may force us to revise our understanding of the term in the
literary texts, for it at least credits the confederate with a status somewhat above that of
the ordinary group of brigands. In the other occurrences the confederates are generally
regarded as hostile groups to be repressed (so in the Rekhmire' text).* The noun in the
execration te.\ts for allies, smftke, is probably a different word based on the same stem.
Vs. 5-6. The speculation advanced above that the hmyi may be a stake or box is
based upon this passage. After the confederates have entered the house and before
they cast (?) the man into the water, they do something to him in connexion with the
httoyt. It might be suggested that they bind him to a stake or that they enclose him in
a box before casting him into the water.
Vs. 8. The greater part of this column remains unclear to me, although the traces
again would seem to be sufficient for a more successful attempt at a reading. See the
notes to the transcription.
Vs. 9. The first tw’O groups may be the end of a word like itdt. The reading r-tp has
been considered and then rejected on the basis of an examination of the original.
Vs. ro. It is possible that the king now appears in the story, but it must be remem¬
bered that the subject of rAr-n might just as well be a compound such as sit nsm.
General considerations
The probable occurrence of hnvyt on both recto and verso and the narrative charac' Analttla,
Hieratk Script, pi.

49.

lirte

For this

$£c

now Ricardo A. CaminoA^ Lii^ary Ftagmmts in ihe
^

Davin, op. dt., pL

12^

line 31*
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ter of both spe^ strongly in favour of our regarding the two parts as sections of a
single ston'. On the recto there is a description of the outhtttng of a Byblos-boat from
a place near the Residence. This suits an episndc near the beginning of a narrative.
The verso presents an account of the return of the protagonist to his home and his
discover}' of a strange woman occupying his house. He then launches into an account
of his misadventures at the hands of the confederates, w'ho seem to have attempted to
drown him. The phrase, 'his daughter came forth’, may indicate that he was saved
from a watery' death at the hands of a woman. The episode of the homecoming and the
relation of the man’s misadventures would logically be elements of the narrative more
appropriate to its latter pan. In view of these circumstances I would suggest that
P.Lythgoe presents us with fragments of a single story with the section on the recto
coming first in its development. If the Byblos-boat were sailed to the coast of Lebanon,
the fragments may belong to an extensive tale to which tve might assign a title such as
The Misadventures of an Egyptian Travetkr to Bybhs, thus regarding it as a predecessor
of Wenamun, Naturally, our meagre fragments hardly authorize us to assume that this
was the subject matter of the original t^e.
On the basis of the palaeographical details discussed above, 1 would assign the date
of the manuscript to the latter half or the middle of the Twelfth Dynasty. The vizier
or viziers mentioned would then have to be placed in the Twelfth Dynasty or in an
earlier period. If wfirte is a proper name, ‘ the vizier Wehafu would have to be considered
either as an allegorical appellation, ‘the vizier Fisherman’, as a fictitious character, or
as a historical personage. The last alternative w'ould seem to be the most likely. Since
his name occurs In a place name, he may have been a former owner of the field and not
necessarily contemporary with the events described. The vizier Djefa’s son N . . . has
to be considered as the vizier in office. Neither of these officials, to the best of my
knowledge, occurs In other sources, and it is to the text of P.Lythgoe that we owe the
only indication of their existence. Since the literary narratives of the Middle Kingdom
are set in the Old Kingdom and First Intermediate Period as well as the Middle
Kingdom, it is difficult to determine the probable date of the setting of our narrative.
The dispatching of a By bios boat may be an indication that the period was one in
w'hich commerce with the I^evant W'as not interrupted.*
Not the least interest of the fragment is its provenance. The necropolis at el-Lisht
served as the first royal cemetery of the Tw'elfth Dynasty, and one expects that the
narrative of P.Lythgoe may have had a degree of currency at the court of Itjet-tow'e,
Even In its present state the narrative would seem to be worthy of inclusion in the
catalogue of Egyptian literary texts compiled by M. Georges Posener, and this modest
editio princeps is offered to him as a slight contribution to his Recherdtes litteraires and
as an addition to his Ridtesses inconnuesJ
* Ranke in aV Sppiiichen
li, 373, 5, cites a N.K- occuffcnce cf thk name in Butt. Sac.
rgyptot, a t'dt t'£lat de hauitgrad, 2, 28, a publicaiicin not accessible to trie,

' One cannot aasiune as a matter of couru: tliat the destination of every Hyfalos-boat was the levant. Sec,
the remarks of Monirt in Kimi, 13^ 6'3-7o.
*

moAi

* Rev. d'^’plal. 6,
Additional note; the atny frtignnenT on the plates has not been cnrrcctlv located
buE it Mrtntia
thjt ii belongs to
some documtiiL
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A CANONICAL MASTER^DRAWING IN THE
BRITISH MUSEUM
By ERIK IVERSEN
The subject of this paper is a rectangular wooden board in the collection of the Depart¬

ment of Egyptian Antiquities in the British Museum (catalogue number 5601); it ts
36*4 cm. high and 537 cm. broad and is covered with a coating of stucco.' Nothing is
known about its exact provenance, but Birch noted in his manuscript catalogue that it
was found in a Theban tomb. Tw'o cartouches* inscribed with the name of Tuthmosts
III^ together with the general style of the main representation make an Eighteenth
Dynasty dating indisputable. The reverse of the board is blank, but the front bears a
seated representation of the king, drawn in black ink over an original outline in red; it
is inscribed W'ithln a grid which originally covered the whole surface of the board.
This grid was rubbed out on the right half of the surface in antiquity and here there
now remain a drawing of a circular object, which Capart described as a cake/ a master¬
drawing of a quail-chick, and seven separate representations of a human arm.
The principal representation, with w hich we are here mainly concerned, is the royal
figure on the left; it is of particular interest inasmuch as it is a perfect illustration of a
correctly represented seated figure, draw n according to the principles of the first canon
of proportions.^ At this preliminary stage in our investigations we shall avoid all
theoretical discussions and confine our attention to a mechanical comparison betw'een
this representation, which can be seen on pi, XVI and the figure of Amenophis III which
is still preserved w'lthin its grid on the walls of that king's tomb in Biban el-Moluk
(fig, r).^ Before we can make this comparison, however, it is necessary to make clear
what is the relationship within the canon between seated and standing figures. A few
remarks are also needed on the mutual relations betw'een Egyptian figures in two
dimensions and sculptures in the round.
Schafer has demonstrated beyond doubt^ that in all Egyptian drawings and reliefs
the upper part of the human body is projected so that the front, as represented, is the
breast, usually with one nipple shown in profile, while the rear, as represented, shows
the back of the person. In those drawings, one of which can be seen in fig. 2,® where the
proportional divisions are marked by horizontal lines intersecting a single vertical line
> 1 am indebted to the Trustees of the Bnt»h Museum and la htr. I. C.
Edwatdi for permisaon to
publish k here.
* There are fmnt traces of a third, uninscribed (cartouche In the upper left-hand comer. One of the others
1$ preceded by the epithet
written in red and notv altncst obliterated.
^ For other examples of the name written ©ea^Up cf. Gauthier* Um
roh, ll* 254. noa. \\ XXtli;
367, no. LXI. Capan confused k with 0| ^U. the name of Tuthmosla L
* Capart, DoewnmU pcrnr
A r^tude d^Vnrt
56,
* See my Gtwtojt and Froporitom in Egyptian
* From LepsSus,
P^- 7^*
^ H. Schafer* Von dgypti^cii^r Kumt, grd ed, {1930). 266-9* From Lepsius, Dfnkm. 1, ii, pL 234.
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that runs just in front of the ear, we can demonstrate that this vertical line is the axis
around which these projections of the front and back of the torso and also of all other
parts of the body, revolve. In fig. 2 this axis is the line a-Z\ in representations drawn in
a full grid the axis is the vertical line that runs Just in front of the ear (line o-Z in fig. i)
and it dKides the upper part of the body into two parts which are usually identical in
width (e.g. in fig. 2). Occasionally, however, the rear part is one-quarter of a square
narrower than the front part, as can be seen on
pi. XVI and in fig. 1From the representation on
1
nt'
the wooden board it is evident that the same line
1
1
CA
1
(fl-Zon pi. XVI) is the axis for seated figures. It is
surprising that the importance of this line in the
construction of figures has not been recognized
II
before, for it provides the natural startingpoint of any attempt to demonstrate the relation¬
'A I- Li
ship between the technique of representation in
xLji
two dimensions and the technique used for the
L
production of sculpture in the round. The recog¬
-Fi n
\
pr
nition of the proper function of this axis also
facilitates the understanding of the problems of
V'
1
•JL-V
/. / /
projection implicit in two-dimensional represen¬
/
■ j
is-tations ; in the past the many explanations of these
■
;
j
problems have been extremely varied and there
Vnr
/\
have been many misunderstandings.
ACi
u
4Fig* 2 provides the best illustration of the w'ay
.tV
j
'
/
i
in
which the various parts of the body can be
i
j
/
turned around this axis-line so as to arrive at
1
'L/
their ‘natural' positions when observed frontally.
1
—
T
--i:
All representations, however, both in drawing
1
and in relief conform to the same pattern and
Z
comply with the same rules. Let us examine what
Ffc* I
happens to the figure in fig. 2 if we ‘turn’ the

0

i

1

r

1—

_

parts of the body in this way.
.
,
The head (a-i td) is turned 90 degrees to the left. The shoulders retain their position,
but the chest (£-e) is turned until the nipples achieve their position symtnetricaUy on
either side of the axis. The navel, which is not shown on fig. 2 but has its position,
according to the canon, in the square above the front of the belt, just within the outline
of the body, is turned until it reaches its natural position in the centre on the axis itself.
This theoretical twisting of the front of the body 90 degrees to the left is accompanied
by a similarly theoretical twisting of the back 90 degrees to the right and of the legs 90
degrees to the left. If the representation of a figure is theoretically turned in this way so
' The reuans for this are still obscure but they undoubtedly have stuneihing to do with the fact that in
sculpt ure in the round the right shoulder u frequently taken out of the frontal plane and advanced to follow
the foiM^ard stride of the leg.
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that it occupies a frontal position, it will he found that in this portion it will in aU
details correspond to a similar figure, cart-ed in the round, observed frontally. Ihc
line fl'Z remains, however, the central axis, running down between the eyes, along the
ridge of the nose, dividing the body into two symmetrical halves, to a point between the
4

dosed feet- It provides, thencforc, a standard element by which we can dcmonaratc
the unifotmitv in eonstmctional method that subsumes Egyptian tepreseotations intwo
dimensions and sculptures in the round. In the past the inahihty to «plain this umfomitv has alwaysbeenastumblingbloek fill theorists onEgyptian art. Theappreciatmn
of this faa also makes it cleat that the peculiar Egyptian way of projecting the hum^
body in two dimensions was the rrault of positive technical efforts to overcome the
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dimensional limitations of such representations^ that the Egyptians did draw the
body in this way cannot be used as evidence to support theories about any particular
Egy ptian approach to visual phenomena.
If we compare the figures in pL XVI and fig. i, bearing in mind what has already been
said, it is clear that the full theoretical height of the seated figure can be arrived at by
counting the squares from the line at the feet up to the hair-line (which was the upper
measuring point in the first canon), following the line of the body around the bend of
the knee. From base-line to knee is 6 squares; along the thigh to the axis-line is 4 squares;
from the level of the knee upwards along the axis to the hair-line is 8 squares, the total
being 18 squares, which exactly equals the number of squares In height required for
the standing figure of a man. Further examination reveals that all points and parts
of the body of the seated figure are placed in the grid in precisely the same squares
as they would be if the figure had been shown standing. If \ve were, therefore, to
straighten out the seated figure and set it in a grid with its feet on the base-line, its
hair-line would correspond to the top line of the eighteenth square and the figure
would altogether correspond to a correct representation of a similar figure in a standing
position. This coincidence of representation between a seated and a standing figure is
additionally confirmed by a comparison between the details of the seated figure on the
board and those of the standing figure in fig. i. Starting with the feet we find that there
is a discrepancy, representing not an exception from, but a permissible variation of, the
canon, Lepsius pointed out' that in the canonical system of the grid there were two ways
of representing the foot. Firstly, the foot could be in length 3 full squares of the grid,
in which case it retained its proper metrological relationship with the length of the arm,
which was one cubit, and with the height of the standing figure, which was one fathom;
a relationship of a : 3 in the case of the former and of 1 : 6 in the case of the latter.
When this method of representing the foot was used it was usual to show both feet of a
figure as being of the same length, 'I’he second method was to pay proper attention
to the feet from an anatomical point of view. In the ordinal)" human body the right foot
is longer than the left and sometimes the Egyptians represented this difference by
extending the length of the right foot beyond the 3 squares to the extent of the first
joint of the big toe. On the British Museum board the feet arc of equal length and are of
the correct metrological length, which is 3 squares. In fig. i we have an illustration of
the second method with the anatomical representation; here, however, both feet are
again of the same length.
If we continue our comparison benveen the two figures W'e see that in both cases the
length of the leg from the sole of the foot to a point just below the knee is 5 squares.
The knee is placed in the sixth square and the distance from here to the 'waist-linc,
as indicated by the top of the belt, is 5 squares. From the waist to the point where the
neck joins the body is another 5 squares and the neck and the face as far as the hair¬
line take up 2 squares. The part of the head that lies above the hair-line varies in height
according to the head-dress, wig, or crown, and it does not belong tvithin the normal
scope of the canon. In both of the cases here compared, however, it does occupy pre’ R, Lepaius, Ct>er die dgy-ptisehen Pro/toriiiijjen, Die LUngettmafie der Ahen, D«rtin, tS84. A/ihan|f.
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cisely one square, lit other small details also, such as the length of the beard and the
position of the necklace, there is absolute accord between the two. In lateral measure¬
ments we find the same agreement: at the waist, which is the narrowest point (at i il),
both figures measure 2^ squares, and across the shoulders they are 5J squares, 3 of
which fall in front of the axis and aj behind the axis.
The comprehensive study of the gestures of the arms and their positions M'ithin the
grid according to the canon has not yet been completed ; it is not possible, therefore,
satisfactorily to compare arms in different attitudes in different figures. Some legitimate
observations can, nevertheless, be made on the basis of what is already known and to that
extent can be controlled. It can be seen that in the figure in pi. XVl the distance from
the elbow' to the wrist in both arms is 3 squares, l.e. the sarne length as the foot. The
distance from the elbow to the tip of the thumb is different in the two arms; if we
measure them both in terms of the grid we find that the right arm measures 4I squares
and the left arm 4^ sqirares. The right hand, which clasps the mace, is shown to be
shorter than the left In accordance with the rule of the canon that when a hand is shown
clasping an object so that the thumb is bent around the object, it is one-quarter square
shorter than a hand with thumb outstretched, as is the case with the left hand, In the
latter case we have a normal canonical arm with closed fist and extended thumb which
regularly measures 4^ squares from elbow to thumb-tip. This measurement isequi^'alent
to one-quarter of the full height of a figure (18 squares), that is, one cubit; the foot is
tw'o-thirds of this arm-length (3 squares). It is curious to note also that the mace is
precisely 4J squares long, the equivalent of one armlength or one small cubit, Further¬
more, the elbow' of the left arm in pi. XVI rests on the top line of square 12, w'hile in
fiig. 1 the inner angle of the elbow of the right arm lies on the same line. The length
of this arm from 12k to the tip of the thumb is also 4^ squares. The full understanding
of the many problems involved in the positioning of arms in their various attitudes is,
however, not yet achieved; these problems cannot be considered within the scope
of the present article.
From the drawing of the left hand in pi, XVI it is clear that the length of the side of
one square equals one full handbreadth of 4 fingers plus thumb. This fact is also demon¬
strated in fig. I, where the 4 fingers and thumb of the right hand are equivalent to the
side of one square. From the markings of cubit rods and from ancient mctrologic^al
terminology we know that the unit consisting of 4 fingers and the thumb is the first;
its precise measurement is
handbreadths {the simple handbreadth being 4 fingers
only) or 5J fingers, the thumb therefore being reckoned as
fingers. With these ob¬
servations in mind, and without attempting here to explain or justify them theoretically,
we can present the relationships between the various parts of the body represented in
pi. XVI in the following manner, in terms of the canon of proportions:
Height from feet to hair-line; iS squares.
Arm-length from elbow to tip of thumb: 4J squares ^ one-quarter height.
Foot: 3 squares = distance from elbow to wrist = two-thirds length of arm = one-sixth height
of figure.
I^cngth of side of one square =>= one full handbreadth of 4 fingers plus thumb.
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These relationships are precisely the same as those found in a correct representation
of a standing figure.' We can, therefore, establish the general rule that the proportions
of seated and standing figures correctly reproduced in accordance with the rules of the
canon of proportions, are identical.
To this extent the principal aim of this investigation has been achieved. Some ad¬
ditional remarks are needed, however, for those who wish to understand the true nature
of the canon, its technical and constructional basis, and the way in which the ratios
between the various parts of the body were arrived at. We have already seen that the
side of a square of a grid corresponds to the full hand breadth of the figure inscribed
within that grid. In order to understand the full significance of this observation we must
first consider the relationships that exist between the various units of the canon and
those of the ordinary' Egyptian measure of length, the small cubit.
The systems of linear measurement current in the Ancient World are mostly related
to each other and are systems of proportions. The Ancient Egyptian system is founded
on the mutual relations betw'cen certain parts of the human body; the ratios which
determine the relations between the various units of the system represent a standardiza¬
tion of the natural proportions of the body. The cubit itself was derived from and then
identified w'ith the length of the arm, originally measured from the elbow to the tip of
the outstretched thumb. It was divided into 6 handbreadths of 4 fingers each because
such a division represented a standardization of the natural relationship between the
handbreadth and arm-length. For a similar reason the foot was considered t^'o-thirds
of the cubit or 4 handbreadths. The largest 'anatomical' unit in the system was the
fathom which was originally identified with the distance between the tips of the two
thumbs when the arms were stretched out sideways; this distance was reckoned as 6 feet
or 4 cubits. In addition to the simple handbreadth the system also included an extended
handbreadth of 5 fingers and a full handbreadth of 4 fingers plus the thumb of 1 ^ fingers.
This last unit which was equivalent i ^ simple handbreadths, was of primary importance
in the canonical system because it was used as the basic measurement in the construc¬
tion of the grid.
The closely related problems concerning the proportional significance of one square
and the fixed ratios within the canon can at the same time be illuminated and solved if
we substitute the anatomical and metrological term *fist’ for the theoretical and,
seemingly, meaningless term ‘square' in the proportional analysis we have already pro¬
duced for the figure in pi. XVI. The consequences of this apparently simple termino¬
logical change are greater than one might expect, for the true significance and function
of the grid cannot be revealed until its theoretical nature is acknowledged and under¬
stood. With the knowledge that the first (or full handbreadth) is equivalent to
hand¬
breadths, let us novv substitute it for square in the analysis. The 3 squares of the foot
become 4 handbreadths which corresponds to the metrological value of the foot in
all Near-Eastern systems of linear measurement; in this relationship we can sec a
standardization of the natural relation between the hand and the foot. The 4I squares
' For the analj'sii of the c«non ui comnexion with iitandingr fiijurcs see my Contm and PrafvTiioHf in Egyptian
Art, 33-37.
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of the arm-length likewise become 6 handbreadths; herein we can see its conformity
with the small cubit from an anatomical and metrological point of view. Similarly the
t8 squares of the height of the figure become 24 handbreadths; thus restated this
measurement is equivalent to the fathom and in Greece the fathom was considered the
standard height of a male person. From this substitution of terms we are able to confirm
the obseni’ation that the canon of proportions expressed in the grids represents a simple
standardization of the natural proportions of the human body and that the ratios of the
various parts to each other are identical with those of the corresponding units of linear
measurement. We can also confirm that there is an absolute conformity on the basis of
the canon between seated and standing representations. Standing representations are
inscribed within a grid of iS squares in height from the foot-line to the hair-line, while
seated representations are inscribed within a grid of 14 squares in height from the
foot-line to the hair-line; the remaining 4 squares in the latter are contained w'ithin the
line of the thigh, which is horizontal. The practical results of this demonstration are
not without importance. By the simple process of dividing the height of any seated figure
into fourteen parts from the foot-line to the hair-line we can obtain the length of the side
of one square of the grid within which the figure was originally inscribed. We can
reconstruct this grid by using this length for the sides of the individual squares and by
allowing one of the vertical lines to run just in front of the ear of the figure—the line
a-Z on pL XVL With the grid thus constructed \ve can n^ake a proportional analysis of
any seated representation which has been drawn according to the canon and we can
also register any small but significant variations in the canonical pattern which may be
due to temporal, geographical, or individual considerations. If the available material
were to be restudied along these lines, an entirely new approach could be developed
towards a variety of typological, chronological, and stylistic problems. SUlgefiUtl could
be consolidated and aesthetic judgement could be reinforced by a tabulation of purely
factual details derived from the geometric properties of the figures.
In conclusion a few remarks should be made about the other drawings on the British
Museum board, all of which strangely enough appear to have been placed in the grid
before it was washed out. This fact is particularly clear in the case of the chick. If the
grid remaining on the left side of the board is extended to cover the hoard it will be
found that the chick fils snugly into it, measuring exactly 3 squares across the body from
the tip of the tail to the root of the beak and 5 squares in height. It seems clearly to be
a master-drawing illustrating the correct canonical form for the corresponding hiero¬
glyphic sign.
It is more difficult to explain the accompanying drawings of human arms and hands;
from the positions of the upper arms, shown as rectangular projections at right angles
to the forearms, and of the thumbs it is clear that these representations are upside down
in relation to the other drawings on the hoard. Like the chick they were also inscribed
within the grid and their mutual relationships are dependent on the grid. They are
drawn in a rather rough and sketchy manner and this makes it difficult to establish the
exact relationships between the different representations. A comparison of their
dimensions reveals that there is a definite system in the way they vary one from another.
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It becomes clear then that they were drawn for a specific purpose, namely, to illustrate
the ratios between some of the basic units of linear measurement, in particular those
involved in the arm-length and the handbreadth*
The full handbreadth of arm A corresponds to one square of the grid, thus fixing the
basic measurement of the grid as the equivalent of the fist, i.e. 1^ simple handbreadths

Fic. 3

or 5 J fingers. The distance from the inner angle of the elbow to the wrist, here indicated
by the foremost edge of the bracelet, is 3 squares, i,e. 4 handbreadths, which makes it
two-thirds the distance from the elbow to the tip of the thumb which, in turn, is 4J
squares on 6 handbreadths, the equivalent of one small cubit as originally identified
anatomically. Arm A has, therefore, the same dimensions and internal relations as the
arm of the seated representation on the board. The fingers of arm A are shown out¬
stretched and the distance from the elbow to the tip of the middle finger is the full armlength of 5^ squares which corresponds to the 7 handbreadths of the large or royal cubit.
Arm B has the same full length, apparently, as arm A, but the hand is shortened and the
bracelet set farther down the atm so that the 3 squares of the forearm are to be measured
from the inner angle of the elbow' to the rear edge of the bracelet. Another difference
is that the thumb is set farther away from the other fingers so as to illustrate, probably,
one of the units developed from the handbreadth, such as the small or great span.
Arm C has a length of about 5I squares; the thumb is set as for arm B and the length
of the forearm has to be measured from the inner angle of the elbow to the root of the
thumb; it is 4 squares. Arms D and E are only partially preserved and we can make no
useful obseiv'ations about them. Arm C? and probably arm F also have full arm-lengths
of about 4J squares and the forearms from elbow to root of thumb are reduced to the
3 squares of arms A and B, In arm G the full handbreadth is probably intended to be
smaller than in arm A. At present the significance of the metrological details of the
various parts is not fully understood, but it does seem indisputable that the purpose of
these arm-drawings was to illustrate units of linear measurement. They do not, however,
seem to be absolutely correct in detail, and are probably rough sketches intended as
aides-m^oire or as illustrations for the master’s oral explanations. Possibly a closer
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analysis of the various measurements would lead to a solution of these problems, but
it falls outside the scope of this article.
It is significant that the remaining drawing on the board also illustrates metrological
problems. It is the small figure inserted In the right upper comer which Capart de¬
scribed as a cake. Regarded objectively it seems to be a free-hand drawing of a circle,
the theoretical centre of which is indicated by a dot. Within this circle is another,
dotted, concentric circle and a schematic representation of three fingers drawn without
indications of joints or nails and clearly not shown in their full length. As drawn their
length equals their breadth and from this we can deduce that what is shown is that part
from the first joint above the knuckles to the tip. Proportionally this pan of the linger
represents 3 fingerbreadths and herein lies the reason why three fingers were draw’n.
They were drawm in order to make it clear that the part which here for practical reasons
was indicated by finger-length was intended to represent the measurement of 3 fingerbreadths. The tips of the fingers do not extend as far as the dotted inner circle; there
is a gap left corresponding roughly to one fingerbreadth. The distance, therefore,
betw^een the outer and inner circles is 4 fingers or 1 handbreadth. If the diameter of the
smaller circle is supposed to be half that of the larger, which it in fact appears to be,
then the diameter of the larger is 16 fingers or 4 handbreadths, its radius being 8 fingers
or 2 handbreadths. A radial line running from the outer circle, through the centre and
extended to the dotted circle on the other side would in length be three-quarters the
diameter of the larger circle and would be equivalent to the span
of 3 hand¬
breadths; the diameter itself of 4 handbreadths represents the two-thirds cubit measure¬
ment, which in the canon w as identified with the foot. The drawing in fig. 3 represents
the figure on the board with the implied measurements correctly represented.
If this explanation of the circular figure is accepted it is clear that it belongs vet)' well
with the other drawings on the board. Being only a rough drawing it should not be
taken too seriously for the way in which it is executed;' it should be regarded as a
device used by a master-craftsman to help a fellow craftsman or an apprentice to visualize
in, a simple and practical way the mutual relationships between some of the basic
and most commonly used units of ordinary Eg> ptian linear measurement. Regarded
thus it adds a touch of humanity to the somewhat unelevating character of the metro¬
logical problems here discussed.
' It is clear diftt the sketchy nature pf the clrBwnRs make* it impossible to establish definitely which ratios it
was tile intcniion to dclincslif. Undoubtedly the relations between the different elements could be interpreted
otherwise than is done here. In spite of this uncertainty there can be rto doubt that the design is intended to
have metrological stgnifictince. The relations chosen here are based on the simplest tmerpietatton; they,
moreover, are those that best conform with the drawing as it stands.
[PoUtcHpt: A rc-examinatiort of the writing-board has rct calcd traces of a second stated figure on the
Tight-hand side of the board. The traces an? slight but they indicate that the figure was similar to that on
the left and was inscribed within the same grid. Unfortunately nothing is visible on the plate. Ediior-l
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A BLOCK OF AMENOPHIS IV FROM ATHRIBIS
By H. W. FAiRMAK
Whem JVir, Alan Rows retired under the age limit from the post of Lecturer in Near
Eastern Archaeoto^' in the University of Manchester he handed over to me the sur¬
viving records of his excavations at Athribis in April 1938. It may be recalled that Mr.
Rowe's excavations were conducted under the nominal aegis of the Institute of Archaeo^
Was then called, of the University of Liverpool, and hence it was thought
right that the records should be pre$er\'ed at Liverpool. The Athribis records are thus
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being kept in the Department of Egyptologj', the University of Liverpool, where they
are available for consultation. They consist solely of 86 pages of manuscript with a list
of 40S pots and other objects found during the excavations: the objects are accompanied
by sketches to scale, and fuU details of dimensions and circumstances of discover>’.
There are no photographs, plans, or other notes among the papers. It is understood
^at a duplicate copy of this list was deposited by Mr. Rowe with the Antiquities Ser\'ice
in Cairo.
^
On glancing idly through these papers when they were received my eye was soon
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caught by object no. 406 found on the last day of the excavations. In Mr. Rowe’s list it
is described as ‘Stone block (limestone); cartouches of Amcnophis HI (broken)’ and is
said to have been found south of the Ptolemaic or Graeco-Roman Temple.' A glance
at Mr, Rowe’s scale drawing reproduced above was sufficient to demonstrate that this
statement was not entirely accurate.
The fragmentary cartouche on the extreme right of the block is undoubtedly the
prenomen of Amenopbis III
but the cartouche immediately in front of
it is not and cannot be that of Amcnophis III and can only be the nomen of Amcnophis
IV
ktp ntr kkt Wfst, To claim cither that Mr, Rowe has copied inaccurately or
that the cartouche is that of Amenophis III wrongly employing the epithet nfr fiki ]VfSt
of Amenophis IV would involve the assumption that on this block the nomen of Amen¬
ophis III preceded the prenomeOf and it is obWous that the signs preseived are parts of
the names of both Amenophis III and Amenophis IV. It follows, therefore, that origi¬
nally the waQ from which this block came must have borne four cartouches which
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Mr. Rowe has assured me that it was on the sole evidence of this block that in the
published reports of his work he referred to a temple of Amenophis HI at Athribis.^
It is dangerous on the evidence of single blocks automatically to assume that any
individual Pharaoh built on a particular Delta site, but in view of the association of
Amenophis son of Hapu with Athribis and the hints that the latter himself has given ^
it is not unreasonable to suppe^e that this block may indeed have come from a temple
built at Athribis, But quite clearly there is more to this block than e\'idence of the
existence of a temple of Amenophis III.
The remarkable feature of this block is, of course, the association of .Amenophis III
and Amenophis IV, a form of association that is without exact parallel in any of the
other documents of the Amama Period. In the first place, it will be noted that the royal
name is that used before the change in name and the block cannot therefore be dated
much later than Year 5 of Amenophis IV/Akhenaten, In the second place, it is quite
extraordinary' to find the names of both kings with that of the younger king, Amenophis
IV, preceding that of his father.
It is important to try' and obtain some idea of the probable nature of this block in its
original state. Mr. Rowe gives the dimensions as £2 cm. wide, 4^ tan. high,
cm.
thick. Now the average Amarna block that has become familiar from excavations at
Amarna, Hcrmopolis, or Kamak is appro.ximately 52 x 26 X 26 cm.;* thus the Athribis
■ The Gtaeco-Roman Temple Rif«rrcd to by Rotve lii-3 on the trlt sti];hily to th* south-wont of the site of
the brick pymmid reported by Napoleon's mission: cf. Dwer. Jt r^gypte, j4hI. v, pi. 17-

* LAAA 25, 125: Aim.
^ Cf. Cairxj
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block is roughly four times the size of the normal Amama block. This fact makes it
almost impossible to imagine that the block could have been brought to Athribis from
any Upper Eg^'ptian site, and at the same time it somewhat decreases the probability
of the block’s having emanated from a building primarily erected by Amenophis IV
who is not known to have used blocks of these dimensions. At the same time the dimen¬
sions of the stone are such that it cannot be conceived as coming from any tablet or
stela, it can surely only have come from a temple wall. That wall must have been quite
solid, for since the back of the Athribis block is unworked, it is highly probable that it
was backed by at least one more block of the same size and that it came from a wall at
least 118 cm. thick. Already one has an impression of quite an imposing and solid wall.
On this wall, the cartouches suggest there must have been standing figures of Amenophis
IV and Amenophis III presumably making offering before a divinity.
It is difficult to imagine in what relationship the kings on this wall could have stood
to each other if it were not as co-regents. If we were to assume that Amenophis III was
dead and that his son was perfoiming some rite in his memorj', the question would
immediately arise, what purpose would such a ceremony serve in'Athribis of ad places?
Moreover, it is quite certain that if Amenophis IV were honouring his dead father in
some way, the two kings would have been shown facing each other; the fact that the
royal figures must have been one behind the other is proof that this monument could
not have been a memorial to Amenophis III. If that be so, it is difficult to escape the
conclusion that both kings were alive and reigning together, i.e. that they were coregents. But here we encounter what is perhaps the most extraordinary feature of this
block: the fact that Amenophis IV is given precedence over his father and is depicted
before him. This cannot be disputed, and if Indeed it be accepted that this block is
further evidence of a co-regencj-, the conclusion appears inescapable that by his fifth
year at the latest, at least outside the Theban area, Amenophis IV was the dominant
partner in the co-regency, and Amenophis III little more than a figure-head.
Mr, Rowe tells me that the block was turned face down and left at Athribis near the
spot in which it was found. It would be important if an attempt could be made to
discover w hether it still exists. The block raises many problems and questions concern¬
ing Amama and Amarna chronology that it would be premature to discuss here, and
this note is designed mainly to lay a most surprising document before one’s collea^es.
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SOME PRE-‘AMARNAH SUN-HYMNS
By H. M. STE\S ART

Although the antecedents of certain features of the 'Amarnah hymns have often been
pointed out in the older sun-hymns,' no general study of the latter has yet been pub¬
lished. It is hoped that the following brief account will remedy this to some extent and
put the relationship into better perspective,*
On comparing later sun-hymns in funerary papyri of the New Kingdom, Naville
noted the lack of a standard canonical text A Yet it can hardly be doubted that the many
parallels to certain passages in both these and the earlier hymns must have had a
common origin, and it seems probable that this was in many cases the temple liturgy.
Indeed, several copies of the Book of the Dead from the Nineteenth Dynasty onw'ards^
contain, more or less complete, a sun-hymn from the Theban liturgy of Amen-Re' as
preserved in Berlin Papyrus 3055 (Twenty-second Dynasty)*® There is reason to sup¬
pose, then, that where parallels occur, the source was either a liturgical text or a
popular literary pastiche. Suggestions of both appear in the examples discussed below.
Hymns in funerary inscriptions may often be more accurately described as prayers,
the purpose of the eulogy being to predispose the god to grant certain funerary requests.
As expressed in one example: ‘Thou art propitiated with fine words. If thy heart is
content with what he [rir] says, then thou shalt cause my soul to live forever’, etc.*
During the New Kingdom private individuals continued to some extent to entertain
ideas of a hereafter in the bark of
a democratization of the royal destiny of the
Old Kingdom—and in some spells the deceased even claimed identification with the
sun-god® (among other deities). More normal, however, and more consistent with
Osirian beliefs, was the modest wish to go forth from the Netherworld each morning
to sec the sun,’ With the establishment of the idea of Ref's night-journey through the
Nether\vorld, men hoped on either theory to be perpetually in his following.
No doubt this wish tvas related to certain developments w'hich occurred in private
funerary architectute during the Eighteenth Dj-nasty, and which furnish our chief
sources for the study of solar hymns. The typical tomb-chapel of the New Kingdom
' Sec especially Wi>lf in ZAS
ff^ The writer ia gnteful to Mr. R. O. Faulkner, with whom he read these teso. for jet'eral valuable suggntioiu,
f Nas'ille, Todttnbueh, Einleitung, lao; variant* of only two examples were given.
* Naville, op. cit., Text. pi. 14; Shorter, Catffhgut 0/ Reltgiam
“ the
Miunim, 62,72J Budge,
Gretnfieid Papyrut, 24, pi. ap, wid {if funerary) Fnrriflwfcf <if Egyptian Hitratie Papyri m thr BritUh Mustttm,
I9l seriea, pL 13; and aeries, iS f.
* Hitretiuht Papyms oat dm kSrtiglkktn Mmttn st^ BtrUn, t! jRfftfdfe/iSi' den Kvltus drs Anton, pi*. 19 f.;
Morct, Le ftitnel du eulte dkin joumatirr. 13s ff.
* Edward*, Hkroglyphii: Texttfrom Egyptian Stelae, ets. in the British Maseum, vm, 5 a f.. pi. 44,
t Book of the Dead, chs. 129. 130, 134, *3^* *4®* Ibid., cha. 17,43.
* Kermaiui, Dfe SteUn der thebaiutehen Felj*iw6fT Jet 18. Dynastie, 109 ff.
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consisted of a number of chambers arranged on an axis, which was, in theory at any
rate, oriented east and w^est, the entrance facing the rising sun. The outer parts of the
chapel, including the pyramidal superstructure, formed what was virtually a solar
cornplex, distinguished in its scheme of decoration from the Inner or Osirian parts of
the tomb.’ The thicknesses of the outer doorways during the early half of the Eighteenth
Djmasty often showed the owner on both sides facing outwards and worshipping the
sun-god.^ Later it became customary to differentiate the two sides, showing on the left
the deceased looking ouuvards and addressing a hymn to the rising sun, and on the
right turned inwards, adoring the setting sun,^ or, more commonly before the ^Amarnah
period, simply re-entering the tomb,"*
The growing popularity of sun-hymns throughout the Eighteenth Dynasty is shown
both in the increasing extent of their distribution in the tomb and in their greater
length. During the later part of this period they sometimes replaced w'hat had previously
been brief solar formulae on pyramidions,® cross-room stelae,^ fa^de stelae,^ the thick¬
nesses of inner dooniVays,^ etc.
The need to accommodate longer texts may be followed in the development of a tvpc
of funerary' statuette represented, usually kneeling, with the arms raised in an attitude
of worship.® Specimens from the early Eighteenth Dynasty have an address to the sungod sometimes inscribed partly on a tilling left between the forearms and partly on the
body..\t the time of Tuthmosis 111 the filling in some examples extended to the knees,
and resembled a small stela.** This soon developed into an actual stela, at first resting on
the knees,’* but later (c. Tuthmosis IV) larger and standing on the ground.'^ The
emplacement of this type of statuette, which has never been found in situ, was probably
a niche in the pyramid above the chapel,'"* where such objects appear to be show'n in
representations of tombs in murals, etc.'^
The hymns from all these sources may be di^^dcd into three main categories accord¬
ing to whether they are addressed to the sun, rising, setting, or throughout his daily
course.*® The first two presumably related to the normal order of private worship, the
third category having been perhaps a purely funerary one associated with representa¬
tions of the deceased in perpetual adoration. That sunrise and sunset were the chief
occasions seems to be indicated by the wish 'to adore Re^ when he rises and to extol
him when he goes to rest in life* expressed in some htp-di-nm prayers of the Eighteenth
Dynasty.”
* Bniytrc,
^

(1^23-4)* 7 flf,

Dftr

tombs 53, 84,

34^; sec Anthes in ZAS 6y, 4 f,

^ Nos. 48, 1^3.

* Nos. s$* 74t 75. j8i.

* Sethe, Urk. IV*

fT.

*

text fixmn a apecimen in Leydtn is discussed below.

? Davies^ Tom6 0/ Nfferhoitp^ 48

pL 34,

• DirvieSp Tomb of Romos37
3^; SBve-S^Jdefberghj Four Eightttafh Dyoasiy Tombs^ 46 f.p pi. 52.
• Vandlcr, Manuei d^arMoiogit ^gypitetme, |ii (La Slatuaire), Text, 471 ff.
Cf. AldmJ,
Kisigdom virf* §4 (note on pL 42).
** Legrain, Stalues it staimfUs de rois it di portiailieTs {CCG), b pi. 70.
Vniidicr. op. cit., pL 3160 {3) = Aldrtd, op. cit., pL 43.
Bnjyfercp op, dt. 12 ff.; Hermann, op. di. io t

Davica. Tomb of
36 il., pi, iS.
Nina M. Davies inJEA 24, 25 ff.

The existence at this penod of a type qf hymn to the sun at noon ig more doubtful; cf. Sauncirtm in BuiL

Italjw. 53. 7Jp n. 1,

? Hcldt, Urk. rt,
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The main developments which occurred in sun-hymns before the 'Amamah period
were the elaboration of the concept of Amen-Re^ as universal creator and its important
side-effects, the new interest in nature and the emancipation of the liturgical style (even
if only intermittently) from the enumeration of epithets, attributes, etc., which characteriited hymns of the Middle Kingdom.
No doubt the tinivcrsalist outlook was, as Breasted supposed, a result of imperial
expansion.' The sun-god’s benevolence towards his creatures had been described in
earlier literature, but without necessarily’ referring to lands outside Egypt** The earliest
expression of the wider view is the well-known hymn to Amen-Rc^ in Bulaq Papyrus [7
(c. Amenophis 11).^ Although about a third of this text is paralleled, badly damaged,
on a statue of the Second Intermediate Period,"* the essentially univcrsalist passages lie
beyond the limits of the statue’s inscription, and appear stylistically to be of later date.
It is possible that the paralleled portion was originally a separate liturgical hymn, as
may also have been the opening lines of the Bulac] text (lacking on the statue), which
reappear as a short hymn in a later funerary' papyrus.*' The ecjually celebrated example
on the stela of Suty and Hor<- (reign of Amenophis III) contains very little that bad not
alrcadv been expressed in the Bulaq Papyrus, but is a much better-integrated work,
imbued with one pervasive idea almost to the complete exclusion of the older mytho¬
logical allusions. WTicther or not it was a literary' composition, it was probably already
a standard funerary text in the reign of Amenophis III,’ and with some modificarion
was included in a long composite redaction, which remained popular from the Nine¬
teenth Dynasty until the Ptolemaic Period.®
Univerealist ideas arc, nevertheless, by no means strongly represented m pre'Amarnah hymns, the few well-known cases being about all that can be found. By the
time of Amenophis III several texts, which were to recur frequently In the Book of the
Dead were in common use. They are of no very evident literary' merit, and may have
owed their prestige to a liturgical origin. One very popular e.xample, some pre-’Amarnah
parallels to which are set out in fig* i.*> appears first on an altar found m the mortuary
temple of Amenophis II (A), and was current even during the reign of Akhn^aton (E),
siighUy modified, presumably to bring it into line with the new doctrine.'" In the follow¬
ing translation the parallels A, B, C, and D are combined, evidence of continuity, w here
tenuous, being reinforced by a post-'Amarnah text (t).
Bteastt^d, Dtvehpment of
and Thought,
Volten, Z«rt
poA'fiifAf Schrifitn (Amlttta
\
. a
Cribaui, »ymw i Ammsn-Ru: Boeder, Urkuftd^n mr Rebgtoif, + ff; MOller m ZAS 56, 3«.
Selim Hossan,

Hymnn rAigi*tix da

Empire,

iS7

Shorter, op, dt. jfi, 66 (No. 998S),
„
.
a*
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n j
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Fill. 1. PARALLELS TO A PRE-’AMARNAH HYMN.

A. Petrie, Six TmpUs at Theb^Sj, 30, pL i |+),
B, DaviH^ Tomb of NalJit,
ff.p pL 28.
C- L«m^. *'lf<™m*Fffj (Leiden), iii, pi*, la, 2^; Bae$cr, Bvschre^g der ^piiichen Sammlung (Leiden),
Vp 1+ 3idtA 3,2, (In badi publications the sides of the p^Tamidion besring the test apiiear in the wrong
order)* On the owner and dsic (AmcnDphiA III) see Hsyes in JEA 24. 9
D. Davin, Tomb of Ramote, 37^ pL 4..
E. Biasing m ZAS §4p 113 fL (= Sandmsjip T^xts from tlw Tr™ of Akkmtt^f *44)^
F. Budgep Book of the Dmd: Papyrus of Ani (1013). l* pL ig* cols. 6 fF. (eh. 15)*
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Hail, O Rc<,' when thou riacat, Alum (var. Amiin), when thou settcst beautifully. When thou
appearest, thou shinest upon the back of thy mother ^ thou having appeared as king of the Ennead.^
Nut* docs homage to thy face, and Ma'at embraces thee* at all times. Thou tmvcllcst the sky, thy
heart glad, the lake of Deswj'* having become at peace, the rcbep overthrown, his arms bound;
knives have severed hia vertebrae. Rc< is with a good wind (var, in tlie day-barque); die nightbark has destroyed him who attacked it. The southerners, the northerners, the wcsterneis, and
the easterners tow thee, adoring dice, the primeval one, wrho came into existence by himself, the
sovereign who rules what he created, who went forth from the abyss endowed with a form, who
commands, and the earth is filled w'ith silence, the unique one, who came into existence between
heaven and earth, when the earth and the nethenvorld bad not yet come into being. Men say daily
to one another; He is indeed a prince, blessed_His mother shines upon the earth, seeking [his]
wish-

It may be noted that in all the copies except that on the Theban altar (A) the content
is entirely solar without any trace of the cult of Amun, while in the exception the name
of this god has been substituted, rather less appropriately, for that of Atum as the
setting sun—a fact which suggests that the text may have been adopted into the
Theban cult from a purely solar liturgy'.
The repulse, mentioned above, of Apophis from the solar bark Is a very common
theme in these hy'mns.8 Already, during the Middle Kingdom, spells were included for
this purpose in the Coffin Texts,’ and may have been related to a temple ritual such as
was practised in the Late Period.*^ As the following funerary' claim from the midEighteenth Dynasty shows, the deceased was supposed to serve the sun-god thus in the
hereafter. 'I have caused the great bark to appear.*' I have repelled the stroke of the
serpent Nehaher [lit, Dangerous-of-face] in order that the sailing of the eveningbarque might take place in the course of every day.'**
With a demand for longer texts we find increasing evidence of compilation,'^ some¬
times involving stylistic discrepancies.** In the following example from the reign of
Amenophis
(fig- 2) several sources appear to have been used, part of col, 2 being
. In ‘E' the cplihvi ‘Lord of Tiuih* is -ddvd.
J
has 'diou having nppearrd In the «kstem
^ ^E' subslituiea a pranoiLn, leaving the
* ^hably

region (jf the

*

■ 'he *ky.g«idcw Nut.

un-named.
sun; se«Sethe in ZAS 56, 50 f.; bulge, Dtr ntaguefu

Papynu finrrii^ 4S-r Cf..^ Iiowever, Sethej, /iFtiyjfp ^9

‘30^187 f-. rf- de Buck,
>» Faulkner, Fapynu Bremntr-Hhmd [Bibihihtca

^i, 11,373 ff«!, Bpiisaels) and

J

f.
*3, iW ff., 34.4i A-

Alkn in JNES S. 35*
,
« Winloct in IE4 6 1 ff.
" Cf. Gardiner, iVof« m the Stofy
Sirtuht, 73 f.
. .
# k '
‘ nfiit iPit*
Naville-* cli-saificatipn of auch hymn* aa unide* might wvll be revised in Terms rrf their component text*.
The present wtitcr hope* to attempt this in a later publicatiori,
» Cf. the h>mn in Bulin Papyvua 17. discussed above
Theban tomb of Khaemb« (s?)- The upper pa« only^of the msenpT,™ was pubha^ by
m .W«.
Mii, orfA.yr. 1, tii, before the tomb had been cleared. The preaem hand-copy .*
partly ^
^otogmph T Si t, kindly supplied by the Griffith Institute, sigm marked in Loret * copy, but aincc lo«.
being ^hcrwn m thinner
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paralleled In other contemporary hymns,' cola. 3 and 4 (part) being archaic in language
and style, cols. 4 and 5 containing the start of a morning hymn of traditional typeA and
cols. 7 and 8 a passage, evidently a liturgical quotation, which appears in a sun-hymn
of the Nineteenth Dynasty,
N adores Re«_Satisfy thy hcart.^ O KlS eastern [soul (-)], eastern [Horus, Aniuti, l.ord of the
thrones of] die Two Lands, pre-eminent in Karnak. Thou lookest upon (2) [the Nine Bow's],*, - Thou risest on the horizon [early (?)], shining, beautiful, white, light, beaming bright, great,
exalted, a spirit, complete, high with thy t\vo plumes Great-of-Magic, (3) .

f rcach) to the sky. Thou scest heaven by means of

■ I hy

plumes

and thou lookcst upon the Nine Bows,

Thv east is at thv left eve, and thy west is at thy right eye, these thy two eyes indeed belonpng to
thy’body together witli'thcm, (4) they indeed being set in thy head like the two plumes, thy face
being not void of them, for thou art [the god (?)] '^'ho dost lift them tip,
u i. *
Awake in peace! Awake, O Horus, (5) lord (?) of,,. in peace! Thou gocst forth from «|«y horizon
thou being complete. Amcn-Re<. the mighty one at their head, twice beautiful,

. ..^cat eldest son

of heaven and earth, (6) wito came into existence [by himself], appeanng from

abyss Thou h^t

seized all through awe of thee. Thou appearest as king, (when)thou appeaxest m(7)ltlie horizon ()]^
Thou receivest joy within (8) thy shrine, that serpent Nik (lit. the Condemned One) haxing been
consigned to the fhifTiei

An instance has already been given nf the use of a traditional sun-hy.nn in the reign
of Akhnaton. Specinutn^ from the period before the king changed his Mme, while
couched largely in the old style, and including standard teats, ooc^onally shmv unusuaJ
features. In one Theban tomb (192) the king is shown woreliipping the suo-H, while
the deceased follows his example in a sub-scene,’ thus anticipaung the normal tWarnah
ptacticc. Elsewhem in the saotc tomb a hymn, addr^ to the scitmg sun, enla^M m.
Sic blessings brought by the sun-god 10 the dwellers m*e Ncthenvorld during his
ni^Houmey.* an aspect of the funerao' cult whidi, as Davies pointed out, was con¬
spicuously neglected during the ‘Amarnah period.'
Extract (cols. 4-12);
. .
. . i. j
x
Thou hast come in peace, ihe Two Lands liaving been reached. '1‘hou hast jmned the hands of
Manu Thv Maiestv receives reverence, when thou art moored at thy temple of yesterday. . .
Alanu. Thy
'I’hou lightest the

Se of diie who belong to the Ncthenvorld, thou hearest the call of those w ho are m
phages,Tou raisest up those who are kid low. thou suppliest offering, to tho.e who possess ,t
I HUr.,lyphic

.Virile rtr.

** ^^Cf. Erman, Hymttm an

lli. Bm.Wi

Diadem, i j

J Budse, Book of the
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(i.e. the sarcophagus), thou rejuvenatest the nostrils of those who are in it. ... They are wanu when
it comes to pass that thou art new in thy fonner shape. Thou hast come with the sun^disk, O power
of heaven, endowed with the rule of [foreign lands (?)]. Thou distributest thy beauty in the Netherw'orld; thou shincst for those who are in darkness. Those who are in their coffins are jo^'ful. They
adore thee when thou ncachest them with this thy face of the Wakeful One. . .

Contrary to what one might suppose from the study of a few well-known hymns of
the pre-'Amamah period, the contrast between the Aten specimens and their immediate
precursors Is on the whole very marked. The emphasis on universalist ideas is by no
means comparable, and in matters of expression there are remarkably few literal
parallels. While recognizing the Atenists’ debt to the orthodox cult, one might stress
the perception and imagination which found there such revolutionary potentialities.
‘ An epithet of Osiris, who w«5 commonlv assimilated to Rc^.
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NOTES ON PTOLEMAIC CHRONOLOGY
By T. a SKEAT

I. 'The Last Year which is also the First’
With the editor's permission, 1 hope to publish in this^wrhrt/ some notes on points of
Ptolemaic chronology' which came to my attention during the compilation of my
Reigns of the Ptolemies^ originally published in Mi^mm, 6 (1937), 7-40, and later
revised and re-issued as Heft 39
Miinchener Beitrage sur PapyrusfoTSchung und
antiken Rec/itsgeschichte, Munchen, 1954In the first edition of this work (Misraim 6, 8) I stated that the year in which a new
ruler acceded to the throne of Egypt -ivas commonly designated by a double numeration,
in w'hich the last year of the deceased ruler was coupled with the first of his successor;
and I quoted as an example the Egy'ptian year 32-51 B.C,, in which Ptolemy XII
Auletes was succeeded by his daughter Cleopatra VH, and which is described in docu¬
ments after the latter’s accession as ‘the thirtieth year which is also the first* (eros A ro
Kal a). This statement' has been called in question by W. Otto and H. Bengtson in their
masterly study Ztir Geschkhte des Niederganges des Piolemderrekhes, Ahh. Bayer. Akad.,
PfiiL^hist. Abt.y n.f. 17 (1938), notably on p. 25 n. 2, p. 94 n. 4, and p. 130, and for
this reason I omitted the statement from the revised edition of Reigns of the Ptolemies,
w'ith a view to investigating the matter in a separate article.
Otto and Bengsion, as it appears to me, draw a sharp distinction between the retro¬
spective {nachtrdglich) use of double numerations of this kind, which they* freely
accept, and their contemporary {gUkhseitig) use, which they reject as impossible. The
only concrete arguments which they put forward to justify the drawing of this distinc¬
tion are that in a contemporary dating (a) it would be peculiar (seltsam) to date the year
both by the reigning ruler and his predecessor, and (i) that even if such a method had
been practised, one would expect the year of the reigning ruler to be placed first, and
not second.
It is not clear to roe why a mere l^pso of time should affect usage in such matters
why, that is, a practice which is declared to be quite impossible in a wntemporary
context should become unobjectionable when applied retrospectively. Nor can I see
that wc have the right to expect the Ptolemaic scribes to place the regnal year of the
reigning sovereign first when all the evidence indicates that they did exactly the
opposite. In tliesc circumstances it may be useful to make a brief survey of the avaUablc
evidence.
This evidence may be conveniently set out in tabular form. In the right-band column
I have added, after the reference, the date in which the document was written in all
those cases w here the dating is retrospective. I have made no attempt to ensure that the
* Al^ mndc by Grcirfcli and Hum in P.HLb. ip 3^.
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list is absolutely complete, and no doubt It can and will be enlarged and improved; but
I think the evidence which it provides will be seen to be adequate for the present pur¬
pose. So far as I know, no list of this kind has been previously compiled.
Egyptian
222-321 B.C,

Fcrm 0/ dating
Year 26 ^ i

i&j-xBo B.C.

Year 25 = x
Year 12 = i
Year 36 ^ 2$

170-160 s.c.
146-145 fl.C.

132-131 B,C.
131-130 B,C.
116-115

Year 39 ■■
Year a » 40"
Year 54 = x

A,l>. 137-S

Year
Year
Year
Year

A.P, 174^5

Year 15 =

88-87 fl-c52-51 fl.C.
AJ>, 1 f6“l7

27
30
20
22

=
™
—
«

30
i
I
i

Rjferencei {cotttfmparury except where Gthmeise noted)
P.Petr. It 2 (0 = P.Lond. 505 = W. Chrest. 337^
P.Petr. ttlp [19, verso it, 9 {} written later)
P.Lond, 610 {written r. X65 9.C.)
P.Teb, 72p lit (written 114-113 bjc.}
InsrriptLon in Mond and MyerSp The Bucheumf
7p nOn 9,
P^Tcb. 6t (.&>p 149 (written
P.Louvre=^P2 tU 224, llh 15
BGU 144S. OTftit BodL 36S
P.Teb. 64 (0)* 14
P;.Teb. 72, 185 (written 114-113 b.c.)
P-Tcb. 791 p i [
F.Reinach ix, 9 (written iii B.C.)
P.dcTFi.StrBMb. 3
BGU iSo6p tS37k 1828, t329, 1S32. Aegyptm 13,612
W+ Ostr^ X09
W. Ojfr, 3S6y 587
P.Oxy. 98, 13 (w ritten a-d. 143)
Kenyonj .4rritit'. 6, 2x3

It is remarkable that so few examples from the Roman period beyond those for n617 and 137-8, all quoted by Wilcken, Oitr. 1, 786, have come to light. We do, indeed,
find in P.Oxy. 1208, ii the expression
jSL KXavStov o
but
this seems to me rather a different matter.
Of the examples in the foregoing table Otto and Bengtson do not discuss those for
222-221, i8i-t8o, or 170-169, nor, of course, those of Roman date. Those for 146-145
and 116-115
dismiss en bloc as t$achtraglick. That for 88-87
explain as due to
the uncertainty of the local scribe in the confusion before the restoration of Ptolemy
Soter II, and they refute the inference that by the time the papyrus was written the
death of Ptolemy Alexander had already occurred. But it is in regard to the datings for
52-51 that Otto and Bengston make their most startling suggestion, namely, that in
the last year of his reign Ptolemy XII Auletes associated his children Cleopatra VII
and Ptolemy XIII with him on the throne, and that it Is to this joint n^gime that the
'Year i’ refers.
This hypothesis seems to me, to say the least, highly improbable. There is no direct
literary or historical evidence of any kind for such a joint reign; indeed, the descriptions
of Auletes’ testament, in which he bequeathed his kingdom to the joint rule of his two
elder children, and called upon the Roman Senate to ensure their succession to the throne
{Bellunt Civile^ 111, io3; Bellum Alexandrinum, 53) give the decided impression that
the children succeeded to the throne in the norma) way on the death of their father.
' l*he eoirtct reading of the pepjmis, aa deciphered by Edgar, ii iv rwi
L, o S;^
coni'.
^ These dales refer to the civil war in 131^130 b.c.^ in which Cleopatni II temponirily ^|>elled Eiierg£t« II
and set h^r&elf up as an independent nikr.
* The 'Year 1* refers to the usurper Avidiua Casslui; it will be recalled that he
the pnrplt on a
(falae) report of the death of Mamis, tu whom he thus appeared p initially'^ as successor and not rival (R^mondon^
Chrort, d'£g, 26 095*)p S'S4-77)*
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But there are rnuch more serious and positive objections than this. Most of the datings
‘Year 30 = i' are in fact laicf than the date of an inscription from the Bucheum (7Ae
Bucheum, 11, 12) which is dated simply Year i, Phamenoth 19 ( = 22 March 51),
and which seems, from the unusual prominence accorded to Cleopatra (on which see
W. W. Tam, JRS a6, 187-9)
omission of Aulctes’ own regnal year, viituaUy to
prove that by this date Auletes was already dead; and if he was dead, the MiiregentS£haft which is proposed in order to account lor the double dating must have come to an
end. Moreover, one of the double datings (BGU 1827) comes so late in the year that
it is even posterior to the date (30 June 51) on which Caelius wrote (from Rome) to
Cicero, announcing the demise of Auletes.
1. j
r
Otto and Bengtson themselves appear to be conscious of the fact that at the date ot
the only example they quote of the dating Tiear 30 = i (BGU 1827, of 14 Epeipi —
1 s July 51) Auletes was already dead; and yet the only dating which could prove the
existence of the co-regency would be a dating Year 30 = 1 during the tifetme of Auktes.
No such dating has come to light, and, indeed, of all the ‘contemporary* datmgs m the
above table, not one can be shown to have been written before the death of Auletes.'
If on the other hand, we accept the dual numeration as reflecting the change ol
r^'gime from a deceased (or supplanted) sovereign to his successor, everything falls into
place, and we are no longer forced to make an artificial distinction between contem¬
porary* and ‘retrospective’ occurrences of the dating, 1 therefore still fed that my
original statement of the position is the correct one.
Finally, we mav briefly consider possible reasons which may have led to this form o
dating. In the earlier Ptolemaic period the year in which a change of ruler occurred
was usually known bv the regnal year of the deceased ruler. In ^counts, f«>r instance
(e g PSI 583) one finds Year 39 of Philadelphus followed by ^ ear 2 of Euerget^,

S in PP«r. .... ..z,
Y»r .6 (ot Euergeo.) i. followed by Year Mof
PhllopaL). Occa^nally, hoivevcr. the reverse practice is adopted and the whole
year is designated Year i (of the new ruler): for examples cf. Prank. .4rc*w. ‘b42 ^
P Hib ■.65 The same dhrersit}- of practice can still be traced m .8.-180 b..., .n wbj^
Epiphaoes died: in his introduction .0 P.Teb. 854. Edgar nol« that this yrar » calW
?Ir r in P.Teb. 854 but •Year a;' in P.Teb. 8j. and 852; he adds 'the M
was no doubt xt
• (-W. »>’•> 'h" «<=<-"«""“>
‘>1=
*'''
table above from P.Lond, 610. In P.Mich. in, 200 the same alternation between Year 1
Year
occurs within the limits of a single document.
Suc"diversity of nomendatute must have been occasionally confusit*. espe^y
wh™r^ing back over a long period were Ixing eonaultcd as happe^ m
rhe“(Eces of thela^ survey; and I think it is likely that it was .n such offices Otat the
“ arose of pvung these years a dual numeration. The pracnee, however, remained

and

25

actordins to Ptolemwc practice.

or additicKn.

associated a son with him on the thftme,
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haphazard and sporadic, and wc may assume that It was never officially enforced. This
very irregularity does, indeed, provide one final argument against the hypothesis of
Otto and Bengtson; had there been a real MitregmUchaft of Auletcs and his children,
such as they postulate, it is reasonable to expect that the dual enumeration would have
been officially prescribed and employed on every occasion, as in the joint reigns of
Cleopatra III with Ptolemy Alexander, or of Berenice IV with Archeiaus.
1 have intentionaQy omitted from this note any discussion of the controversial date
of 145 B.C., Year 36 = i, occurring in a single inscription and on a coin from Paphos
(Otto, Zur Gescitichu der Zfit des 6, Ptokmders, Abh. Bayer, Akad,, Phii.-kist, Abi., N.F.
j t (1934), pp. laS-g). In Mizraim 6, 34,1 had suggested that this was another example
of the type of dating considered in the present article. Year 36 referring to Ptolemy VI
Philometor, and Year i to his son and successor, Ptolemy VII Heos Philopator, If so,
Philometor must have been dead by the date given in the inscription, viz. 28 Epeiph =
21 August 145. On reflection, however, I think it improbable that a date of this kind
would have been placed on a coin, and that the year r therefore either refers to a joint
rule of father and son or (which Otto thinks less likely) marks a new era commemorating
the transient Ptolemaic domination of Syria.
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of Greek epifitapHy by J, and L, Robert appear<rd in the period covered by this bibliography:
BvIL 1959 <
(a) My own survey of the year 1958 appeared in JEA 4S, 88-97t3) A bibliography of the writings of the late F. Fhmhehr von BibsiNC appeared m ZA>S B4.

R£G 72, 149-2S3.1 refer w this where necessary as *1. and L, Elobert,

fal In PP 6<, 1+2. E- BHESCiANt publlshea a broiuK weight from Egypt dated by the eighth y^r of
Domirian and L prefecture of Mettlos Rufus, bearing the official weight of la slaters (i.e 24 «tw). t ts
inscribed (a) on the four sides, and {b) on top and bottom : {a)\L

I

I

' Ita Tir^nt weicht is i w er.: cf. JEA 44. to8, no. (4). for a sitmUr weight' TsTl^nJS.^ 45- 79^.‘Alt agonistic dedication from F^-p*’. P- MPublishes a wWcit plaque
shajld like a murn^cket. bearing a dedication of Imperial date, by an
M. Deenus
Dee^nus victor in the
ist sacred, trietcric festival'. Its provenance is unknown,
^6) In //ermoMr 19^^1939 (Hildesheim, 1959). G* Roeoer gives a final rep^ of i^c ea^vatiom
which however, does not repeal the material already published in the prelunmaiy reports, Mut. Arch. /wr.
TTo
Gr«k inscriptions previously known f«>m dtc site arc listed by P. Herrs^nn (s« bjow no.
(ti>),’wiw also publishes three hitherto unpublished inscnptions: (0. I33* “■ <)^aC^d no'aT
™rncrTa pbquc of Roman date containing the letters .1 — [
|
^
'aS'tt
SJpirwer oart of a stele w ith list of names and patronymics (22 lines : the names arc purely Greek, imd the
Jncrnrapfl^m
second or first century u,C.: there is no indication -f the na-m of the list.

lr\ ibid
^

nH) a fragment of an architraval inscription [- - - AihloKpo-rppoi t- -

FeuMu,. 3 J.

| - - - .0. .*9

^ ^ -1- si- *-"'i'

W-« (.^SS)

, “"“I”

““

"

vf^^lively bust of (he personified Nile with corauavpiad. with the jnscrtplion NEIAOC,

179-207, ‘1-e Jardio de Mousa’, F. de VjssCJIER republishes

*^I*RW

n«c M.

il»prop™’,

lil'm to’te moTidi".!

:'l. .ppous J*.?* “>

“ ''y^'OEi^d

doc nol

»!">

,Td'“'Z^'d^^«i-ip.ioo. Horo .00 .

rfU.'Ei'd, ..id ’..[.... oi^.p«>o 'Pod^..
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of sense apart—why, far instance, should the icstamentary heir describe himself as mt/HTtori); ?—the original
Dommentary contains an elaborate palaeographical note (135. 280) the purpose of which was precisely 10
forestall this erroneous conclusion (cf. also de Visscher, no. (S), above. 199-300). The difficulty of the
KafrttufT^s cannot be solved by such violent mcthcKls.
(10) lit Butt. Soc.fram. d’igypt<}l. 27,65-73. 'Recherches d’cpigiaphie grecque a Abou Simbcl (Nubie)',
A. B£ft.NnND deals in a more popular form with the conclusions rcsiched in his collation of the Abu-Simbel
inscriptions {R£G 70, 1-46; cf, ^EA 44. 108-9.
(?) )• He discusses briefly {68-71} the ‘Record of
Anaxana* (cf. REG, Ioc. cit. 10-15;
!<»<' <>>*•)»
inscriptions (7i“73), and some of his corrections
of earlier versions (72-73).
(i i) In G. KoEDfis's flemopolu 1929-1939 (cf. above, no. (6)) P. Herrma-VN lists (133-4, §44)
pre¬
viously known cpigraphicaj material from the site: (<i) IGRR i, 1145; (6) 0Gi5 182; (c) Breccia, /rmV.
(d) Zucker, Doppetiasctiri/t [SB 8066) j (/) (with text) Khflenbach. Studits D. M. RMnstm, 11,290-3 {SEG
559); ik)JEA 38, izi, no. (28) (my remarks on the possibility of dating this inscription are quoted
from a letter to Roedcr on 285--6); (f) SB 7309; («) SEG vnu, 620; {«) graffiti from the tomb of Peiosiris,
SB 303-8: (0) ditto from other graves at Tuna-el-Gcbel, ibid. 7540-9; (p) epigram, ibid. 7841, § 45 con¬
tains the inscriptions of 31 stamped amphora-handles (mostly Rhodian).
IV^ Rfligion
(i s) In Opusc. Arfh. 3^ 1-54, P, M, FiiAiSiLft publishes *Two studies dn the cult of Sarapls in ihc HeUenfstic
world\ In this anick (the publicaiion of which has been unexpectedly retarded; cL already JFE.4 43, loq
(54) ) F. studies two main topics {a) to whom and at what period the cult of Sarapis made particular appeal
in Egypt, and (6) the spread of the cull outside Egy pt (sec below, no. (45)). In regard to (rt) he concludes
that the cult m Egypt ‘owes its main, if limited popularity to the example and initiative of the royal house',
and that in the second century the Ptolemies lost interest in it. He discusses in detail the evidence of in¬
scriptions and papyri, and reprints as an appendix (;o-54) thirteen of the more important documents contenwd vi^ith the cult*
(13) In Atgyptus, 38. 203-9, 'A proposito di Neotcra*, L. Moretti discusses a title which has revived
considerable treatment in recent years (see J£.-1 41, 137, no. (36); 42. 109, no. (20)), He brings to the dis¬
cussion two ptccM of evidence hitheno ignored; (a) a dedication of A.D, 241-4 from a syncretisiic cultcentre near Rome {NS, 1935' 9^ ~
*93Si 128), dd Bpovr^jvn
itpvroff^u \ 795
| vtumpa^ I
/l^P9{Aios) /JdfiTwv I cw(iijrpL and (6) SEG xv, 546, from Chios, which, he says, may be read either as
[d]a-pif
I A'comfpa (so Forrcsi in S£(^, or as
| «iii]
or

A4po&t[lTTj I
Nt^ripa. Mr. Forrest tells me that there is very little chance of the second or third sugges¬
tions being correct, since a paraUel text exists which vinually guarantees the first restoration. M. maintains
that the total evidence shows that Neotera must be regarded as an independent deity associated with
Aphrodite, Sarapis, Ishi, etc., and suggests (following an old conjecture of Abel) that the deity is Nephihys.
whom Plutarch (£lc Isid. rt Oar. 355F ^ Hopfncr,
225) says was bom one day after Isis. He doe^
not attach much importance to Nock'a previously expressed objection to this inierpretaiion {Ai^ptu!,
33> 392-3) that N'ephihys is not known outside Egypt (except Attica, /G* ii, 1367), and obscurely attested
ev«n inaiclt ihat country^
(14) In i?,d. 1959 (t). 331 ff'. i pmpos of a silver sea-shelj in the 'Ti^r de Graincourt-lra-Havrincourt
C™m. d/p. nu>ttam. hist, da Att-de-CoAr«. jx*. 1958 (w™ vidi)), Ch. Picard studies the Alexandrian
origins of the sea-shell as a decorative motif, and in this connexion refers to the funerary chamber of Isidora
at Tuna-cl-Gebcl so decorated, with the epigram {SEG vnri, 473/4; Peck, 1897) referring to the fashioning of
the sea-shell by the nymphs on the model of those existing in the depths of the sea.

{.Mfm.

(is) In
87, 304-g, L OPELT writes on "rhermuthis als Todbringcrin’, in connexion with a
^ge in the
Grid (Reiteenstein, Gesch. d. gr. %«., p. ,60, 18). deriving from a Selcuctis, in which
rhermouthis (apparently) is desenbed as 4mxp&ttoiii. She maintains that this epiihei derives from the
ancierit Egyptian identification of Thermouthisas a snake-deity, bringing both prosperity and death, which
preceded the IWlcnatic identification of 'ITiermouthiB-lsis known from the hv-mns of Isidorus {SEG vrii.
548-51), and which IS known from Pharaonic statues as well as from a passage of .Aelian {NA X.ii = l lopfner, Fonies, 421) which refers to a type of snake know n as Thermouthis. Thus the cold which Thermouthis
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Cad.* is so vague and corrupt that it

would be unwise to lay very much confidence on this reconstruction.
c * ■
fi6) The recent volume of RE ssii, a contains articles by H. VolkMANS (cols. i578-9<*) o*'
festival
of the Piokmaia at Alexandria. Athens, Delos, and other cities of less importance. In respect of the
drian Ptolemaia he accepts the date 275/8 for the foundation of the festival on the basis of the Ncsiouc
acceptance of the invitation to attend, SylL^ jgo. and also accepts the same date, as given by me, for the
Amphicivoitic decree, BC//78. 49 ff.. though this date has been shown to be unlikely for that decree {see
provisionally, yEA 45,96, no. (44)). He regards the wfirrenjpfv of PMich.Zen. 46, PRyl. 562 (quoted by
as‘5JJ 7645') and the Callixcinos-Pompc, as referring to the Piokmaia, which he considers the only Trtn-enjpie
held at the Ptolemaic court. However, as I pointed out. BCH. loc. cit. 58, n. 0, Athenaetis clearly indiotes
the existence of more than oncfleifTtTTjpii : Tds™vfl-evrfTijf>iSun'ypa^s
the
connexion of the Pompe with the Piokmaia is conjectural (V. dates the Plolemaia-as he regards il-of the
Pompc to 271/0, and states that Philadelphus took that opponunity- provided by the celebration to introduce
the worship of himself and Arstnoe into the state-cult; but, as he himself notes by way of addendum cIk
where (col. 1660, s.v. Philadelphus), we now know that this cult was introduced in 272/1 {PHib. i^). while
the date 271 /o for the Pompe is no more probable than 279/8 or 275/4: see BCH. loc. cit.). Much of thui part
of the article is taken up with a description of the Pompe itself, which seems unfortunate in new of the
uncertainty of its bearing upon the Ptokmaia. V. gives a list of the alleged endence for subsequent cele¬
brations of the Ptokmaia, but the connexion is far from established in some cases (e.g. i'JJ 7263 {wTOngfuUy
ffiven bv V. as ‘SB 6831'): the Hadra Vases), though V. refers to them coUcctivelyas nGchzceidmtt. The part of
fhp article dealintr with the Alexandrian Ptolemaia cannot therefore be regarded as a reliable guiQC. In

more serious, his view that 1--- t.i'.u..j
«k_
numeious decrees of that period the publicatbu-formula csiablishes only that they sh^l be published at the
Dionvsia. Panaihenaia. and Ekusinia. is immediately refuted by the honours accorded to
^hebes of the
year of Dionysius, 128/7.
* *‘"8*“ inscription by Remmuth, Hftp. 24. 2»^39
1. 17 II II. 06-97. where the Ptolemaia appear alongside the three other fcsiit'als. The Delian Ptokmaia,
liber^lv attested bv the tabulae liimpotorarn, are fairly familiar ground and V. (cols. 15S6-9) is 1™ mi^
leading here, though obscure in places. The remaining cities tnowm to have had Ptokmaia are mostly sin^c
instances which call for little comment, though the inclusion of koa, for which he quotes Syll. loaS, II. 12la rUolxiTri) IflamlAti [/7ToAtlHa/ai*. which is not necessarily part of a Ptokmaia, is misleading, and he dc^
not make it clear that the festival recorded in lO xir, 2, 498 {OGIS 78) is a private festival belonging to the
*0.^1V.'s closely associated series of short articles on the cult-ccntres of the roj-al oilijPiokmaion cols. 15OO-1) is also inadequate: he lists /Mexandrla. Athens, By2antion, Cyrene. lasos, Paphos,
Rhodes and
1164)^ ta wtiich should be added at kast llanos {Imcr. Lrct. iu^ S31 no. 4, IL 7 1Tp>
lapAv riutvot IbfiCaao&ai riw
irpii rat itlIAoi,
It is diMppomtirg to find that the
whole scries of articles on Ptolemaic matters {cf. also no. (23) below) is unreliable.

PoUtuat anJ Social llittory
„ .
« * .
qo . i
(17) 1 may note, as of general interest, the article of E. RsesciaM, Su,d. Class, e Onenr. 7.
Jmpia d’Edtto'. which contains a detailed study of the administration and organiiwtion of Egypt durtng
V.

the Persian Lriod, and a catalogue of epigraphical (hicrogly-phic) and archaeological nuicrul
fi8) In Docifl NS 2 281-316, Em. Co.MJtruACMi writes on ‘La ooetituzionc antomana c la sua applicazloneneir ImtJem romatio'. This is an imetesting comfibuiioti to this vexed subject, and although it «
not especially concerned with Egy pt is of general importance. C. seeks to interpret the measure of C^acalla
(and cwially PGiss. 4c) In the light of surviving contemporary evidence from different parts of the Empire
fparticilarlv the Danuhian lands). He shows that a great many persons within the Empire vvere evidently
not in posseVsionof Roman citiaenship after ii2 and claims that these were the mcmbeis of ru^ communities
(m^fffrtTwhich he identifies with the ficB.iT.Vcoi of the papyrus, w hom he regards(p«f «/i«) not is indi¬
viduals but as communities. He show^ that Wilhelm’s restoration of the crucial la«ina
PGiss. 40
[,i]Vov™s [coBcvir cimk riSidoes not correspond to the situation rev ealed by the study of
II

®
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dies?: epigraphiii^a] documentSk and claiming as established (d) that itieitibcrs of these mutates dedidtm^
did not receive htock^dtizenship, and {6) that the distinction between the ioloniae^ manwifn^i, and dviiates
fofdfrataa was lost by the new block-citdenship, he proposes to read in the lacuna jjxJeWtTCjff
y^w>uff waAireufiJcLTwi^
[£«]Stiruc^v (where the S' seems otiose). The case is well argued and con¬
vincing.
(19) I may note in passingp although almost no epigraphical evidence is involved, 11. Mehtes’'s caiefnl
study Ltt Seders de Vitat duii et k contr6k de ia poputatim a Oxyrhynchus au Hi* stick de fiotre ere (Mdn.
Acad. foy. beige, classt dc kttres, 55 (2)): note, on 107* hia discussion of the phrase in OGIS 609, etc.,
L 55> 9 A(yo/t^v?j Kari
airairijCFis.
(20) In Rw* Stud. Orimt* 3+^ 1-251 H. oe B^Ieulenaere w-rites on ^Les strat^cs indigenes du nome Tentyrite i la fin de T^poque piokmaique et au debut de roccupation romaine*, with particular reference to the
evidence of hieroglyphic inscriptions on the dorsal pEllais of statues of fkinctionaries. He gives (3) a list of
the Egyptian evidence for the strategoi+ and inveatigates possible identifications with strategoi known from
Greek documents. He discusses (6-7) the statue-base from Edfu,
1360,
t6v oruyytt^ k^I isrpaTT^ryev,
and joyS, a Theban oatrakon of 5 B^c.^ V/paici trrpaT-r^^ JiotraAtroE;, in connexion with a possible identi¬
fication of Hie rax with a Pakhom ( = dcm. HVgs = Gk. Hierax), the father of Pamenkhes a strategos of
£dfu and Dcndcrab. On the purely Greek side it should be noted that SB 1560 is much more likely to be
Ptolemaic than Roman in view of the prince of the title
(cf. Mcukdacre^ 23 and n. 3). He also
discusses (9^ (n)) the trilingual stele, Spicgelbcig, Cairo Cat. Demot. Denkm. ill, 14-16 (Greek text, SB
7257), of 12 B.C., which contains a record of lands dedicated to fsis by ITroke^ios IfamTo; o trTp^LTijyas xai
rrpoc^it^if Tot? TcPTupiTou, a person known from several Egyptian texts, who also appears in two Greek
gradiii (10 (g) and (r)) at Philse (5^ 4098 and 8669). In this connexion he examines three hieroglyphic texts
which describe the officer held by persons w^hose names arc lost, bui whose sacral functions are closely
a.ssociated with Dtnderah, and resemble those of the family of Ptolcmaios and Panas. On the basis of this
material, and particularly of ihe sacral titles borne by these persons in the hieroglyphic Luscriptiom, he dis¬
cusses the extent of the areas governed by ihe different strategoi of the region ai this time, and
their chronology. Both the chronology of the various persons involved, and the sigulhcancc of their titles,
with respect to their civil offices, seem to be too uncertain for these conclusions to be mom than conjectural.
(zi) In hia posthumous Hellenistk Ckilhatimi and iiiejetos (Jewish PufaL Soc. of .America, The Hcbiew
Univ. 1959). V. TcHHUKOwrER has much to say about the Jews in Ptolemaic Egypi (Eh. H, 'Hellenistic
Civilisation in the Diaspora'} and notices the relevant epigraphical evidence, but no points call for comment
(zSz 114+ He also discusses the constitutional status of the Jews in Alexandria and elsewhere (^9^33 z), as
well as their cultural and economic life (333-77)^ Though the ground covered is very familiar^ this work
constitutes a very clear and unbiased guide in which full use is made of documentary evidence and major
controversial issues are treated with skill and freahness.
(22) In hit Die Klcrmhen im ptoLAgypten bis urn die Mitfedess.Jahrhund^v. Chr. (I naug.-Diss., FrledrichSchiMcr-Univ, Jena (mimeogr.), F, Uebel gives an extremely useful Matermissnimiung, The work consists
of a general introduction on various problems connected with the institution of cleruchy (see esp, xv hx.x,
'Zuf Frage der Epigoni', a useful discussion of that category of Alexandrian citizen designated collectively as
(t:^ cmyoi^?)
imp/pivmv tk
tow .,
followed by a list of cleruchs arranged
according to nomes> with detailed notes in which points of both particular and general interest connected \vitb
individual entries are raised, followed by a few appendixes on special points. Thus the work is much more
than 3 list and is an essential aid to the complicated problems of cleruch-icnurc+ It is to be regretted that
the author did not add a subject index, since the many valuable obser^'aiions are hard to 5nd«
(23) The long-^awaited articles on the Ptolemies in RE have appeared, from the pen of H, Voi.kmann
(ilE XXIIt, 3, SpV, Ftolemaios, cols. 1600-1761^ cf. above, no, (16) for the same author's article on Ptolemaia).
They are skektal narratives of events, with indications of the main controversial issues^ and will be useful
for quick reference. Unfortunately, though V. giv-es the main rcfcreuces for papyri and inscriptions, it is
clear that he is not wholly famihar with the cpigrapkicai cvidenceT. for he omits some parts of it and confuses
other parts; he quotes some inscriptions by outmoded editions and at times refers to one and the same in¬
scription by different publications and under differeni datis, as if more than one inscription was involved.
This unfamiliarity is particularly noticeable in respect of inscriptions from the Ptdemait Empire. For
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example, the references to the membeis of the Ncsiotic League {cob- 1648. 165^, _ase on
^ .
material, are insufficient; the Theracan inscription of the reign of Philometor,
S9. “^
,
(col. 1677) incorrectly to the reign of Euergetes [ (as originally dated by Hiller m
tCH. 3.su
^ ^ y
Ld erroneously, by Cl. Pr^at«,
Ray. 467, whence, 1 suspect, V), and once
.
mth reference to a dltTcreni publication, to that of Philomctor; and the Cytenaean decree ^Mth ro>^
edict attached, SEG tx, 5, is treated on col. 1740 as if it had not been discussed before, whereas on 1738 H
had already been utilized under another guise. One inevitably forms the impression that %. is more depe^
dent on m^ern than on ancient sources. Xeverthelcss, for the most difficult penod of the work, the studitt
of Otto and Otto and Bengtson have stood him in good stead, and the articles are therefore of use for quick
The same volume contains also articles on a number of other Ftolcinaioi, officials in Piolemaic, and Roman
In m. d'ar^h. d’hist. 71. 281-6, H.C. Pfl.wM discusses the inscription of Maure^ia P'^'^^ihed
ibid 60 117-50 iAE^ 1958, 156), concerning on arihiitator, a legal post in ihc entoii^ge o t e rc
top wied «
;L by L«c^» .Pd dy«rib.d by b» [Apd. ..)• -rh.
«<»» » k"»7 1""; “
TSn««ii«. idKHpliop, TAM ill. S^. i» honpur of Tih«riu. CUudiu. Ajnpp.. ynop.™.

^

(25) I may call attention to an interesting article by J.
-dc/o
■IiLio-Ammaica (aur Geschichte des frilhhellcnistischcn Judentums m Agypten) . m which he republishes
an Aramaic papyrus from L'pper Egypt. Cowley, .dr.^e Popyn,
J"
the U^ht of which he attempts to establish the outlines of the economy of Egypt at that time. His conclusions
did«i.l .1IM w. He .d» co».ide„ Ibe
of ihe papyrus for iht history of jewfj'in Lg)‘pl+
(26) In his article on "I'he Anabolicae specics\

jsi
di^usses (192- 4)
the occurrence of the term dvo^.«ov in the edict of Tib. lul. -Mex. (00/5 669, etc.). II. 18 24- here he
accepts the view, which is clearly correct, that the term simply refere to back payments, and has no connexion
38,

R MacMullen

with the ta-x of thai name.
38, 15^70. J. IJSEWIJS publishes some 'Observaiiones pro^pographicae ad sacerdotes
epinymos£?darum pcrJiTentcs-. He makes tentative (and no. very probable) idenufications
pri^sl etc k^own oidy from demotic documents, with persons known m other coniexis from Greek docuLnts Thc reading of the demotic names is mostly uncertain, and even tf the pariiculir name was given in
Greek the identifiCTtion would he only conjectural, so they must be taken with a gr^ of salt
f^>r mataticc his attempt (161-4) to establish that the name of the father of the eponym T^™les (5honl) after
rcoTc) whiTdemetic name appeam as HRClS or 3RT1 ISJ?) or ILKIS. is to be identified wu^ the
Coan Aglaos of Durrbach. CA«:r, 92 {/««^^165-7“ he Hnv« vo estaMsh a coherent
aiemma of the numerous pcisons named Chrysermus and their kin- In this coimeston (169) he discu^
o5rto4, the honorand ^ which. Chrysermus, he tends to identify with the .Alexandrian doctor of that
TJ) In Beitrogt imr Nomenfarsehungp 10. . 59-70, P.
discusses the Greek. Carian. an^alle^dly)
Emrotian names^found in the Halicarnassian inscription of the fifth century a.c., 5>'W- 4^' Th«
ECTptian names ire (apart from a person named Aiywmos Apxf^yapa in 11.7-8) £p|iams
w it
hL Slows are in fact (Srian. In the comext of the former he discusses an occurrence of Ept^rnwy m Egypt,

£pS?yLL d'tsyp^c ptoltoilkiue-- After what seems a rather lengthy introduction (165-9) on the difficulties
oHdl^ifying hloJyms and the method to be employed, they give (.71-3) a hst of eponymous pnes.s and
pricstessi w ho can, they claim, be identified with homonyms occupying other import^t p®B. or who are
Listed to persons simililv placed. They suggest (171) that the patronymic of -'G.iiochus of Aptam which
’ ^

r* ^ T

no fil V I -ifi {the list of Oluluian proxeno! mdyding Ptolemaic func-

apMara m Inscr. Cm. i, ^45 rt,p no,
' i iV
tiXries, of the lime of ihe Chremonidcan War) as HTI i A. and

j j t, ivLik«ir«
Wily^tpnn
emended by W ilhelm (nat W Jcken.)
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to [J^iAjniiSa, should (>c ciucfidcd to [Kjpct^rtSa, sinct, they claim, Jlt*rH>jfQs KpariSa appears as eponymous
priest in PPetr. iii, 5^ (1), II, 2—and PSf 521, II, 2-4. This correction is pslaeo^rephically >'eiy
to the
reading of the stone, and commends itself on this account, but the support for Kj»ar<Sa in the docutnents
quoted is extremely tenuous: the eponymous priest Antiochus occurred fijst in PHib, 95,2, with the patrony¬
mic . fwhich Hum subsequently read (ap. Plaumann, RE, s.v. Hiereis, col. 1448 (15)) os
Vitelli
found the same eponym in PSI 53^1 again with an illegible patronymic, which, however, he said was
irreconciJable with Ki^^a but 'ci sembra di poter Icggere fffKtTtSa’, and* he proposed to restore this name in
PPetr, jri, loc* cli., w^hcre the patronymic is entirely missing. It must be granted, then, that the evidence for
KpariSo. is %-ery thin. On 16S. in their quotation of OGIS 103,1. 1, for $tah read
VII. Lencography
(30) The Work of
Rs E. Faap^
Sa^ra in thf
papyri (Papyrolog- Eugduiio-Bs.taiS\ S
('959) ) «
firat detailed survey of this field since Tiaube's Nomina Sacra in 1907. He notes fioo ff.)
the uses of abbreviations and suspensions in inscriptions from Egypt, as follows; Lefebvie,
mter. gr.
ehriu 20, B ^ &€*; ibid. 51 (given by P. as 'Bessarionc, VII, (190c), p. 277'), 5 = eresj ibid, 48, '/ijeotis
in full against common practice; ibid. 18, Xp = Xputtit, i.e. suspension for the almost universal contraction
Jff i ibid, 20, o = tpfds. It is unfortunate that P. did not include in his survey the very many Christian insciipdons from E^pi published since Lefebvre's Aeewnf (1907), Many of these show variations from the
practice of papyri; in particular the contractive stroke is conunonly omitted in noiw'itd sacra (at least in
earlier instances: connast SB 6035 of a.d. iiSi and ibid, 7432 of a,d. ioSo, in both of which they are used
extensively) as in documentary contracts. 'Phis suggests that the stroke may originally have bwa a less
integral part of the contraction than P. supposes. 'I'he use of fromina sacra in insciiptions both of Egypt and
elsewhere deserves a study analogous to that of P.
VIII. Gtograf^y
(31) 1 may note here, though it falls outside the scope of this surv-ey, A. Grohmann's useful Studitrs aier
hsstiSTUchen Gtogra^se und VmcaUung des frukmiuelaltttSchert Agypim (TPiffn. DenMtchr. 77 (a)), which
makes considerable use of Byaanttne papyri as well as Arab sources.
(32) The recent volume of iiExxjrt, 2 contains articles on the places named Ptolemais in Egypt and Nubia,
notably (4) Ptolemais Hermiou, (7) Ptolemais Hornios, and (8) Ptolemais Theron. I'he first two, from the
pen of W. Helck, are very insufficient; the third, by H. Trcidler, unduly long.
IX. The Ptolemaic Empire
(33) In BCIl82,57t-*7' ‘fipigramme de Cyrenc en Phonneur du roi Magas’, F, Ciiamoux publishes the
epigram from Apotlonia to which reference has been previously made {seeJEA 42, 114, no, (45); 43, loS,
no, (49)). The epigram, inscribed on the front face of a statue of Nike dedicated to Magas, reads;'
[^lo7T]lf 'Et>VaMaii irpAiw
irai ^dAapa 'TTjrtefV
rAv Nixav &E
Moyai ^OiXrji itaXoy
t^o TaiSc
CTjf^nr^ rt
Aaox^ tmi TrroXU&pa oaoi.
He leaves undecided the question whether the epigram refers to the only military operation in which we
know that Magas was involved, that against Philadciphus (f. 279-274), or to an unknown expedition against
native tribes. He claims that this is the only known instance of the dedication of ^apa (the decorative
bosses on the armour of war-hotscs) and discusses the c^Hdence for such ornaments. He reprds the inscrip¬
tion as establishing a parallel between Ares (I. i) and Mi^as, thus forming an explicit testimony to the divine
BUtus of Magas, emphasizes the sacred connotation of aao: (cf. Call., //ymn. Zlem. 13 and other instances
given hy C,, 579, note 6), and quotes in this connexion {580, with fig. 3) SEG ix, iia, the dedication by a
priest of the cull of Magas. He claims, fiitaLly, Callimachean authorship for the piece, on acf»unt of metrical
and linguistic similarities (585-7); cf. next item,
(34) In Riv. Fit. 87, 102, A. Rostagni rejects the Callimachnn authorship of the epigram concenilng
Magas (no, (33), above), on chronological grounds, since if the victory rommemorated is that of .Magas
over Philadeiphus, which is dated 279-274, Callimachus was by that lime atreadv in Egypt, and consequently
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not in a position to «)mpMO the cpigrain. Rostagni's point has, however, no forw, for, as Ch^oux stressed,
it is quite uncertain whether the victory is that over Phiiadelphus. The only decisive point with regard to the
dating is the description of Magas as king, and we do not know when he took this title, if as earlj as 2831
Callimachus could be the author; if as late as zya, hardly (see
12.108, n.4). For me the poem, though
attiactivc and well-composed, wholly lacks the charm and, still more, the point almost invariably present tn
the epiETams of Callimachus,
. ,
,
(35> In Btjym. 12. 101-28. P. M. Fkasfji publishes some fragments of Ptolemaic inscriptions Irom
Cyrene. t is a fragment of a decree rclaiing to the estahliahmcnt of a cult on behalf of Euergetes 11 and ms
two queens, which resembles the decree in SEC k, 51 ^ is a fragment of an actmuntof the dammureoi
«

Pelops, of the Kign of Euergetes. and thus t
are dedications of statues of Ptolemaic ofltoera; 7 a dedication by Slolos the Aihcntsm, wiof a statue of Ptolemy Swter II, closely resembling the other dedication by Stolos in honour of tlw sme
kinjf, already knowti, SEG JX, 62; S-ti arc fragmentary dedications of uncertain content. On la^ F. gives
the result of his cjollation of SEG ix, i, the Constitution of Ptolemy I for Cyrene. with detail^ text^
notes, and a text of li, 47-73. On 117/8 he offers a new reading of SEG ix. 5. L 37. where for the ayycuui
of cdd. he reads
and proposes [--ycp]ovTf;t.,i.
■
In JEA 44, 99-IOO, P, M. FraSCR publishes the upper part of a Thcraean decree honouring two
Alexandrian
of a King Ptolemy, whom he identifies as either Philopator or Epiphmea.
(I7l In Ath, Milt, 72. 153-274. CHft. Habicht publishes with detailed and valuable commentaries the
sixtv-flve early HeUenistic (321-260 li.c.) decrees of Samos found during the German ex^vations of the
Heijum, some of which have remained unpublished for half a century. They include fifteen documents
(nos, 49-64) of the Ptolemaic period (287-197), though not
of these coimnn specific re^ence to ^e
koletJiW or their suacmlnty. Particularly to be noted are:
a deme m honour of Amtn ^s he «n
of Ameinias, a Macedonian, described as <rr;«T7jydf cVI Kopuir. who is known from Paus. 6. 17, 3, to h^
dedicated a statue of Phiiadelphus at Olympia; this is the first appearance of the tide
..r*
jo.afragmemcontainingtheendofaIcnerofaPioleimueoffidalioSamos.whtch«nuinedaro^^^^^^
letter Swed by a decree of the Demos inspired by the letter, bestowing honouis on Euergetes I. 6^, a
republicailon, with a new fragment consisting of the right half of the inscription of the dcer« in honoy
of rSlSor originally published by Ktaffenbach. Ath, MitL 5 *. ^*8 ff-.
^^^e date of this is now determined a^ iheMcasion of the expulsion of Philip VV troops from E?ainos between 201 and 197 a,C., thanks

Tpav^Ti^lv

The same phrase also establishes that, contrary to Holleaux s opinion, Philip

caoture of Samos involved a considerable military operation.
.
. j
. ,u
„f
h8) UWS 79 94-13^. ‘Helenos, Governor of Cyprus, T, B. MiTFORD studies m detail the career o
anmher late FtolemS governor of the island, and in so doing publishes a number of newMnscnpt.ons most
of which are fragmentSr but can be restored w^ih some certainty, and gives improved versions of soine
of whi
■_„^rtiioTis r is a dedication of a statue of an individual, whose name IS lost, to Aphrodite
prcvioo^y knowm I _
^ dedication of a sUtuc by Helenos, possibly of Theodonis
(mbotb f anda lle enos _

daughter, by the

r.* Panhia- this was previously republished by Mitford, Opiae, .4rfA. 1.16+, no. 30 (without
pnests of Aphro 1 - p ^
^
^
dedication (largely erased) by Heldnos in honour of Ptolemy,
.deritifi^tion of t ek^.
i d^diition (largely erased) by the city of Salamis

dedication in honour of Helenos by a Cypnot g^d of Diony^mc art^ts ?
^ J™
honour of Helenos by the Cieilian troops stationed on the island; S OHS^
>) On the
another by the priest of Aphrodite Paphia; 9(7^^ 57, 35*«)■
Simalos (.). On he
basis of these inscriptions (and of PBiux. E. 7155, for which sec pp. 95-96) M. reconstructs (104 ff.) the
career of Helenos and his straiegia in Cyprus, which he dates to 118-117 and 114-105. He also
the reignsof the sons of Euergetes 11 in Cyprus after the death of Euergetes and m this connexion republishes.
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lo {Archw^ 13, 33+ no. 5)+ a dedicatory plaque In honour of Cleopatra III and Soter 11, and, ll (5^^ 9^
247i
93) ^ ^ statue-base dedjcate d to Ptolemy x41cxandcr by t^vo
tcm v Kara. tt}v
anoinoXutv^
naval officers (praefecti classis) whose functions Milford discusses 123-4.
coum of ihia article
M+ investigates a good many topics of more general interest^ in particular (107-S) the date of tbe csiablishinent of the court-ranks called
-rcis^ Trpmr&t^
and
tois
maintaining that
the former were established by Eucrgetes II towards the dose of the civU war (115/4 s-c.), the latter possibly
at the beginning of bis reign (note that on 107, n- 41, the first inscription quoted should read not [rmy
loortp^A^v] Toiff hut
iVoTijfujvv TOif]). M/s argument is extremely intricate throughout, and daborated
with characteristic attention to epigraphica! detail^ but at least one reader of Milford's extremely condensed^
and occasionally cryptic articles, would welcome more sign-posts^
X. Nubia, Ethiopia^ eic.
(39) S. Do^^AnOM'3 collection of translated texts. La R^iigmne dAi' antico Egitto (Bari, 1959) contains
5S3-4) an Italian tranalatiqn of the Drmm 0/ i\fmdulis {HTR 44,127 ff.).
(40) In Kush, 5, 49-5^^
DoresSe writes on ‘Ethiopie ei VArabie lUcridionale aux hi* et it-* si^es
d'apres lea dcoouvertes racemes' (ibid* 59-60, an English summary).
(41) In Kuih^ 5, 37 flf., ^Tanqasi and the Noba\ L, P, Kirwa.v discusses primarily the ceramic evidence
for the fall of Mcroc and the establishment of the Nobadae in the kingdom. He also discusses in this con¬
nexion the Eihiopic version of the Aesanas inscription and the Greek inscription of Silko (OG/5 201).
(42) In Kush.^ 6, 69^73, L. P. Kir wan wdtea Xomments on the origin and history of the Nobadae of
Procopius" {Hisf. i, 19, 14-35). Procopius describes the Nobadae as hat'ing been introduced by Diocletian
into Lower Nubia (from ihc First Cataract to Mahirakkah)as settlers, ao that they would no longer 'harm the
country about the Oasis'. These Nobadae from Kharga were taken to be Berbers by Monneret de Villard*
while others have regarded them as coming from Kordofan, i.e- Upper Nubia, to Kharga. Kirwan prefets
the tatter view* He metuions briefly (72) the Silko inscription.
{43)
Kusfi, 3, 82-85, 'The Fall of Meroc\ P, L. SiriNNiR discusses the chronology of that event on the
basis of the Ethiopic inscription of Aezanas, Afwr, Acad, BtFoi. rt, i, 114 ff. (not 101-3, ^ Shinnic), He coneludes ihai at the time of the inscription {c^ a.d. 350), in which there is no mention of Mcroc, the city
was of no importance, and that the Nobadae w^erc in possession of IIk He suggests as the probable date of
the fall of the kingdom a+p. 296, when Diocletian summoned the Nobadae to guard Lower Nubia (ch
no, (42) above).
{44) In Ann. d'£thio(>ii^ 2, 219-23, J. Schwartz w-rites' A propos du carra Sator chez les Ethiopiens'. He
discusses first the formula Alfa, Lewon, Qwatia, Avar, found in a part of the Ethiaplc tradition of R^vlation,
4, and identified by R. P. de Jerphanion as a corruption of the Gtcck-Copiic anagrammatic formula, e£A^,
Atctiv,
dmfp, which also occurs as a graifito in Tuna-cl-Gebel along with another anagrammatic formula,
m5™, iKojp,
i^lp^sr (Pcrdrizei, in Sami Gabra, Rapport tur ksfomila d' N^moupotk Quests 75), which in
turn occurs as a graffito at Abydoa (Perdrizet and Lcfebvre, !\dfmnaman, no. 456). He maintains that the
cL^^-anagram penetrated Ethiopia along Aviihjihe famous formula SATOR AREPO TENET OPERA
ROTAS, since the two appear together in an Ethiopic prayer to the Virglrip the latter, in the form SAOOR^
ARAOOR, 0 an at, ADERA, R0DAS> representing the Five Nails of the Cross, the former representing
the Apocaljqstic animals. This Ethiopic Sator-formula is said to betray its Coptic origin in its vowelchanges, and the same formula^ applied to the Five Nails, occurs in Coptic in a graffito on a tomb at Faras
in Nubia, Rec. Trav. 20, 174. S. claims that the connexion between the two formulae is earlier than the
establishment of their identification with the Five Nails and the four Animals, and seeks to find the link
between the two In the interpretation of passages in Ezeki^t. He thus sees the association of the two formulae
^in a syncrctistle perspective inspired by EzekieF. This all seems highly speculative.

XI. Thf Egypfi^ Gods
(45) In Opusc. ArcL 3, 20-49above, no. (12)) P. M. FrasIvR discusses the spread of the cult of the
Egyptian gods outside Egy^pt in the Ptolemaic period. He strongly opposes the view that this dissemination
was due to Ptolemaic propaganda, and concludes (49), *Thc cult of Smpis spread outside Egypt in the
main through private action, ,,, The cult was evidently no more popular in Ptolemaic possessions than
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ciMwhere, indeed mther the t'everse* The situation In Cyprus and CyTcne (where the Hg^^dan Gods are
barely atteaied) may well make one wonder wheihcr there was not a resistance to the cult in Ptolemaic
possessions, just because Sarapis symbolized Alexandria/
(46) D. Morelli's CulH di Rodi {Stud, class, c orient. 8) contains a repertorium of the cults of Rhodes
(j-yj) followed by a discussion. Among the Egyptian gods occur: *i4yajl?or
(t), both by itself and as
the eponviti of sacral wotwcii Vlyo^ipSojfAjot'tasntxi, etc^;. Isis (s®)* &arapis
It is unfoTtunate that M+p
w'hose work dates from ig59t did not use The Rhodian Peraea by Fraser and Bean (O.UP.j 1954)1
contains a good de^ of hitherto unpublished material relEvant to Rhodian cults and cult-pracdce,
(47) In Acta AnHqaa (Budapest), 7, igs-'ZOOp X SzENTLiLEKY reports on the excavations of the Iseuxn
at Sav-aria in Pannonia, discovered in 1955+
(4S) In Rev* sc. r^Ug- 33, 343-59? Ta priere cultueUc dans la Grm andenne', E. des Places gives a
summary' of v-arioua prayers or hymns with a few notes. These Include the aretalogies of Isis (351-4) from
CiuB and Gyrene,

BRIEF COMMUNICATIONS
Was Osiris an ancient king subsequently deified ?
It ja well known that Sethc answered this question affirmatively, aec hb Urgeschickte und dUtste
Reiigion der Agypter, p. 79, n. 3, together with his article on Heroes and Hero-gods in Hastings's
Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics. In the former place Sethe stated that I most emphatically held
the same ccln^'i{:t^on, and this has been reasserted quite recently in Kees's Totenghtthen, 2nd cd.
(•9S6)» P- 147- Both scholars quote my review of Frazer in JEA 2, lai ff., but if my present readers
will re-read what I there wrote, they will see that I said nothing of the kind, and f must definitely
repudiate holding such an opinion, which I regard as highly improbable. The origin of Osiris
remains for me an insoluble mystery-. As regards hb later status, somewhere or other 1 ventured to
describe him as a ‘personification of dead kingship’, a description which still seems to me very nearly
to fill the bill.
Alan H. Gaadiner

A new fragment of the battlefield palette
A SMALL fragment of a slate palette with relief decoration, said to come from Abydos and now in
a private collection, has recently been publbhed by H. W. Muller {ZAS 84, 6S-70, and pL III).
The fragment belongs to the edge of a palette of which it preserv-es a section y-q cm. in length; its
lower edge is a straight sloping break, and its upper edge apparently a sawn cut. On one side b the
head of a bird, possibly a species of gtiinca-fo\vl, and the lower edge of an unidentified object; on
the other a wolf or jackal trampling on a prostrate foe. with part of what is probably a hieroglyph
above. Muller seems to regard the new discovery as part of an otherwise unknown palette, but one
closely associated with the famous 'Battlefield' palette, of which a larger fragment is in the Britbh
Museum and a smaller in the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford; cf. Petrie, Ceremmiai Slate Pedettes
pis. D, E.
The similarity in motif and execution b indeed striking, and could scarcely be coincidental. The
head of the bird and the curious object above arc the exact counterparts of those on the reverse of
the Ashmolean fragment, while the contorted fallen figure, with arms evidently bound, may be
compared with one on the right of the British Museum piece (obv.) and another partly visible along
the upper edge of tlie Ashmolean fragment (obv.). Moreover, as far as can be judged from the
photographs, the treatment of detail b identical. One may, for example, notice the eye, beak, and
nostril of the fowl, and the method of indicating the calf-muscle, anldc-bonc, and circumciMon of
the human figures^
Impressed by these remarkable similarities I made a cut-out model, the actual size of the new
fragment, for comparison w-ith the Ashmolean fragment and a cast of the British Museum piece.
The result w-as conclusive. When the pieces were placed so that the heads of the two birds on the
obverse were at a level, and equidistant from the centre of the palm tree, not only did the outer
edge of the new fragment align to that of the British Museum piece, but its slanting broken lower
edge fell in a straight line with the slanting broken upper edge of the Ashmolean fragment, and was
dearly a continuation of the same break. The rdatii e positions of the three fragments are indicated
in the accompanying outline-drawing.
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The addition of the new piece makes possible a tentative reconstruction of the palette, or rather
of its lower portion. The balance of the design on the rev^crae Is now confirmed: a palm-tree was
flanked by two gerenuks,. above which were ttvo identical birds. Exactly w^hat w'as above the birds
cannot be deduced^ though it is posaibie that a single object, of which only the tnvo ends are preser^^ed, filled the whole w^idth of the field. I'he obverse is rather more conjectural, chough h is clear
that to the right of the central depression, in the gap bet^veen the British Museum piece and the
new fragment, there is room for no more than the heads and shoulders of the two standing figures
immediately above whom is the victorious wolf trampling the fallen enciny- On the left, the upper
edge of the Ashmolean fragment preserves part of a spraw ling figure, and it is just possible that here
may have been a babndng scene showing a victim gored by a bull* as in the kwest register on the
obverse of the Narmer palette. In thU case the obverse would show the king triumphant over his
enemies in three symbolic forms^ as a lion, as a wolf, and as a bull.
How much of the top of the palette is lost it is impossible to tell, nor is the position of the circular
depression any guide, since of the four complete examples it is roughly central in one, below in
one, and above in two* However, unless it was unusually squat it is likely to have been at least half as
tall again, exclusive of whatever motif crowned the upper edge,
J. R. IUrris

The origin of black ^topped red pottery
As 1 have already published in my Shahnnab (O.U.P, 1553)* it wa^ a Sudanese friend, the late
Yusef Hamid el Mek of Kcrma, who pointed out to me what is undoubtedly the origin of the black¬
top pied motif in pottery which started in the Khartoum Neolithic and was popular in Eg>^pt in
Badarian and predynastie times.
p
Bern
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Gourd bowls or cups in the Sudan always have a black rinip for when 3 gourd is cut in half to
make t^vo howU^ its rim is always fired, presumably in order to prevent it tasting or splintering.
So that when potters came to copy these gourd bowls as drinking bowls, they natumlly tried to
reproduce the black rim, because a gourd would not look right without 3 black rim. The method
of taking the bowl from the kiln red hot and placing it upside dow^n in carbonizing materiai which
they developed as being the easiest w-^ay of producing a black rim in pottery', led to the aesthetically
more pleasing black-topped bowl.

G&urti bawls fur sale in Tangisi market^ northern Sudan.

In this connexion it is of interest to publish a photograph taken in 1945 in Tangisi market in
Mcrowc district, northern Sudan, showing gourd bowls for sale*
A. J. Arki^ll

The nature of the brick*w'ork calculations itt

Kah. Pop. KXIIT, 24-40

In his remarkable edition of the lllahun papyri, Griffith published a fragment of two pages which
he describes as follows: The remains of this page [p* 1] consist of figures onlyp in four columns;
the figures in the third column may indicate ^imra^ or cubits (p^ 59)/ For the second page he pro¬
vides a translation thus (p. 59);
36.
37.
3S.
39.
40*

Total
Particulars of these
Bricks of 5 palms
Remainder, bricks of 6 palms
Under the hand of the tno n

116511
23603
92908
Senbef

Griffit]i''a comments on the text are confined to an interesting discussion of the sizes of the bricks
used in the pyramids of lllahun, Hawara, and Dahshur and references to the other occurrences of
the title of the officiaL To these references we should add P. Berlin 10063 A (2'i^5 59, 44).
The interpretation of the calculations which I should like to offer consists in recognizing that the
numeral in the fourth column in each case is the product of the numerals in the first three columns^
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The figures in the first three columns arc then to be regarded as representing cubits and the figure
in the fourth column as the volume expressed in terms of cubic cubits. The figure in the third
column of 11. 26-31 is consequently to be understood as *i cubit, (bricks of) 5 palms' and not as
‘1 cubit and 5 palms'. Although the indication '5 palms’ occurs immediately following the figure t,
Support for the interpretation suggested is to be found in L 38, quoted above, where bricks of
5 palms arc listed.
In the following 'translation' of the calculations the numerals in brackets represent the missing
portion of the first column. The fifth column consists of a aub-total in L 33 and a grand total in L 35.
Just in front of the figures indicating the volume in col. 4 is a sign left untranscribed by Griffith but
which probably is to be read as
This may he thought of as our ‘equals’ sign (=), although the
preposition r is elsewhere attested as the sign for multiplication, ‘by’ (x), for tvhich see Gardiner,
Eg. Gram/n.i, § 163, 5). The headings for the columns, if such there were, are lacking in the part of
the papyrus preserved. On the basis of a similar passage in an unpublished account papyrus from
Nag* cd-Der in the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston,* the headings may well have been m (length),
tes/t (breadth), mdwi (depth or thickness), and tiy (volume). This last term may be compared with
the expression sitety in P. Rhind Problems 45, 46, ’content’, with which it is evidently identical.
The term is discussed by Gunn in JEA 12, 132, where he argues for considering its meaning as
‘quotient' or 'arithmetical product*.
On the basis of this new interpretation of the fragment from lllahun, the first page may be read
as follows.
isi coL
2425.
26.
27-

[?]
[Sl4
[40]

m

jrd

2nd c&L

[?]
4

[

3
H

1
1

5

I

7

1

4th (Ol.

320

t

5
5
5
5
5
5

palms
palms
palms
palms
palms
pabtis

336
120
505 (dr)

28.
29.
30.

[OstJ

17

]

31-

[2] 10

1

32333435-

[i]26

S
6

[

15f>

(dtj]

4

1

[+]8o
[2]40

tz

8

[20
4j6o8o
12000

[3^1
[30]

Sth coL

210
2210
1050
*432?

72501 (xif)
5
Two errors arc to be oba^rvodh For 505 in 1, 37 wc should expect 504, In 1. 35 the figure in col. 5
probably represents the sum of the rubricized figure in 1. 33, the figure in coL 4 in 1. 34. and the
figure in coh 4 in I 35; in this case it should be 72401 and not 72501,
Let us now summarize our findings. .According to the interpretation of the fragment presented in
this communication, the figures in col. 4 represent the products of the figures in the first thrw
columns. This interpretation is supported, as one can see, by the remaining traces of the figures in
the first column, the numerals not in brackets. The indication's palms’ in the third column must
refer to the size of the bricb, the size of the bricks not so indicated probably being 6 palms (see
1. 39), .As a consequence of this explanation of the fragment, the figures in 11. 36, 38, and 39 can
only refer to the volume of brick expressed in cubic cubits and not the number of individual bricb.
The account may not be concerned with brick-making or the deliveries of bricks but with brick¬
10

laying, each entry representing a specific piece of work.

ur tr c
W. 1^. oIMPSON

' I am indebted to Dr. William Stevensem Smith for penniMion to study tlwi exfemiw document.
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The supposed Year 21 of Akben^teti

In an article published in 1955 Seek claimed that t^vo hkratic dockets had been found recording
the regnal year$ i3 and 21 of Akhenaten,* and further declared that these two dockets had been
^discarded by members of the expedition owing to their preconceived notions of the chronology of
Akhenaten's reigti". Since Sccle's quite unaupported assertjons have obtained some credence, van der
Meerj^ Rowton^^ and Redford* basing reconstructions of .^Vmama chronology on the basis of these
supposed facts, it seems appropriate to state the true position and at the same time vindicate those
members of the Egjpt Exploration Society's expeditions at Amarna who have quite unjustly been
accused of dishone&tyK
Year 21 occurs ^certainlyaccording to Secle, on a hieratic docket published by Gunn.s Seele
has not seen this docket but he is quite satisfied to reject Gunn^s reading on the evidence of the
published fpcsimik* The first comment that occurs to one is that no one knowing the very high
standards set and maintained by Gunn can believe that he would have advocated a reading he
knew to be false simply to support a theory. Unfortunately for Seeleys case the docket in question
exists and can be and has been checked* Its existence was known to me before the War and that
is w'hy in my discussion of Amarna chronology in Ciiy of Akhenaten III there is no mention of
Year 21.
In editing the inscriptions for City of Akhenaien III Cemy and I had originally hoped to Include
gome detailed and critical study of Amama hieratic. In preparation for this, in 1937-9 Cerny gtudied
all the Amama dockets he could find at the British Museum, the Ashmolean Mugeum^ and University
College, London, in addition to several hundreds that I handed over to him. it is important to note
that it was Corny's invariabk method never to use or refer to any previous publication when Copying,
and his work on the dockets ceased before he could attempt identification^ His notebooks were
handed to me and 1 worked through them methodically, identifying all that in part or whole had
been previously published. In the course of this work [ discovered that the docket published by Gunn
in the British Museum (B*M* SS^4®)
that Cemy had unhesitatingly transcribed the date as
[^01 without a single query' or note.
Cerny was unaware of the identification of this docket until after the publication of Seeleys article
when 1 informed him of the facts and asked him to re-examine B.M. 55640. Cerny not only did ao,
but called in Edwards and James* and they all three declared tliat the reading was ^Year ii\ Cerny
reported to me at the time that the docket had faded seriously hut that the hieratic sign bore no
resemblance to the normal form of R and was certainly in hig opinion n; he thought that perhaps
either a piece of Ink had Aaked off, or that a drop of ink had fallen on the end of the sign, but the
condition of the docket did not permit him to decide which. I have since examined the docket myself* and 1 have nothing to add to Cemy^s statement. In short, there is no evidence for a regnal
year 21.
There ia even les$ gupport for Year 18* In
TJ, 104, n. ip I mentioned that Bennett read
Year 18 on a docket w hich he had not kept and 1 explicitly stated that Bermett^s facsimile did not
support his reading. Since Secle has interpreted my statement as a suppression of the trudi in order
to limit Akhenarcn''s reign to 17 ycarg, I give here the facsimile, as drawn by Bennett* of the signs
in question

I suspect that this is a poor facsimile; what the reading of the signs Is I

have no idea, but we may be certain that it is not Year 18. This docket has another curious feature;
Bennett speaks of a rectOp on which he places the date, and of a verso on which is part of a line of
* yNES [4, 175.
J Jounuii oj CtinAform Sfudies, 13
» COA 1, pi. LXHI, r; cf. p. 165, n. l.

7. n. 33.

* Jaarb, Ex Orimte Lux, 15 {195S), 79,
^
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another tejct; such a hieratic docket from Amama is unique in my experience and raises doubts
whether il is in fact of the Amama Period,
In short* Secle's regnal years t8 and 21 of Aihenaten are, on the evidence he has dted, compleiely
without foundation.
H. W. Faibman

Ptolemy son of Pelops
No. 139 of the late Professor Blinkenberg^s Liados, n, Imcriptims (1941), a somewhat puzzling
document of more than local interestj is as follows:
0i (iTTO yu[fu^mou /7To]A[«]p*foy
Tov jJciWpo? To[y
T^f i^Wfu a]p^rTj[^]

[f]j}i-^iLay

□ 7ra[T^]^ auTov BiarfXei
5

el*? Tf] riv jSaofijA/a koI

(jif)

#cf<d] Toi^ UQi' auTtijv nTo}[ie^iQv

iirai avTTjtFr
The editor ohservea that the stone—a red marble veined with whste^is probably Cypriot; finds
that neither the slender lettering nor the dialect nor indeed the content is Rhodian ; concludes with
the remark tlk propient sans dmfe de Tf/e da Chypra. But how comes this stone to be immured into
the church of St* John upon the Acropolis of Lindos? Blinkenberg, observing that the rare name
Deinan is native to the LIndian aristocracy, argues that Cypriot ephebes* anxious to honour their
governor through his son (their comrade) dbpatch a statue of the latter with its base to the city of
his birth. Deinan and Ptot^my\ in short, were Rhodiums in Ptolemaic service. But there are grave
objections to all this: it is not to be supposed that the am yv^vaaCou of some Cypriot city were too
modest to dJ$elose their identity; o orpaTT^yd? rijs
was a title valid only for internal usage, being
replaced abroad by
d liVI /fiP^pou or
noTa Kvr/wv;* and these unnamed Ptolemies were
no king and queen of Rhodes, as the abruptness of this phrase might imply* It was, I take it, such
difficulties as these which prompted K. F. Kinch, Blinkcn berg's oavh colleague^ to dissent (lis cited
by Blinkenberg* op* cit+* col. 3S7): the young man's statue was erected in Cyprus, its pedestal
transported to Lindos casually as ballast in late Antiquity, And this dissenting opinion has received
from Professor Robert a sonorous Amen (REG 55, 1942, Bullatin ipigrapkique^ 362, No. 176).
Nevertheless, it was disturbing to me to find chance so discriminating as to deposit a statue-base at
the very city of the honorand's births and who was this Demm, stralegas of Cyprus in the last six
years of Philopator^s reign ? Neither from the papyri nor the inscriptioiis, alike Cypriot and Egyptian,
is anj'^ such person known to us. And these precise years (for J accept Blinkenberg^s chranology)
were adequately filled, it has been thought, by the governorship of another* Accordingly, I took my
difficulties to Professor Blinkcnberg, and shortly before he died he sent me with a characteristic
courtesy an excellent squeeze of Livdos No, 159,
The first four lines of the inscription are \Qry faint, more particularly to%vards their middle.
Enough, however, is legible to confirm In I. i the editor's reading of the honorand's name, to impugn
in L 2 the patronymic. For with this last„ mercifully, the definite artiefe which precedes it, the 01
with which it ends are clear. Of its first letter, however^ 1 could sec no trace* although the second*
I agree* is epsilon. Thereafter t^vo slanting hastaa suggest rather lambda than alpha (w^here the editor
* OG/ 117;

Cm.

IV,

loS; OGI151; R. PhiL 13 11939), 153—OpmCr Ath. i (1953)*

No. 5.
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has i N, one upright of hh nu incidentally being a scratch across the stone). For the restp I read
omiaron with confidence, for there is hardly room here for amega^ followed by the top left corner of
pL In short* 1 find here:
-"01
and for the inscription as a whole:
Oi d™ yuf/w-MTu?]^ [/7]TtiXf^[a]riW
TOe
[toO orpcLTjr^y
TTT? iT5mj[iij d]prH7[¥]
*em
€xtuv 6
auToo SiareAet
^atXta kqI
^criAtoov (jtf)
K[al] Tov iiif (y£c)
IIroXepa.iov
ifoi etvTovf

S

The governor of Cyprus* therefore, Tvho was the father of this Ptolemy, was not Deinon but
Pelops: and of him not a little is known from mscriptions* literature, and the papyri. Three Cypriot
inscriptions which concern him are the following:
(i) OGI 75 of Salamis:
[BjetoftAta] /TnoA^pito^ /JToAi(/m4o[e ] ^f]al Bf/Mvtfnjs

Biihv E^py^twv \ UiXo^ F7[i^a7rus]

(a) OGI 84 = JHS 57, 31 of Old Paphos:
TnSAtr MvfKriy^QY ["yjTr^pPtMr^faPTOff [ /TtAjonJoy [tov /JAjdiw tov crrparTj^flsIu |

wj]€n>[u
tE^i*

(3)

S7i

Sia[TifA£r iJtAe^] etV jSdotAeT^a | JTjraAc^Lby koI
avTOM I Pa^OC\ioa<nf Apatvor^v

<PiAflh3tiTippa[y | ic]ai

ttoXif

No. 6 of Salamis:*

[ol VTTO TOV Scitti TOV ^tva 1 T]€Tay;j-a«[i| - - - - oiv noif o)i\oi^ tt}jTP.[oi] OTpaTiciTai[ff | rots
ijtt’ aerov orpartw^eWy ?]

4

|[/J£A jTroy tow /KAoiroy too arlpa-n^yoy

Tfjy vtJoow yevaFra |[fi)io^y cvfjco'
SiarfAcF /T)Ao^ tt? ^acriAra |(/7ToA^pzrov Kftl t^v
dScA^v aw{Tow ^aoiXidtrav |[JipcFivdii^v 0€oyy ^lAoTrarfopos Kcri awjTOvy]*
To these may now be added an inscription of Cyrene from the reign of Euergetes I wherein Pelops
son of Pelops is honoured by that city: an inscription shortly to be published by Mr. P, M. Fraser*
to whom I am indebted for the information. Finally, we are told by Polybius (xv, 2$, 13) that
Agathokles* when the death of Philopator had been divulged* to fac rid of him dispatched Pelops
on embassy to Andochua.
The father of Pelops was the Macedonian Pelops* son of Alexandres, whom we meet in 281 B*c.
as
TOV PoaMios /TToAe^ioibu commanding Ptolemaic forces in Samos {SEG I* 19231 364)1 in
264/3 35 an eponym of Alexandria (RE vm^ cob H39)t
clearly he was a grandee of the rca^lm.
Pelops himself* having sen ed in Cyrene under Euergetes* on the testimony of two of our Cypriot
inscriptions was governor of that island on the one hand after the marriage of Arsinoe at the end
of 2I7» on the other before the birth of her son on October 9, 209. Hb wife was Myrsine (these also
tell us)* the daughter of Hyperbassas and therefore sister to that Tamneia w^ho in 243/2 w^as
of x^rsinoe Philadelphus (RE vin, col. 1439)—2 member like her husband of the aristocracy of
Alexandria.
Ltndos No* 139* adds tw'o new^ facts to these: Pelops and Myrsine had a son they named Ptolemy
and Pelops tvas strategos after, as he was before* the news of Epiphan.es’ birth had reached the island*
Whether indeed this ^traiegia persisted (as I am tempted to believe) until the dies fuspeni of Epiphancs* November 28* 205^ when according to 1. 47 of the Rosetta Stone
ri^v ^a^iA<£av
* The suppLemmts su^geited by me for II. t and a in my orijdnal publication of this inscription I have long
filiice withdrawal.
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irapa rov Tmrpor^ we are as yet m tio piisition to decide,^ I conjecture that Pclops was recalled by
Agathokles in that mterv^at of some months' duration when the death of Philopator and the murder
of Arsinoe were still being concealedp to be succeeded directly by Polykraies of Argos.= Be thU as it
may, PelopS has the distinct!on of being the first governor of Cyprus to be attested by the epigraphy
of the island: the second century can boast the names of ten ^irategai against his only for its
predecessor.
It remains for us to note that the stone on which Lindas No, 139^ is reported to be cut is of a
sort confined in Cyprus to pedestals of Paphos and Curium. Indeed the quarry from which it
originated is^ I beHeve, to be located on the Western lip of the Khapotami gorge some 2 miles to
the south-east of Kouklia (Old Paphos); for there in this predominantly limestone country' a broad
seam of this ^pint' marble extrude and shows clear signs of ancient working. And if our choice
must Uc between these tw'o for the provenance of our inscription, there can be little hesitation in
accepting the former^ New Paphos^ with the ancient city some 10 miles to the south-east semng in
effect ^ its Jfpor, was at the turn of the century* if not already the capital of Cyprus, shortly to become
such: a city with a serviceable harbour, the last for those sailing westw^ards until they reached the
CUician coast; the seat of the stmteg&s and the chief garrison city of the island. Professor Blinkenhcrg
was, I believe, at fault in dismissing the ano yv^atov as mere ephcbcs^ The gymnasium was in
early and middle Hellenistic times the chief focus of patriotic sentiment, its tone directed by the
troops who dominated its activities. These dwo yv^ivaij-iav were predominantly soldiers, cither
military^ settlers or mercenaries of the garrison. In an unpublished inscription of Old Paphos qI awa
yu/n™£oi/, who do not identify themselves but are clearly of New Paphos, honour in ^ery similar
terms a son of Polykrates of Argos, the successor of Pelops. 1 lake it that in Lindas No. 139, we
have a companion text.
T. B. MiTfORO

A new Coptic month
Among the Coptic documents recently published by P. V, jernstedt^ is a record of pa^^nents*
which uses the word
six times and in such a w'ay as to suggiKt that it is the name of a
month. So we have, e.g. 1. 6, iicos- uS tViivOTc
'the aSth of Daousati"* L 8*
[^^'\] 'the last day of Daousati^
This recalls an item in some unpublished eleventh-ccntury monaster)' accounts otvned by Mr^
G, Michaelides of Cairo: ti^t&
u*.ccipi—Tc
'What the cattle ate up to the 16th of Tausati, as-Sart artab&e—16."
Both these texts are Fayyumic, In the following Sahidic texts the word takes a somew'hat different
form.
The firsts also owmed by Mr, Michaelides, is an acknowledgement of debt from monks of the
TOTToy of A pa Anoub to monks of the
of Apa Apollo. In this document they undertake to
pay the debt lijik
(nr) iiTikncOT^ 'by the 25th of Tapspte'.
* For a recenr surv'ey of the chronological problema associated with the death of Philopator, the aeee^mn
of Epiphanes, cf. the admirable surt'ey of T* C. Ska«,

Bfisrage zur Fapymjforsdmng, 1954, p. ja.

^ For this Fobkrates, cf. in partiErular L. Robert, REG 62 U<}49h Eaii No. ioi. Further, OpmCr Adi. f
(1953). i-I^P n,

22.

> n. B.Epimncirr: EmmoiuemncmhirxjdapcmA&oto^ ^fyxxJ^x6|m^tfmAtlnuxttjdanujhnnsffAMa^Muu
HajK CCCF:
t^S9’
* No, 37, p. 90.
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M it happensp the same date seems to occur in Till's Bau^mpraktik.^ The manuscript is broken
and all we have is ]"Sotth iiT&^r[r
TdPs text Leads on natuTally to ^Abd Al-MassLh^s Fmgm^niary Fitrmer's Altmmat,^ where we
have, D* 5-9^
n&u>ite jutii TK^:'^.TC mW ti^ojcoKe ±*h
jaiT iixiAirt« jutn
oiw
nnpn
nciojut it^p oTusjs^p uotu^t lya. Ttofee Trom Paone and
Tapsate and
and Thoth and Paope and Athor and KJioiak wme will be scarce in the
vvinc-pre&a (? the Fayyilm?) and will hold the same price till Tobe\
This last text suggests that the month Tapsate or Tausati is the same as Epip andp incidentally,
that
is used here for Mesore."*
J. Dusker
< W. Till, Einfi koptische Bsuemprmklik,
(igj6), Heft 3, p, 1S2, md pL a6.

DtuHiJi. Inst Jar ^s- Alttrimmkwtde in Kairo, Band 6

^ Till reada ^otth nTe\ld hni the plate shows that the corr^t reading ia rather -aoTtii

Cahim Colter, tflS^P
* H, S. K. Bakry in
^

No, 10.

Sm. 55, 264 publishes the epitaph of a person who died on the a+th of
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WW/ Sctnis from tftt Mortuary Chapi^l of tfi^ Mayor Parer at Medinei Ilabu^ By Siegfried Schott. Translated by ELiStAPETii B. Hauseb. The Oriental Insiitute of ihc Univcrraity of Chicago. Studies in Ancient
Oriental Civilisation No, 30, The University of Chioigo Press, Chicago, 1957. Medium 4(0. Pp. xi 4-2i,
figs* in te3tt 9, pis. 3* Price 371* 6d*
The wall scenes that form the subject of this book have been recovered by piecing together a number of
sandstone blocks found during the excaA'^tion of the Western Fortified Gate at Medfnet Habu. lliesc blocks
had been refused as paving in some tombs constructed after the destruction of the gate.
Farts of three separate walls have been identified. Two arc shown by the surv'iving legends to hive belonged
to the mortuary chapel of Paser, a mayor of Thebes during the time of Ramesscs 111, the third probably
belonged to the same buiEding but this is not certain. The moriuan^ chapel in ijucstion must aJmosi cer¬
tainly have been one of tlte five w^hich existed in the vicinity of the mortuaty temple of Rantesses HI:
Professor Schott suggests either no, J or no. V.
It is a pity that so much of the scenes has been lost for they are unusual and af considerable interest.
However, each of the three wahs is the subject of a separate plate in wh^ch^ by judicious restoration following
the indications given by the sunuving blocks, the general tenor of the subjects represented has been made
clear*
WaLI I presents incidents from the official life of Paser, in particular the dclivciy^ of statues 10 the royal
courts Professor Schott thinks that the tvems shown took place in connexion with the preparations for and
celebration of the Feast of Nchebkau. He h led to this, among other things^ by three dates that occur in the
legends attached to the statue^deliveries, vi?. year a, IV Inundation, 10; year iS, I Winter, 14: and year 3,
IV Inundation, 19; in that order. Professor Bchott points out that these dates all fall within a period of anc
month around I Winter, 1, and further says that the festival in question was celebrated on pidntiu: in the
first month of winter. This seems sontewhat dubious since the Nchebkau feast appears to have been cele¬
brated on the fir^t day of the first month of winter rather than on some day astronomically fixed by the
moon. Nevertheless, the dates certainly do fall within the period stated, and it is a fact that the first two
(i.e. those for
z and ifi) arc almost exactly t^ lunations apart, while the date for year three would
also fit if the number were four and not three. It would there fore appear that ihc dates in question may
well have some significance in the lunar calendar.
W’all 2 has scenes which probably illustrate the journey of the Neshmet-bark and the Festival of Sokar,
the detail of the latter being unique for a private tomb.
Wall 3 probably represents the Beautiful Feast of the Valley. The sunnving details arouse great tntercst
so that it is panicularly tantalizing that so little remains of them.
C. H. R, SfaULL

The Art and Arehiierture of And^i Egypt- By W*- Stevenson Smith, llie Pelican History of Art, edited by
Nikolaus Pev sner. Penguin Bookss* 195a. CTown 4to. Pp. xxvii+301, pis. tgz, figs, in text 77. Price bp.
Egy‘pt early became the home of an original and sophisticated fEowering of the arts. Dr. W. Stevenson
Smith points out in his introduction how, the foundatioTLs having been laid during the earliest dynaslics,
the characteristics of Eg^-ptian artistic expression contmued throughout the dynastic period: there vras
constant change but the basic concepts never aJtercd.
ITiis is a factual account closely interwoven with history. ^Fhe available material is well dc-scril>cd> the
lines of development arc traced^ changes distinguishing one period from another are indicated, and the
effects of foreign infiucnccs are discussed. However, little attention is paid to the psychology' of Egyptian
artistic feeling and the conventions used are not adequately set out so that the reader can obtain a sound grasp
nffiij
Q
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of thein* Neve rthelcsSp what
happerdng in the world of Egypilan art is everywher* related to the unfolding of Egyptian civilization and hi&toiy and in this respect the reader with no Egyptological background ia
ably assisted.
This is a book on art and architccLu.re> and so must largely stand or fall by its plates. The plates being ail
in black and white of necessity impose a severe limitation when it comes to iltusiraiing painting. This re¬
striction makes it imperative that examples be chosen for iliustfation because of their grod state of preser¬
vation and cLarity. Unfortunately this has often not been done and many of the subjects are fragmentary
or productive of indistinct platcsJ This is disappointbig, and I fear that no adequate visual conception of
Egyptian painting is conveyed.
When it comes to sculpture^ both in relief and in the round, and architecture the same Limitations do not
apply. The pktes giving examples of these two arts are good. /Vrchitccture is especially well handled in that
there are excellent general views of buildings, drawings giving restorations, and really first-class plans^ These
plans include tombs, temples, pyramid temples, the fortress of Uronarti, the Iwnak temples, tw^o New
Kingdom palaces, general areas, as well as individual buildings at "Amimah, the Ramcssciun, and the
mortuary temple of Ramesses III at Medinet Habu. There Is a plan of the Middle Kingdom town of Kahun
and one of the town of ^AmSmah, but it is a pity that these town-plans are not rounded off by the inclusion
of a plan of the w orkmen's village at DSr cUMcdinah.
Particular mention must be made of the detailed plans and description of the Maikata palace of Amenophis
HE for, from a purely Egy-ptological point of view, these are most vaJtiabler. Very little has been published
about this palace and this additional information is most welcorneSome attention is paid to smaller art objects, particularly jewellery. Specimens of furniture from the
Old Kingdom tomb of Queen Hetepheres and the New Kingdom tomb of King Tutankhamun arc illustrated
and described, but little is said of book-illustration and nothing at all about calligraphy.
In addition to the plates and text there are jo pages of detailed notes which serve to extend greatly the
brief formal bibltography with which the book is furnished. There is al^ an adequate reference apparatus
consisting of a list of concerns, of figures in the text, of plates, and of abbreviations, as well as a chrono¬
logical table, a naap, and a gieneral index.
C- H. S. Spaull

Topographkai BMt^aphy a/ Andm I^gyptian Hieroglyphic Texls, Rchcft^ aftd Paintings. L The Theban
XfCTopoiis. Pari /, Private Tomh. By the late Bertjia Porter and Rosalind L. B. Mem, assisted by
Ethel W. BtJaNEV. Oxford, Griffith Institute^ Pp. xix and 493, 8 maps. 1960. £10.
The Topographical Bibliography, or better, Porter-Moss or PM as k is now currently quoted, was brought
to a successful conclusion by its seventh volume in 1951* PM covets the whole of Egypt and the Sudan, as
w ell as any country Avhcrc Egyptian antiquities have been unearthed, and has transformed the impe netrablc
jungle of Eg>'ptologjcal literature into a well-ordered garden. The only volume which remains outstanding is
Vol. VIII which should contain various important indexes and concordances. 'I'hc preparation of this
volume has been pt}stponcd in favour of a second edition of Yols. I and EE which are those dealing with
the Theban area, for ever since their appearance, in 1927 and 1929 respectively, Thebes has witnessed con¬
tinuous and energetic excavation and recording activity. The accumulation of so much matcriah due to
Winlock's excavations round Der el-Bahri and Bniycre's at Der eb.Medinah, to the continuous tidying up at
Katnak and Luxor by the Antiquities Department, to the untiring work in pris-ate tombs of Mr. and Mrs.
N, de
Davies as well as to that of the members of the French Institute of Oriental Archaeology,, and to
the work of the Oriental Institute of Chicago Unkersity at .Medinet Habu and Karnuk and of Piankoff iti
the royal tombs—to name only some out of many others—all this convinced the Editors of PM that the
time had come to take stock of these additions. In fact the mass of new material wus such that it seemed
no longer feasible to compile a volume of additions, and the Editors decided to recast the two Theban
volumes afresh. Vol. I w^ould have bcrcome so bulky that it has had to he split Into two parts, the present
* E.g, pis. 72A, 7JA, 77B, 91A, 102, JO6, 108s, 116, ti9&, 141^^ 162A, 163A.
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Part I dealing vnih. the private lombSp while Part 2 tviU contain the tomb^ of the king^ and queem and all
the other aniiquides of the West banhp with the exception of die templea; thc^ are^ as before, reserved for
VoL 11.
As against the 212 pages of the original Vol.
Fart i of ihc new edition aJonc has (including the maps
at the end) 502 page^p and the privaTe lomb^ nos. i to 547 known in 1927^ which then covered 131 pages,
now require 415. Sixty-one new tombs have been discovered in the meaniime^ the last^ no, 409, found as
late as the spring of 1959 and inserted as an Addendum on pp* 461-2, Since the Editor's Introduction is
dated November 1959 we can be sure that all that was know^i and publiahed down to almost the end of last
year has been incorporated^
Rut this is not all: the Topographical Bibliography has ceased to be a bibliography alone and has become
a detailed inventory of all the 409 private tombs of 'rhebes. W'hile the old edition omitted the tombs of
which nothing had been published, the new one contains plans and concise descriptions of the contents of
all the accessible tombs. It is therefore no longer necessary to go to the tomb itself to find out whether there
is still anything in It which remains unpublished: scenes and inscriptions, published and unpublished alike,
are now referred to by numbers on the sketch plan of the tomb and to each number (the numbers of the
I St edition being added in square brackets) a descriptive paragraph in the text correspontjs, followed by a
second paragraph of bibliography where such exists. The first of the five Appendixes (Appendix A, pp. 463-"
75) consists of a classified list of selected subjects in these tomb scenes^ listed under forty-one headings.
The Topographical Bibliography has been paying increasing attention to objects from various sites which
are actually preserved in museums ot collect Ions, This widening of the original scope Is bnportaTii since a
complete study of any site is not possible without also taking into account the objects found iherc> though
these may no longer be present on the spot. In the new volume such objects are listed as fully as possible
together with their bibliography.
The unpublished copies of monuments now include further manuscript material ■ llie manuscripts of
Bankea, Davies, Dev^ria, Goienischelf, Lane^ Lepsius, Newberry^, de Ricci, Seyffanh, Spiegeibcrg, Wilbour^
and Wild^ as well as the squecaes of Deveria and SplcgelbergT and Williamses rubbings—all these hat c been
carefully examined and Incorporated together with their catalogue numbers. The same has been done w'ith
large collections of photographs made or accumulated by the firm of Alinarl^ Chicago Oriental Institute,
FondatLon egy'ptologiqud Rcinc I^lisabeth, Grilfith Institute^ MetropoliUn Museum of Art, Marburg
Institute, Philadelphia Cnlversity Museum, and by Mond, Petrie* and Prof. Schott. Anyone, therefore,
who is interested ia a particular scene or inscription need no longer go through the complicated process of
having photographs made, but, where the owncr^s name is quoted, can apply direct for a print, thereby
effecting a saving of both lime and money.
Despite the ^co-odd pages which contain all this rich information, the volume remains light enough to be
used in the field owing to the thinner but stronger paper on which it is printed, and the new' full cloth
binding should prove more resistant to wear and tear than that of previous editions.
Enough has been said to make it dear ihat the new edition not only fulfils a real need^ but
is an enormous improvement on the original issue. This, and the wealth of information it contains, should
go far to compensate for the increase in price which h considerable^ but inevitable in the world of i960 as
compared with that of 1927. litvesunent in such a volume is bound to bring in a very high dividend.
J. CersV

Papyri iff
Brifisii Jlfuseum. Ft^urth Merits: Oracular Amahtic Ducreet of (hr
iV«w Kinj^dsm.
Edited by 1, E. S. EnwAaos. London, British Museum, i960. Two vols,, folio, Vol J, Text, xxiii +1aS pp.'
Vol, 11, Pb. I-XLVI and Ia-XLVIa, ^3. 12J.

After a long intcrs^al lasting a quarter of a century the publication of the hieratic treasures in the British
Museum has been resumed by a Fourth Series, edited by the Keeper of the Department of Egv'ptian
Antiquities, The nature of the contents of the series is indicated by the sub-title: It is a homogeneous group
of oracular decrees Issued by Egv'piian deities for male and female beneficiaries and worn by these as
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amulets^ It cauipris^ twenty-one popyri^ of which severip that Is, the relative but noi the absolute luajority,
belong to the British Museuxn, the neat being ahared by nine other public and private collectEons in Europe,
Egypt, and America, k is to be appreciated that the Trustees of the British Museum have here deviated
from their usual practice and have included in the publication documents not belonging to the British
Museum: it would have been most inconvenient if the student had had to refer to more than one publication
to study this new and highly interesting kind of hieratic text. Only one of the papj-Ti prcsenied herCp and part
of another^ have pre^-iously been published in fac^imSIe^ and one onJy in hieroglyphic transcription j none
has ever been translated or commented upon.
Scholars now have all they need in these two volutncSp very' handsomely produced by the Oxford Univer¬
sity Press: the Plates volume contains excellent collotypes of the hieratic texts themselves, each plate being
faced by an accurate hieroglyphic transcription t in the Text volume, each document is described, transktedt
and annotated.
An Introduction (pp. xi-xxiti) deals with the texts as a group: their external featuresp provenance, datCp
ownershipp general character, and contents, this last section containing the summary of the new Information
supplied by these texts concerning the popular religious beliefs of the Twenty-second Dynasty, which is
approximately the period of all the texts.
The translation and commentary of each are followed by a ooncordance tabulating all parallel passages
occurring in the other texts of the group, for many passages arc found in more than oncp a feature which has
been of great help in their reading. Not only are many of them imperfectly preserved, but they are also
mostly written in a highly cursive script. The Editor has deciphered them with great skill, and it is only
rarely that he has been forced to have recourse to interrogation marks for signs and groups as a substitute
for transcription. OnJy with the help of new documents of this type will it be possible to road such obscure
passages, llie possession of oracular amulctic decrees seems to have been so common that further examples
may be expvected to be discovered cither in Eg)'pt or slumbering forgotten in some collection of Egyptian
antiquities.
The publication contains a W'ealth of new information on religion, grammar, palaeography, and vocabu¬
lary, and the selective indexes at the end of the Text volume will be found helpful in using the two solumes.
The Editor must be congratulated on this hnc outcome of his long and patient work of dcciphcnneiit and
elucidation of a group of texts from which scholars have so far been deterred by reason of the difBculty of
the palaeography.
J. Cern^

Nfotiihic Cult$tres of North Africa. By James Foude-Johkston, Liverpool University Press^ 1959. Pp. 163,

S plates and map. Price 321.
'Fhis book alms at giving a comprehensive account of the later prehistory of a large area geographically
connected with the Nile valley and western Europe, but little known to English readers. It is admittedly a
compilation from the work of many other people, mostly French; but, having presented the facts disclosed
by These workers up to the time of wanting, the author has naturally formed his own mental picture and drawn
his own conclusions.
Realization that the Sahara only recently became a desert led him to try to see what form the Neolithic
had taken there, w^hat had been its relations with the Neolithic of the Nile valley, and how^ it had affected
western Europe, And the reviewer congratulates him on being one of the first to appreciate the impartance
of the Khar|um area in this connexion.
After two chapters which give a picture of the geography of North Africa clearer than any I know in other
English publications, and a chapter sketching the Upper PakeolithEc background, come outlines of the early
culiurts of the Nik valley and the Neolithic of north-west Africa, with alighter summaries of the Saharan
Neolithic and the "Sudanese' Neolithic. (Despite a footnote on p. 51 to the effect that ^Sudan" and "Sudanese*
are used in the book m the French rather than in the English sense, it would have made for greater clarity
if English usage had been followed, and the French Sudan had been so indicated. As it ia, inevitably^
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* Sudan" In this volume more than oncc means the ktc 'Anglo-Eg)'ptfan" Sudan, and the reader is several
times at a loss to know which Sudan is meafit.) Short sketches of the Human PaEaeotiioIogy, and Domestic
Animals and Cultivated Plants are then followed by an impor^nt chapter on the Interrelationship of the
Neolithic cultures, in which the views of various authorities arc c-ompared, aod The two most important
conclusions of the book are foreshadowed: (i) that the Atcrian may be the origin of all bifaeiaJ technique
both in the Nile valley and the Sahara; and (z) that "If the incised and impressed pottery of the Sahara and
North-west Africa arc to be derived from the Nile V'aJley, Khartum seems a more likely place than Egypt,
where such wires are only exceptional'. There is some confusion in this chapter bctwcefi the Khartum
Mesolithic and the Khartum Neolithic. Despite what is stated, hiked celts (^axes^) only occur in the latter^
and the statement that the Badarian antedates the Khartum Mesolithic and the Fayytim Neolithic cannot be
accepted'Fhen comes a chapter analysing at length the Rock Drawings of North Africa, The author's view ranges
from Jordan and the Nile vulley Through North Africa into Spain. He wisely considers the distribution of
the v arious styles, incised outline, pecking^ and painting; notes that the Fez^an is the only area w'hcre all
three stvdcs occur, and suggests that ihereidrc it is the likely cerrtre of origin, as well as heing geographically
the centre. It seems, however, to the revieweffc that the geographical situation of the Fezzan may well account
for the existence there of all styles without necessarily indicating that it is Therefore their /tjiij ft arigu* He
agrees with the author that there is little evidence of Eg^'ptian influence on North African art, while there is
some evidence for the influence of North Africa on Egypt j but he would suggest that human activities
(quarrying and tomb-cutting) throughout Egypt during the historic period ntusi have destroyed many
prehistoric petroglyphs. '^I'hcgcr3cr:il Egyptian custom of decorating the w'alls of their temples and tombs with
paintings may, however, have contributed to some extent to the spread of rock painting (at the expense of
petroglyphs) In the eastern half of North Africa. But it is not surprising that his study of rock pictures
led Mr. Forde-Johnston to the conclusion tliat ^as yet there is not much to be said with regard to the
chronology of Nonh African an without strong resenations'*
I’hcrc follows an mteresting survey of Neolithic Incised and impressed pottery in and around the Mcdlterw
raneaji. In Spain the earlier cave ware geems to derive from Africa, and to lead to the bell beakers of western
Europe- But why then is it concluded that the beakcr-like vessel from Dar el-Soltan in Morocco is a Spanish
import? The plain ware in Spain (later than cave w^rc) is reasonably attributed to influence coming from
Egypt by stsa. Indeed^ Mr- Forde-Johnston suspects that the eastern Mediterranean is the source of many
elements iu the Neolithic of the w'cstcm Mediterranean. But he says that the eastern pottery is incised rather
than impressed, and that the tool is the point rather than the comb or shell. This, if correct, would suggest
to me that on the contrary pottery' \y3ls probably diffused from W'est to east. But The comb vius certainly
used at Mctsin, and perhaps the diffusion was rather from south to north# To Mr- Fordc-Johnston,
Khar|um seems too far away; but M. Gerard Bailloud and I have recently traced a late form of Khartum
Mesolithic w^are well into Africa, more than a thousand miles west of Khartum, and M. Hugot of Algiers
informs me that he has found the same pottery more than another thousand miles farther west still—in
Mouydir, north-west of the Hoggar mountains. The dilfusion thus appears to have been in a straight line
wcst-north-west from the Khartum area. This pottery' was originally decorated w ith a cat-5$h spine, and
w^hen it reached the Mediterranean, the c^rdtum shell naturally became the comb- M. fIngot reports that he
has a C 14 date of 5450
for one of these sites (Mcniet). Though C 14 results are unreliable because
contamination is so easVi this date W'ould fit In well with the age of the Khartum Mesolithic deducible
from its known climatic conditions, and the C 14 date of r, 4440 B.c. for the Fayyum Neolithic-'Fhc published
C 14 date for Khartum Neolithic of Shaheinab (p- 106) is certainly too low.
In attempting a survey of ail the evidence about the Neolithic of North -4frica known to himt Mr. FordcJohnston has produced a hook that wiU be welcomed by all Engiish-speaking prcbistcrians of Africa, k is
only by the method he has pursued and by the collection of more evidence in the field that the truth W'ill
finally out# The geographical area is immense^ and the time span runs into thousands of years. Archaeologists
in the field, and particularly French archaeologists, are adding deuil to the o^^rall picture every year. But
nothing hasmme to light to contradict the author's conclusion that Egypt has not had any influence on the
Neolithic of the Sahara; and it becomes more and more clear that a very early movement carried the recent
invention of pottery from the junction of the Ndes out west-north-west across Africa, and that wheti a
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neolithic culture had flourished bug iu a Sahara that had not yet earned ita name of "dcaert", that culture
w-as gradually forced by ad^^cing deakcation to send out waves of mEutnee all round its periphery,
several of those waves couiiug into the Nile valley near Khartump the Fayyuirip and later Khargap while
others penetrated the Mediteiranean area ai more than one point.
A. J. Ark^ix

7*he Scepter of Egypty Part I [, By WjLtiAM C. Hayes. Published for the Metropolitan Museum of Art by the

Elan'ard University PfesSp Cambridge^ Massachusetts, 1959. Pp. xv-1-496^ 275 haJf'tonc flgurcs m the
icxi and one map.
The second volume of 77*e Seepter of Egypi continues the account of the collection of the Department of
Art m the iVIetropolitan Museum of .Art, New Yorkj begun in the first volume. The period covered
funs from the Hyksos domlnarion to the end of the '^fwentieth Dynasty. Readers of Part I will remember
t^i Dr. Hayes's purpose is to ™ie not a simple guide-book to the collection but a general study of Eg>ptian
civilization illustrated by the collection, The resultp therefore^ is considerably more discursive and informa¬
tive than any guide-book could be. The order of treatment is historical and not determined fay the vi-ay the
collection Js exhibited. This method allows the author to make use of material not in the collection but v'jtal
for the understanding of particular aspects of Egyptian life.
In Pill I the method was exploited most successfully and a well-balanced account of Egyptian hbtory and
civiliigation from Prcdynastlc times to the end of the .Middle Kingdom resultedn In this respect Part [ [ is not
ao successful because the distribution of material by histoiicaJ periods in the Metropolitan Museum is
disproportionate and Hayes has, in consequence, been obliged to write a disproportionate volume^ Tw'o^
thirds of the narrative are devoted to the Eighteenth Dynasty alone wdth very much shorter sections on
the Ht ksos domination and the Nineteenth and rw'cntieth Dynasties. The material of Eighteenth Dynasty
date in the Metropolitan Museum is largely Theban in origin and, for the most part, precisely documented*
It forms by Itself a formidably comprehensive collection of antiquities, and Hayc-s has written a splendid
account of it set wtthin a lucid historical and cultural framework. It was perhaps inevitable that the account
of the two subsequent dynasties should suffer by comparison. The Metropolitan Museum is by no means
lacking fine and interesting objects of the Nineteenth and Tsventieth Dynasties, but they look unavoidably
meagre after the riches of the Eighteenth Djitasty. It might have been better if this volume had closed with
the end of the Eighteenth Dynasty, '["he virtuoso effort of doing full justice to this dynasty also seems to
have left the author somewhat exhausted, and the final chapters lack the lively enthusiasm of the greater
part of the book.
Part I of the Scepter revealed that the .Metropolitan Museum had a s^ery fine collection of Egyptian material
from the Old and Middle Kingdoms. Part 11 now show's that for the New Kingdom, and for the Eighteenth
Dynasty in particular, its collection is quite outstanding. This is no place to enumerate the choicest treasures;
the pleasure of discos cry can be left to the individual reader. For few people apart from those fortunate
enough to have visited New' Aork and seen the exhibited collection of the MeTropolitan Museum will have
realized before the publication of these volumes how very" rich and varied the collection is. Us present
siatc is l^gely the result of an excavation policy wnsely planned and energetically carried out, supplemented
by judicious and fruitful purchases, such as that of the Carnarv-on collection, and by generous gifts, high
among which is the Iheodorc Dav'is bequest* It is also clear from Hayeses account that this collection k
supren^cly well organized and catalogued, a state of affairs rare in moat big collections.
One of the greatest problems facing museum curators is that of making the objects in their care a^'aijable
and known to the general public on ihc one hand, and to scholars on the other. Volumes like those of Scepter
admirably succeed in telling the general public what they can sec in a great collection. They also succeed
up to a point in letting scholars know^ the scope of the collection treated and in showing by illustracion many
objects previously unpublEsbed. They are. however, for scholars infinitely tantalising, for they provide
ttotes only where dc^draughis are needed. In reading Serpier one realises how little is generally known of
t IS ^eat «llection. The excavations at Lisht and Thebes have only received inadequate publications so that
much of the nch material found at these places k now receiring its first mention in print. Can we hope to
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see something more comprehensive before too long? It is dear that for certain periods such as the Eighteenth
Dynasty the Metropolitan Museum has a collection of documented p well-dated objects so large and varied
that it could provide a good basis for a general tv'^pologlcal study of many categories of antiquities. The
dating in particular of the humble objects from Ancient Eg)“pt is a hazardous operation in which the prlncipai aids arc still Petrie's Objecis of Daiiy Use and Tools md Weapons. Comprehensive studies arc badly
needed and the publication of well-documented museum collections would be of great use,
Seepter 11, like Scepter 1, is exceptionally well produced. Its formal layout is handsomCp it is splendidly
illustrated^ well indexed, and provided with an unusually good and full bibliography. Dr* Hayes writes with
authority, but at the same time with a lightness of touch that would woo even the reader who suspects that
he is being instructed* Various hints lead us to hope that there will be a Scepter IIL Let tt please be not
long delayed*
A few" small points may here be mentioned.
P. 38. Jn speaking of heart scarabs Hayes notes that nephrite may be the stone specified for these objects
in the relev-ant chapter of the Book of the Dead* He says: 'Very^ few, howEverp are made of nephrite.* It
would indeed be interesting to know whether ihe Metropolitan Museum possesses any well authcnticaicd
heart scarabs, or other objects, made of nephrite or jadcitc. The judicious comnnents by Lucas (.-Inrifftt
Egyptian Materials and fndtistria,^ 453) leave the question of whether the Egyptians used jade unsettled.
Objects apparently Ancient Egyptian and made of nephrite have been examined scientifically and found to
be in fact nephrite; but^ in the experience of this reviewer, none has been an object with an adequate pedi¬
gree. The problem remains unsolved*
P* 64. Arc the bronze implements described on this page and shown in fig, 33 truly razors? The cutting
blades are invariably smalt and designed better for slicing like a scalpel than for shasing like a razor. One
example In the British Museum (no. z&;t6z) has a copper figure of a goat mounted behind the upper booked
cutting edge; the figure projects in such a vray as to make shaving w"ith the edge quite impossible. The
elaborately designed cxamplcsp one of which is illustrated in fig. 164, which preserve only the terminal
cutting edge are even less like razors. The fact that such 'knives* are sometimes found with toilet objects
certainly suggests that they have a use connected wUh the care of the body, Peiricp however, in Tools md
Weapons^ 51^ points out that they arc found with burials of w^omen and he suggests that they are cutting-out
knives^
P* 85* More of the model tools found by the Egypt Exploration Fund in foundation deposits at Wr elBabri are now' In the British Museum*
P, 231. Hayes notes that the smaller commemorative scarabs of Amcnophis 111 (those that are mostly
inscribed with his prenomen and an epithet of a scmi-biographlcal nature) in the collection of the Metro¬
politan Museum are ^almoat without exception moulded of blue or green faience** The opposite is the case
with those in the British Museum; of 17 examples there 14 are caned in steatite and glazed; 5 only arc of
glazed Composition*
P, 255. A small arrow or javelin head from the Malkata palace is described as being of iron, it comes from
the Middle Palace which was probably the residence of Athenaten. The discovery of an iron weapon in a
good Eighteenth-Dynasty contest is surprising and more detaila would be w-clcome. U the iron, for example,
meteoric!
T, C. H, James

.Mit Rahirtrh J'pjj- By Rudolf *An^iie5* Museum Monograph of the University Museum, University of

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, 19594 Pp^ 93-^ pis- 45 and a map.
In 1955 the University Museum, Philadelphia, in collaboratlou with the Egyptian Antiquities Scnice
began exoavationa at Mlt Rahinah* The director of the whole undertaking was .Mr. John Diitikk, the prin¬
cipal excavations were supe noised by Dr, Rudolf Anthes. 'rhe object of the expedition w'as to make a
3>‘$iem4iic clearance of an area at the south-west comer of the Tempk-enclosure of Piah where discoveries
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of vaHous kinds had been made in smaU diggings in recent years. These earlier apemtions had uncovered
^veral gable-roofed tombs of the Tvpcniy-second E^masty, two buildings of the time of Ramesses 11, a
chapel of Sethos 1, in which a number of objects of considerable interest had been discoveied^ and die
Embalming House of the Apis Bulls. It was hoped that further excavation in this area would reveal sorne
connexion between these vaKous buildings and their relation to the Temple of Ptah.
In the course of
months' work the following discoveries were made:
(ri) The south-west comer of the great Enclosure wall of the Temple of Ptah, From a stela of Merenptah
found by Labib Habachi in 194S in the neighbouring chapel of Sethoa I it appears that the wall WTis probably
built by Merenptah*
(^) The Sanctuary of Ramesses 11 just outside the south-west corner of the wall was found to be pan of a
larger temple, the area of which w^as encroached on by die building of the wall. In from of this Sanctuary
is a colonnade^ and the excavations revealed that this area was occupied by artisans' dwellings and work¬
shops after the Sanctuary fell into disuse.
(c) in the same area, in the south-east eorticr of the Sanctuary, were found three modest tombs built of
Tc-nsed limestone stabs (some of w^bich bear scenes w'hich are not discussed in this volume) and mud-brick.
They are all to be dated probably to the Late New Kingdom and^ as intrusive in the brickwork of the temple,
may be compared w4th similar late tombs found at Mcdmct Habu. The three tombs, X, V and
yielded
few objects of interest apart from Z, This tomb contained the remains of an old woman and w ith the body
were the sundving elements of a necklace, including eleven pendants, mostly of gold and siheTi one of which
was a solid gold statuette of Amun and another a solid gold figure of a scorpion.
(d) A small excavation was made to uncover the southern part of the gateway that originally formed the
entrance to the Sanctuary of Ramesses Up The northern part had been previously uncovered in 1948.
(t) Further clearance was undertaken m the area of the Embalming House of the Apis Bulls.
Very adequate accounts of all these operations arc given in Afif Ra)tin^h
Anthes contributes an
introduction {which contains a brief account of recent work in the area by Labib Habachi) and a chapter of
summaiy and conclusions on the excavations in the main area of work. The architecture is described by
Monsieur J* Jacquet who in a remarkably lucid manner makes clear, as far as is possible^ the confused tangle
of stone and brickwork uncovered at various levels. Dr. Henry Fischer studies the finds of tomb Z, the
pottery , and the fiintSi Other objects arc described by Dr* Hasan S. K. flakry; they arc mostly very modest.
Dimick provides a chapter on the Embalming House of the Apis Bulla in which he suggests that the whole
process of the mummification of the dead animals was carried out at Memphis and not at the Serapeum.
The descriptions of all these operations arc somew hat inhibited by the fact that the work of this first season
raised many problems that can only be solved by funher work. It is to be hoped that the report for the 1956
season will be published soon and that the expedition may be able to resume w^orh on the site before long.
A most useful by-product of the first season's work w'as a new' map of the central area of Memphis which is
published loose with this volume. It can also be obtained separately* The new mnxy of the ancient monu¬
ments was carried out by Dimick and he has included all standing monuments as they are at present. Those
that have been removed or are reburied arc not included, llic map is on a suliidently large scale to be really
uscfiiL
Two small necessary corrections have been pointed out to me by Fischer. The caption of fig. i a should
read ^4labaster vessels from Totnb Z^ The direction ^Looking west’ for pi.
is misleaditigt the feet of the
body point tow'ards the west*
T. G. H. jAXilffi

r/« TomA af Tjant/er ai Thrbes. By Keith C, Seele. University of Chicago Oriental Institute Publications,
VoJ. LXXXVJ. Chicago, 1959. Pp. x+jOj pis. 41*
*rhe iambi thn scenes of which are published in this volume, is one of the largest and most conspicuous
on the upper slopes of Dra" Abu 'n Naga' (no. 158). It is well known to visitors 10 the Theban Necropolis
and has rcccised sornc mention by early writers. The scenes in the Court and the inner chambers are much
damaged, but many interesting parts remain. Reference to the new edition of Porter and Moss, Topographical
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Bibliography^ vol. [, pt. ip in which all ihe scenes arc listedp shovi^ how little has been published previqusly;
one of the few well-ktiown scenes is that of a harper, the upper part of which is now in Berlin.
The Tomb of Tjanefer derives additional interest from the fact that it is mentioned in the records of the
investigations into the tomb robberies of the Twentieth Dynasty as one of those tombs entered and robbed.
For several reasons, therefore, its proper publication is long overdue. It b a pity that the present volume
falls short of what we may now expect in a full-scale pohJicatlon of a Theban lomb. HerCp principallyp we are
given good drawings of all the scenes, executed in the first instance by Professor Seele himself. He has used
the now well-known technique of drawing on photographs developed by the Chicago Expedition for its work
in the Temple of Rameases III at Medfnet Habu and elsewhere. ^Fhe final inking-in w'as carried out by
L+
Longley, a former artist on the staff of the Chicago Expedition, Knowledge of the scrupulous care that
characterizes the Chicago method^ enables us to assume that the plates give as true a record as possible of
the scenes and Inscriptions that survive. For practical purposesp how^evtr, there arc two respects in which
the plates could have been improved. In the first place there b the problem of the indication of damage
to the wall. In the case of walls where great areas are damaged or lost entirely ii would indeed be unnecessary
and certainly unsightly to hatch on the platen all the damaged portions. The problem is, howcvcTp different
in the case of inscriptions where the damage may be confined to single signs or small groups of signs, llicre
are many places in the texts of the scenes reproduced in this volume where damage of this idnd has occurred.
To the student using the plaies aome small gaps might appear to be due to the inadvertent omission of a
sign by the ancient draughtsman or the modem copyist; the former type of omission is not uncommon
in ancient inscriptions. Thusp on pL i2p lower registerp h lo^ we find

are we to think that the

ancient draughtsman has omitted the stroke here or that the stroke has been lost Mn a place like this a little
discreet hatching (if the sign is lost) or aj?c (if it has been omitted in antiquity) would soon satisfy' The studcni.
h should alwaj-s be remembered in reproducing texts and scenes by line-drawing that the chief purpose is
not to offer a work of art to a discerning pubhc but to provide a form of the original that can be used with
profit by the student. To that end the student should be given every assistance to interpret the dravvings;
hatching can be of great use, provided it is not used indiscriminately; so can the occasiona] footnote^ The
plates of this volume arc unencumbered with hatching and footnotes. These omissions are the more to be
regretted in a publication in which the introductory text gives so Little help to the reader to understand the
plates.
A second deficiency of the plates is the lack of indications of joins when the scenes on one plate continue
the scenes on the preceding plate. The scenes of the south wall of the passage leading from the Broad Hall
to the * Shrine' are reproduced on pis,
there are no overlaps from plate to plate and no other indications
of how they should join up^ The problem h partlcuiarly acute between pL 32 and pi, 33.
The tomb of Tjanefer, like other tombs of the late New Kingdom at 'rhebes, is dcootaicd with scenes
that are religious in character throughout. There axe no representations of the activities of daily life. In the
Court the subjects represented indude the prescniation of the deceased to various deities and other ritual
actlv'Ities such as the funerary banquet and the playing of 'chess* by the deceased. Further ritual scents
occur in the Broad Hall and these Include parts of the funeral and burial ceremonies. In the Long Passage
occur divisions of the Book of Gates. PictoHallyr therefore^ the tomb lacks much of the interest found in
many of the earlier priv^ate tombs at Thebes; but there are, nevertheless, many things to interest ihe student,
particularly the student of ritual matters. Some assistance, however, should have been given to enable the
student to discover what the tomb contains. Many of the scenes, being badly damaged, are hard to interpret*
On Some waUs it is not easy to discover the order of the events pK>rtrayed and the connexion between Lsolaied,
damaged, scenes. There are no explanatory captions to the plates and the irLtroduction contains no summary
of the scenes. In the case of a well-prcserv^ed tomb it is always helpful lo provide the student with an account
of what is represented. In the case of a badly damaged tomb it is quite essential to do so. 'I'he reader is
therefore reconrimendcd to study the full summary of scenes in Tomb 158 to be found in the new' Porter and
Moss* Topographical BibUography, vol. t, pt. 1.
'l"he introductoty text contains a dcscriptiorL of the tomb and an account of Tjanefer and his family. The
description Is in two parts, the first dealing W'ith the location of the tomb and its history in ancient and
B 4717
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modem times; the setjond, longer part is devoted to the architectund arrangement of the tomb. Architec¬
turally the tomb h interesting because it possesses the only surviving example at Thebes of a stone pylon
at the entrance to the forecourt. This pylon gives the tomb, esternalJy, an imposing appearance which is
greatly enhanced by its lofty situation on the hillside. Similar stone pylons, as Seele suggests, undoubtedly
occurred in other Theban tombs of the greater nobles. The tomb also possessed a tall brick pyramid, only
the Lowe r courses of which now survive. A lepresentation of this pyramid occurs in one of the better-preserved
scenes in the Broad Hall.
In the section devoted to Tjanefer and his family Seek discusses in the first place the true status of the
deceased and concludes that he probably was ultimately First Prophet of Amun, although he is given the
title explicitly only once iti the tomb. He is otherwise <^kd Third Prophet of Amun or
Seek suggests that the stroke in the latter title may represent tpy. This suggestion seems sound, whether
the stroke be taken as a variant viTiting of J, or as a cardinal number used with ordinal sense. There are
other good reasons, given b>' Seek, to confirm that Tjanefer was First Prophet of Amun, not least among them
being the siac, position, and quality of his tomb. In an interesting discussion of the relations of Tjanefer and
their interconnexions with the high-priestly families of the Nineteenth and Twentieth Dynasties, Seek
concludes that Tjanefer probably flourished in the period from the later years of Ramcsscs 11 to the earlier
part of the reign of Harnesses Ill. He w-as certainly a member of the priestly dan that did so much to
weaken royal authority in the late New Kingdom, but in view of the dilllcuLty Seek has in establishing
precisely that Tjanefer was High Priest and the exact period when he exercised that office, we should be
cautious about agreeing with his final paragraph: ‘Perhaps it is not too much to say that Tjanefer
contributed as much as any single individual to undermining the pharaonic authority and eventually, in
conscQUcnce, to the collapse of the Ramessids, from which Egypt never fully recovered*.
T.G.H. James

Earlttst hiifltKluat Man‘s Idea of tkt Cosmof. By SamUEL A. B. Mehcef, London, 1957, Pp, iv+122. 25r.

Professor Mercer here discusses ideas current io ancient Egypt and Sumero-Babylonia(a term defended
by him in his preface) about the cosmos. After an introductory chapter he deals with the ‘background’ and
proceeds to discuss—1 quote some of the headings—the gods; kings and men; the sty, the earth, water, air,
trees, plants, and grain; astronomy: creation; death and the future world; the underworld; and the cosmos.
His last chapter deals w'ith calendars and general comparisons. Each exposition is divided between the two
regions, but the sections dealing with Sumero-Babylonian matters are noticeably shorter; this, we an: told,
is 'because the same thing is often true of both Egypt and Sumem-Babylonia’.
Professor Mercer states that he has 'used a minimum of references in the test, try'ing to make up for it
by* a comparatively full biblic^phy at the end of the book’. This makes a reviewer’s task difficult, for there
are manv statements which appear to be quesiionabk. For instance, in a discussion of what the Egyptians
believed the shape of the earth to be, it is said {p. 77; cf. ^ f.) that ‘the earth to the Egyptians was a disk,
personified, and represented as an outstretched man*. The latter part of this statement cicurly refers to the
familiar depiction of Geb,
in Bonnet, Biideratlofz Agyptisthe Relipon. fig. a. One should, therefore, say
’god’ rather than *man', even though the figure is anthropomorphic. But what is the evidence that Geb here
personifies and represents the earth as a disk? If the statement intends to relate the [rarticiples to ‘earth’
rather than ’disk", the question remains whether the Egyptians ever thought of the earth as a disk. None of
the relevant hieroglyphs appears to suggest this. It is true that a common expression in Egyptian for the
earth (which Mercer docs not refer to) is innt Itn, ’what the sun goes round’; cf, inttt uhl Itn *all that the sun
goes round'.’ The most frequent writing, however, of this verb according to the IVt/rterbuih is ^
where the determinative is oval rather than circular. Further, even if the action Involved the describing
of a circle, it would not follow' that the object encircled was regarded as of that shape; it is possible, for
example, to encircle a square. The Egyptians may, of course, hare imagined the movement of the sun round
the earth to he in a course above and below a fiat object, in a two-dimensional pattern. If so, the shape of
’ For the

two

expressions see

IV, 490.
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the flat object, i.e, the earth, remains equally unclarilicd. In a well-know^ tnstana;^ Osiris is shown making
a circle round the underworld
and his action is denoted In wriiing by the verb inL Does this imply
that the shape of the underworld was regarded as circular? 1 think not, for there is no suggestion of that
elsewhere,
Sethe in his
Vorstellungen tom Lau/der Sonne (Sii^ungsb., Berlin^ 1928), 3 finds in P^Hairis^
44t 4-5 an idea of the earth floating 'aJs cine Scheibc^-* on the waters of Nun, The relevant espnession conoents the action of Ftah, who is said to have 'surrounded {phr) it (the earth) with Nun (and) the sea*. Whether
phr here can be pressed to give this picture of the shape of the earth is extremely doubtful.
On this as on other matters Mercer does not claim to present detailed evidence; and If he possesses it, the
reader will be piqued to have to go without it. When it is stated (on p. 64) that *as the ancients regarded the
earth on which they Hved^ it looked round and fiat but not a globe', the assumption seems reasonable since
the contour of the horiaon suggests roundness. Yet when the Egyptians represented the horizon, or parts
of It;, In hieroglyphs, they did not suggest this contour at all; for some reason it w^ only sections of a hilly or
mountainous horizon that were selected for depiction in hieroglyphic form.^
J- Gw ys* GaimTKs

An Annmt Egyptian Book of Hours, By Raymond O, Faulkneh, printed for the Griffith Institute fay the
University Press, O)tford, 195S. Pp. ii+4i-l-6o*. 1 plate, air,
Mr* Faulkner here publishes with an introduction, translation, commentary^ and transcription, die
Ptolemaic religious te,xt which he described in this
40 (1954). 34"39papyrus was presented
by Sir Alan Gardiner to the British Museum where it bears the number 10569. The manuscript is tentatively
dated to the third century B.C., and the internal evidence is said to point to a dorthem and probably a
Memphite origin. Mr* Faulkner's presentation of the text shows his customary care and calligraphy.
He believes that the title can be restored as To Oairia in all his names'. There are invocations to many
deidca in the text and it is suggested that 'all the multitudinous beings and objects invoked were regarded
simply as manifestations of Osiris, in w^hom all divlnit)^ was deemed to be concentrated"* The most striiung
example of such an idea might be the aJIusIon in 16, 3, if the restoration Is rights to ^Osiris in [all his] names
of Ptah'i, following several designations of Ptafa. It is noticeable, however, that in the other cases where the
expression 'Osiris in aU his names' occurs, the context deals specifically with names of Osiris; see 6, 261
71 ^5* ^9expression like “Osiris in the towns and nomes where his ka desires to be' (8, 24) might
suggest that all the places mentioned are claimed for this god; hut w*c find also “Geb in every place where
his fta desires to be' (20, 22), and the same words arc used of Ncphthv'S, Thoth, Anubia, Isis, Nut, and
Homs* After one long list of gods and goddesses In ^-arious places, the invocation |e closed with *the [gods]
and goddesses in w-hoae places Osiris rests" (10, 14). (Faulkner, p. 7, transiatea 'who accommodate Osiris
in their places', taking it literally (n. on p. 30) as *w'ho make content'; but hip may well be singular and
intransitive here, for its causative sense is not common, «e IVh, m, 192. For the frequent use of
m
of the seats of deities and cult-objccts see IVk lir, 190.) Faulkner aptly suggests (p. 30) that the allusion is
here ^to those deities w^ho included a shrine 10 Osiris in their sacred precincts'. Such a gesture would point
to the predomLnance of Osiris, but does not necessarily imply a pnwxss of Osirian pansyncretism. When
fuiion of gods is expressly indicated, as in the names Ptah-Sokar (3, 29; 6, 14; 15, 22), Osiris^pa (4. i;
6, 2o), Osiris-Sokar (4, 3; 4. 7), Sokar-Osiris (7, 6), Osiris-Homs^ (8, 1), OsirisHAtum (8, as)* ApiS“
Atum-Horus (lo, 16), Ptah-Oairis (15, 24), Nut^Ope (19, 7), Nut-Renc (ig^ 3), Thoth-Atum (ai, za)*
* Bonnet, Bitd^aitas, fig. 19; cf. R, T. Rundle Clark, Myih and Syrnhot in Andfnt
ph 14 and P^ Gf. John A. Wilson in Before PMfosophy (Pelican, J049)^ S+.
platter w^th a comigited rim^
J See Gardiner, Eg. Gramm., Sign-lisi, N 25^28, Setlie, op. cit. 9, n. i points out that 'horizon" i$ only a
makeshift translation of
'Hilly horizon of sunrise' (or^ gomctuncs, 'of sunset') would be cumberionie+ while
'Sonnenberg" excludes the sky clement.
* This should perhaps he read 'Osiria-Sept'* taking the falcon with outstretched winRa u a substitute
for the flying pintail duck which is normal in the writing of Sepa although it is not used, admittedly, m the
other writings found in this text (4+1; 6, 20: 7, 7)^ At any rate Horus is not thus written in this text in any of
the numerous instances.
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Osirii-Hapy (35, u)i Oairis-Mne^'is (z6, u), tlje<-Haiakht;-Khqprl (27,13). it is Ostris who moat f^cqucntly
iigures, altiwugh he i* absent in seveiaj groupings. The expression *Osiri5 in his form of Re*’ {16, 13) may
ptossibly refer to the ba of Osiris \vhtch was equated with the Heliopolitan phoenix: see K«a, GSUergltoAt,
407; it wil I fiot therefore imply general assimilation. An alUperii'ading Osirianism is atiggested, prima facie,
by the sequence (12.21 ff.): Osiris of the gods. Osiris of the living. Osiris of all things’; but closer considera¬
tion shows that the last phrase really means ‘Osiris in whatever connexion he is found’. Several allusions,
indeed, present him as but one among many gods. The souls of RC*, Shu, Geb, and Osiris are named, for
instance, in 17, 7 ff. and they are clearly regarded as on a par. Mention is made in b, i ff- of the Excellent
Souls who follow R5f, who follow Osiris, who follow Homs’; Osiris, be it noted, is not even given pre¬
cedence.
One must mject, then, the interpretation that Osiris in this text is regarded as having assimilated all the
deities and objects named. The increasing syncretism in which he is involved is expressed in specific
relations and is not a universalized concept. His position here is not by any means comparable with that of
Isis in P.Oxyrhynchus xi, 1380 or in Apuleius, Met. xf, 5. ITte same will be true of Spell 142 of the Book
of the Dead.
A few comments may be added in relation to Faulkner’s admirable commentary. In 6, 23 he wants to
interpret fjthd tp as ’black-hcadcd’. •Black’ is certainly an epithet of Osiris in the case of iwiv (B’b. v, 130),
ef. Plutarch, Di h. tt Os. 22, 3591! (peAtlyxP® '^)tp, however, is also used of Isis in the present text
{18, 3), so that it seems doubtful whether it should be equated with the distinctively Osirian adjective.'
Tp is here written SI
and one wonders whether the last sign has the value of the pronoun A as it often
has in the Ptolemaic temple texts; cf. Fairman in
Sen?. 43p 229, no. I95‘
spite of the frequent invoeatians in the text, however, the second person singular docs not seem to be used, and Faulkner may be
right in his suggestion that the sign ‘is presumably intended to imply that Osiris’s head was adorned with
a urBCtts’.® In 16, 26 Osiris is described starnhn, ‘in the chest’, and Faulkner takes this as 'an allusion to the
legend describing how Seth murdered Osiris by shutting him in a chest’. But in 23, 8 the very same expres¬
sion is used of Aimbis. The reference is probably to the sarooph^s with which these funerary deities w%*re
associated. In 19,8 Nut is called “^4^. whom Faulkner identifies with the hippopotamus goddess some¬
times denoted by this word. Perhaps the first meaning of ‘the sow’ would suit Nut better here, especially
as the previous line identifies her with the hippopotamus-goddess Ope ; but this last point might, of course,
favour the interpretation adopted.
J- Gwitj Griffiths

Ptolemaic Painti/igs and Mosaics arid the Afexandritm Style. By Blakch R. Brow?*. Cambridge. Massa¬

chusetts, 1957. Pp. 108, with 45 plates.
Much has been written about Alexandrian pictorial art, but seldom have students of this subject gone
back to the only legitimate sources, the Hellenistic works executed in Alexandria which have survived. The
principal reasons for this omission are the limited quantity and the inferior quality' of the relevant material.
Mrs, Brown rectifies this omission in a work which is not only scholarly but eminently readable.
Her atarting-point is the Soldier's Tomb, which she considers in some detail both for itself and for its
usefulness as a basis for chronology. Six painted slabs from this tomb arc now in the Metropolitan Museum,
and sert'cd to whet the author’s appetite for her subject. The chronological importance of the tomb lies in
the signed Hadra vases which it contained, for they can now be dated with a high degree of probability to
the years Just after the middle of the third century B.c.
In the second section the author examines all the extant sources of Ptolemaic painting and mosaics. The
mcagrcncss of the tomb-paintings is eked out to a certain extent by the polychrome painted vases; the mosaics
are of higher quality and need no apology.
The third section attempts to define the nature of Piotemaic painting. Strangely enough, Mrs. Brown’s
pictorial examination leads to a conclusion other than that of our literary sources. The features w'hich we
' Kmy, ii is true, is also used of Min: see Wb. v, 130 (9).
’ Cf. Brugseh, Biise natk der Grotten Oast El Khorgeh, pi. 25, line i ‘his uraeus
(of B£<.)

'“Pi* lazuli’
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should expect are not present; instead, it seems that Ptoleinajc painting was part of the general Hellenistic
kiiine, and, like most Mellenbtic art, was subject to many different influences.
Scholars will be gratehil that a difliaih and uninspiring task has been tackled so succesafully and with so
light a touch.
R, A. Hjcgins

Papyrologica Lugduno-Batava VIII: A. H, R- R. Paap, Nomiim Sacra lu llie Creek Papyri of the Firtt Five
Centuries AM. Pp, s+127. Leyden, E. J. Brill. Price not stated.
In 1907 Ludwig Traube elaborated a theory that has gained a widespread measure of acceptance: he held
that the abbreviation by suspension and over-written line of a number of words central to Christian thought
(e.g. I? for ’/ijoow), words for which he coined the term nomina sacra^ developed out of a similar practice
in Septuagint Greek, into which Jews had carried 0%'er from the Hebrew an expression of reverence for the
unpronounceable name of God by leaving out the vowels, h is Professor Paap’s purpose to test this thesis
against the large accumulation of Greek papyri since 1907. Papyvi ofler evidence of scribal procedure at an
early stage of development and arc therefore a particularly valuable touchatonc, Paap has assembled the
evidence of 4^1 texts in which Traube’s fifteen keywords occur, dated between the second century B.C.
and about a.d. 500, His lists show that in early Christian writing (i.c. about a.d. 150-200) contraction was
restricted to a small number of words which do not include the words especially characteristic of Jeivish
writings. There i$ therefore not merely a lacuna in Traube's chain of evidence, but a positive counterindication; yet on the other side weight must be
Traube’s insistence that the method of contraction
is quite unlike that used in either documentary or literary' texts. Paap comes half-way back to meet him by
adinitting that this vray of writing must spring from a realization that the name of God has a peculiar value,
and concludes that cv>en if Christians did not share the view that this name w'as not to be spoken, their habit
of not writing it in full and their method of contraction may have been borrowed from the practice of Jewish
circles in Alexandria. One wonders how the picture would look if extensive first-century texts had survived.
Paap concentrates on this central thesis. He does indeed raise the question whether different modes of
contraction are characleristie of different scriptoria (p, 126), but believes that we have no means of discover¬
ing them if there were. Perhaps this is so: yet papynia tests need not have been WTittcn at the places where
they were found, and farther internal analysis might carry the search farther. In any case Traube’s exposi¬
tion and lists have enormous practical value as palacographica! discriminants. Here Paap’s lists provide a new
(and as far as I have tested them) trustworthy tool. They include most though not all of Traube’s texts; since
they contain so many private letters one ia surprised at the absence of private letters from the .^binnacus
archive, used by Traube himself, pp. 49-50. which demonstrate the restricted usefulness of this class of
evidence. Paap bicvitably relics on editore for dating- The reader will remember that up to the igjo’s there
was a good chance that Christian te-xta would be dated too late: now the pendulum has swung the other way
and they are dated too early (especially by the Geneva editors). Paap intends to enumerate the number of
times each abbreviation occum in each text, but sometimes lie forgets, e.g. in his no. 152. He does not record
the fact that this text is continued in PSl 1292 [published in 1951). The latest te.xt included is, I think, the
Bodmer St. John of 1956, and this is without the supplement which would have produced the unexampled
prpaTt.just as P.Bodtner VIII would have offered the new form STJIT. It is hard to find any particular text in
the lists, and a concordance would have been useful
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